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It is, to speak conservatively, of extreAne interest to revie\v the
recent progress made by the scientist in his endeavor to penetrate the
unseen world of the minute and disease-causing organisms, in particular
a world of viruses-suspected, yet lying just beyond the scope of human
vision and the po,ver of the microscope to reveal; for the laboratory
research worker, the doctor, the technician long have been familiar
with the effects of these unseen enemies they have been called upon to
treat and to cope with in man, animal, and plant, and while their
kno\vledge of the' infinitesimal has been gro\ving steadily, they \vere,
until very recently, unable to make the slight step "beyond" \vhich
would enable them to "sec. t, But today, Science is exploring-looking
for the first time upon totally nc\v \vorlds through the eyes of totally
new types of microscopes, microscopes ne,v in principle of construction
and in principle of illumination.
.
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THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE •

One of these ne\v instruments the Electron i\Iicroscope, has received considerable attention and is no,v being used extensively in
both industrial and medical research. Based on the principles of
geometric electron optics, this microscope utilizes electrons as a source
of ill umina tion instead of the light source of the ordinary light
microscope.
Electrons, practically speaking, are the smallest, lightest particles
of matter and electricity. Like light, they behave like corpuscles
guided by \vaves. Unlike light, however, they travel in a straight line
in a vacuum where, subject to the action of electric and magnetic fields,
their behavior coincides \vith the la\vs and principles set do\vn by Sir
vVilliam Hamilton \vho, more than a century ago, demonstrat<ld the
existence of a close analogy bet\veen the path of a light ray through
refracting media and that of a particle through conservative fields of
force.
vVe kno\v that these negatively-charged particles, the electrons,
revolving about in their varibus orbits in the atom, serve to maintain
the balance of the atom \vhile the nucleus exerts the" positive" force
which holds it together; and we also kno\v that \vhen this balance is
upset, due to gain or loss of electrons, we think of the atom as "charged,"
since it is this circumstance which causes the tiny particle to attract or
17
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repel other electrons according to the state of its unbalance. And
Science has succeeded in unbalancing the atoms to such an appreciable
extent that the negative electricity may be withdrawn and harnessed
for use in such instruments as the Electron Microscopes.
The fact has long been established that atoms are in a constant
state of vibration in a heated body and that the greater the heat of the
body, the greater the agitation of the atoms. According to the electron
theory of metal~, electrons circulate about a three-dimensional network,
or lattice, of positive ions, some of the electrons being comparatively
free, that is to say, the attractions of the ions are practically cancelled
by the repulsions of the other electrons. It does not necessarily follow,
however, that the same electrons consistently remain free. They may
be controlled by the ions eventually, but regardless of this, there is
always a fixed number of them that are free. Moreover, there is a
critical value of speed above which the electrons are able to rise in
metals and thus escape from their restraining positive charges, though
at ordinary temperatures the proportion of them moving rapidly enough
to do this is relatively small. However, as the heat applied to the
metal is increased, not only is the thermal agitation of the electrons
increased also, but the proportion among them possessing sufficiently
high speeds to enable them to leave the metal.
Thus is heat applied to the electron source of the Ele~tron Microscope which, in the case of most instruments of this kind, is a tungsten
filament surrounded by a guard cylinder. After leaving the filament,
or cathode, the electrons enter an electric field wherein are large accumulations of charge which serve to steadily speed up the motion of these
freely-moving particles. Since the electrons travel in vacua, none of the
kinetic energy gained in crossing the field is lost, the total kinetic
energy, or energy of motion, gained in passing through this region being
proportional to the voltage applied. We may deduce, therefore, that
since increase of charge in an electric field means a proportional increase
of kinetic energy of these electrons, the higher the voltage applied, the
greater the speed of the electrons-all of which has been calculated
mathematically and confirmed experimentally.
After traverSing the electric field and passing through the anode,
the electrons are concentrated on the specimen under examination by
the first of three magnetic fields which are created by currents flowing
through ·coils enclosed in soft iron shields, molded so as to concentrate
the magnetic fields on a short section of the microscope's axis. Whereas
in the ordinary light microscope glass lenses serve as the refractive
media through which light rays are deflected, in the Electron Microscope
it is these magnetic fields of rotational symmetry which are the refractive media and serve as the "lenses" ,\\Thich deflect the beams of
electrons. The first of these, the condenser lens coil, corresponding to
the substage condenser of the ordinary light microscope. concentrates
18
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the beam of electrons upon the specimen. The convergence of the
beam falling on the specimen is controlled by varying the: current
through this condenser lens. Now, having passed through the specimen, the objective coil, similar in effect to the objective lens, focuses
the electrons, and an intermediate image enlarged about one hundred
diameters is fonned. Finally, the projection coil, corresponding to the
projection lens or ocular, produces a further magnified image on a
large fluorescent screen. In some of the Electron Microscopes, there
is a periscope-like atta~hment by means of which it is possible to locate
and adjust for study the most interesting portion of the specimen. or
that which it is desired should be examined, before the projeetion lens
coil forms the final magnified image upon the screen, since it is sometimes difficult to accomplish this at high magnification. ...c\lso, if it is
desired that a photographic record be made, the screen can be removed
and a photographic plate substituted.
The specimen itself is supported on a thin nitrocellulose membrane
less than one-millionth of an inch thick, and clamped in the tip of a
cartridge which is ins~rted between the pole pieces of the objective coil.
The membrane is suspended across the opening of a fine mesh screen,
and a plate, serving as the movable stage, supports the cartridge. The
image is projected onto the screen according to the density and atomic
weight of the specimen. In other words, whereas in the ordinary light
microscope the image is seen due to refraction of the specimen or
differences in absorption, in the Electron Microscope the image is seen
due to scattering of the electrons, and since electrons travel in a straight
line in a vacuum, it stands to reason that even a fairly thin specimen
will prove sufficient to deflect such particles. Electrons which strike
a thick or solid portion of the specimen will, of course, not continue on
in a straight line to the screen but will be either completely absorbed
by the specimen or scattered too far out of the beam, thus failing to
enter the narrow aperture of the objective, so that that portion of the
screen corresponding to the thick portion of the specimen will remain
dark. However, those electrons which are able to escape complete
absorption or too great deflection because they do not happen to come
in contact with too solid a portion of the specimen and either pass.along
on all sides of it or penetrate the thinner portions where it is possible
they may encounter only a single heavy nucleus for considerable scattering (the angle of deflection being proportional to the square root of
·the thickness), continue on to the screen where they impinge and cause
the chemically-treated screen to fluoresce, thus providing a study in
light and shadow. If the atoms of a particular substance are heavy,
they will also deflect more electrons than if they were light. It may
be readily seen, therefore, that the thinner the specimen and its mounting, or the greater the variations in density of the specimen, the more
internal structure and detail which may be seen, since too great density
19
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tends to absorb or interrupt the straight-line progress of too many of
the electrons.
.
Focusing of the image is accomplished by varying the strength of
the fields and thereby altering the focal length of the "lens" coils at
will, so that the need of changing the specimen's position in relation to
a fixed optical system as would be the case with an ordinary light
microscope, is avoided. Thus, magnification in an Electron Microscope can be continuously varied.
Some specimens may be mounted directly on the fine mesh screen
while others may be embedded in collodion, sealed between films of
collodion, or suspended in a gelatin film, itself supported on collodion
film. The supporting films beside being very thin must be' homogeneous lest an artefact be created. For the most part, no staining
of bacteriological specimens is done since usually they exhibit sufficiently
high contrast in density to readily reveal flagella and other detail without any preparation except that of s'uspending the specimen in distilled
water or other liquid and allowing a drop of the suspension to dry on
the film surface which method is also utilized for specimens of colloidal
particles, pigments, and other chemical preparations. At times, ho\vever, as Dr. L. Marton of Stanford University has mentioned in his
article on the Electron Microscope (written for The Journal of Bacteriology, March 194 1 , when he was associated with the R. C ....A,... Research Laboratories), virus particles may show decided low contrast.
One method which Dr. Marton mentioned for overcoming this is to
secure a number of electron micrographs at various focuses and simply
select the best one for study. Or the ,"irus may be permitted to
absorb colloidal gold which would result in an image of high contrast.
Dr. Marton points out that there may be future need for a staining
in density and that already osmic acid has been tried and used for this
purpose.
In this microscope, ,roltages of between 30,000 and 60,000 are used.
It has been previously stated that the higher the voltage, the greater
the speed of the electrons. This might now be augmented to read,
the higher the voltage, the greater the speed of electrons; hence, the
shorter the wavelength. ...\n explanation of this may be approached
through a brief discussion of short-'\vave diffraction as considered by
Dr. Karl K. Darro,\v of Bell Laboratories in his book, "The Renaissance
of Phvsics." In order to obtain convenient angles of refraction ,,-ith
the o;dinary diffraction grating, it is necessary that the \yavelengths
of light be smaller, but not many times smaller, than the spacing
between the wires or groo,res. Naturally, a limit of measurement is
reached in the region of ultra-violet light since it is impossible to
further lessen the spacing of these gratings. Ho\vever, this limitation
was overcome ,vhen von Laue conceived the idea of substituting a
crystal for an artificial grating since the a toms in a crYstal are a thousand
20
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times more closely set together than are the wires or grooves of a grating
and are arranged in precise regular order or " lattices, " and, like gratings, :=
are unable to diffract waves which are longer than the spacings between
their atoms. Von Laue suggested that if a beam of light were directed
across a crystal and made to strike a photographic plate, there \\·ould
appear a spray of narrow rays each composed of a single wave train
instead of the broad fan-like arrangement of the grating, and a pattern
of star-like spots where the rays come in contact \vith the plate instead
of the dark irregular blot when a grating is used. Of course, the rays
are disposed according to the spacings of the atoms in the lattice and
according to' the character of the lattice. \"'on Laue confirmed this
idea for waves short enough to be so diffracted and then advanced the
theory that this principle might hold true for x-rays as well, which theory
was almost immediately confirmed by Friedrich and Knipping. Shortly
after Schroedinger began to develop De Broglie's wave theory of
electrons, Elsasser conceived the. idea that possibly these tiny particles
might also be diffracted by crystals, and Doctors Davisson and Germer
of the Bell Telephone Research Laboratories, using as part of their
apparatus an electron gun, .set out to test and to prove this theory.
Due to their experiments and those of G. P. Thomson, it was established
beyond a doubt that electron beams are diffracted just as are x-ray
beams. However, it was also demonstrated in the course of these
experiments that electrons of slow speeds and feeble kinetic energies
are unable to penetrate the crystals. It was Thomson who utilized
faster electrons and demonstrated that not only are electrons diffracted
like x-rays, but like x-rays also they make an imprint upon a photographic plate at increased speeds. These three men, together \vith
others, then measured the wavelengths which they compared with the
momenta of these electrons by their diffraction. To these experiments
and measurements were then applied the following Rules of Correlation:
"Energy (E) is proportional to frequency (v), and momentum (p) is
inversely proportional to wavelength (lambda), the same constant (h)
appearing in both relations. (Frequency is interpreted as the velocity
(V) of the waves divided by their wavelength.)" These Rules can be
applied mathematically to the Electron Microscope to better illustrate
the principles of its operation. In making use of the first Rule, however, it is necessary to substitute" voltage" for" frequency," and in so
doing, therefore, the Rules of Correlation explain the increase of energy
in relation to the increase of voltage as well as the increase of speed of
electrons in relation to the decrease or shortening of wavelength '\vhen
we say-the higher the voltage, the greater the speed; hence, the
shorter the wavelength of electrons. It is interesting to note in passing
that a 150-volt electron has a ,vavelength of one angstrom unit, this
being more than 10-3 times smaller than the wavelength of visible or
ultra-violet light.
21
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Because the wavelengths utilized in an Electron Microscope are so
much shorter than those employed in an ordinary -light microscope,
it is possible to obtain greatly increased resolution and' magnification.
:\s a matter of fact, resolution up to 20,000 or 25,000 diameters may be
realized, and increased magnifications beyond this point up to 100,000,
even 200,000 diameters, can be obtained, such magnifications, however,
constituting enlargement of the image. (Definitions of "Resolution"
and "Magnification" discussed under "The Ordinary Microscope.")
This high magnification is greatly desirable since otherwise the eye would
he unable to distinguish the fine detail of internal structure at a resolution of the order of 25,000. As a result of this increase in resolution
and magnification over that of the ordinary light microscope which is
bctv.reen 1,600 and 2,500 diameters and in the ultra microscope between
2,500 and 5,000 diameters, many surface cells and much intricate
internal structure hitherto unsusp~cted, or at least undetected by
ordinary microscopes, have been revealed. To cite a few examples:
The streptococcal cells appear, not as individual cells, that is,
separate and apart from one another, but as chain-like groups, the
cells in each chain being bound together apparently by the strong
rigid membrane or outer cellular '\\·alI which extends over a number of
these cells and which is so plainly evident under the Electron Microscope. Subjected to sonic 'vibration, these cells suffer a loss of protoplasmic material from their interior, causing them to become mere
"ghost " cells, v."hich makes them more transparent to electron beams.
'[ha t there exists considerable difference betv.reen the surface structure
and internal composition of these cells has also been determined and
demonstrated.
_
Csing the Electron IVlicroscope, Dr. Harry E. I\10rton of the Department of Bacteriology of the l;niversity of Pennsylvania Medical
School and Dr. Thomas F. --\nderson of R. C ....~. Research Laboratories
\vere able to demonstrate that in at least one instance where chemical
reaction is induced by bacteria this reaction takes place "inside" the
cells. The fact that diphtheria bacilli reduce potassium teIIurite to
metallic telluriunl has been knov.:-n for some time, but whether this
reaction occurred inside the cell or on the cell surface or both had ne,'er
been definitely shown until the Electron !vlicroscope was made available.
Then, securing unstained preparations of Corynebacterium diphtheriae
gro\vn on blood infusion agar, Drs. l\iorton and _-\.nderson demonstrated
that the typical polar granules appear as dense spherical masses, or
possibly plates, of a very black color and that in unstained preparations
of this same Corynebacterium diphtheriae gro\vn on pot~ssium tellurite
chocolate agar, not only the polar granules are in evidence but also
the tiny needle-like crvstals inside the cell \\·hich disappear along with
the hla~:k color of the (,"ell nlasscs \"hen a drop of bromine \\·ater is added
to I ('c. of a suspension of the r.elIs oQ,~potassium teIIurite chocolate agar.
L.L.
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From this the experimenters were able to deduce that tellurium metal
occurs in the form of needles and is the cause of the black color, and
that this reaction occurs within the cells since the crystals have never
been observed to lie totally outside the cell \\"all, although rt t time's
there is some distortion of the wall.
The Electron l\'I.icroscope also affords such ·study and observation
as that carried out by Dr. 'V. lVr. Stanley of the Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Research and Dr. Thomas F. Anderson in their recent
investigation of plant viruses. By means of eIectronmicrographs, they
were able to judge the exact manner and extent of attack made on the
tobacco mosaic virus by the protein antibodies in the blood stream of
rabbits in which an artificial immunity to the virus had been produced.
Structures like that of the spirochete of Weil's disease, typhoid flagella, unusual internal structure of pertussis organisms, tubercle bacilli,
the isolation and recognition of the influenza virus, the spores of trychophyton mentagrophytes, spir:ochaeta pallid a with its accompanying
flaggeIar appendages, and conoid~l part!cles are but a few of the interesting revelations of the Electron lVlicroscope for medical science. Industrial science, too, has found this new research tool of great value in
the study of metals, alloys, and plastics, as well as in the study of
size, shape, and distribution of particles in chemical compounds and
elements.
The Electron lVlicroscope herein described is that manufactured by
the Radio Corporation of America. There are, of course, variations in
construction of the different instruments of this kind but all types are
built along similar lines and upon the same general principles. In the
Electron rVlicroscope there is some aberration plus the additional disadvantages of having the specimen in a· vacuum, not to mention the
probable protoplasmic changes induced by the terrific bombardment of
electrons, and finally, ,vha t is perhaps the greatest disad'van tage insofar
as medical science is concerned-that of being unable to view living
organisms. Nevertheless, the disadvantages of the microscope are far
overshadowed by its increased resolving and magnification po,vers
which have combined to make it an invaluable research tool.
RESOLUTION AND MAGNIFICATION OF ORDINARY MICROSCOPE.

\Ve have stated that the resolving power of the ordinary light
microscope is restricted to between 1,600 and 2,500 diameters and
·that of the ordinary ultra microscope to between 2,500 and 5,000
diameters, resolution in any microscope being the ability of the instrument to reveal the most minute of component parts of a specimen so
that each may be seen as a distinct and separate image. For instance,
let us suppose an object is examined through which run two very fine
parallel lines closely set together. If the two lines are visible under
the microscope and are revealed as two separate images, then, appar23
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cntly, no lilllif of resolution has been reached; but if the t\VO lines are
merged or revealed as only one, and upon further magnification the
image merely becomes enlarged without separation of the lines, then a
"limit of resolution apparently has been reached and additional magnification ,,·ould constitute only enlargement. ..-\ssuming now that the
ohject is a point object in \vhich case the images of the points ,vould be
diffraction disks, the disks should like,,·ise be sufficiently resolved so
that cach may be distinguished -as a single image. If, when these disks
are seen to oycrlap, additional magnification fails to extend the distance
het,vcen them, their size simply increasing in proportion to the increase
of magnification, or, if they are all but completely merged and the
image becomes just a spurious disk of light, it is evident that a definite
limit of resolution has been attained and that further magnification
,,,"ould be useless. Resolution, in a broad sense, then, is the ability
of the microscope to bring out or reveal internal structure and detail
of a specimen, the shortest distance it is possible to separate two component parts, according to ..~bbe, being not less than the ,\\9avelength of
light by ",-hich the specimen is illuminated divided by the numerical
aperture of the objective lens plus the numerical aperture of the condenser lens, or, about one-~hird the ",,·avelength of light utilized.
The several factors which are generally acknowledged to be responsible for the limitation of resolying po\ver are inter-related. No","
,,-hen light passes from one medium into another of different density,
in the instance "'1'hich we are considering that of light refracted by the
specimen and passing from air into glass, the light rays are deviated
from their straight-line course; that is to say, that when they come to
\\Oithin a very short distance of this denser medium, they are acted upon
by a very po"wOerful force in such a manner that they execute a short
rapidly curving motion, or an angle, and are pulled into the medium of
greater density. '\~hen the rays of light undergo such a force, the
Inomentum of the corpuscles is increased and the speed of the ,,·av"es
decreased, resulting, of course, in a shortening of the ,\\1'avelengths.
Here, again, ,ve may make use of the second of the Rules of Correlation
-" :\'Iomentum (of corpuscles) varies inversely as ,va,relength (of
"oayes)." Once ,veil inside the ne,v medium, however, the light rays
straighten themselyes out again (unless the medium is so constructed
that it possesses gradation of density in ,,·hich case they folIo",· a curved
path). They do this in spite of the fact that the same forces are still
acting upon them, although no",· these forces issue from all sides of them
and so cancel each other out, the momentum of the photons or light
corpuscles continuing to increase while the speed of the waves is proportionately.retarded. If the light is refracted normally to the surface,
ho,vever, it does not bend, but tends to cause a shortening of the optical
path although the ,,·avelength is shortened regardless. It is only ",-hen
it is refracted obliquely to the surface that the light is bent, the greater
24
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being the obliquity of the incident ray and the denser the medium,
the greater the bending of the angle of the cone of light and the shorter
the wa,relength. It might therefore seem desirable to obtain as great
an angle of refraction as possible. Ho,ve,rer, shortening of the ,,~aye
length is not -in exact proportion to the amount of bending except in
the case of the diffraction grating. _-\nd regardless of ho,v great a
change there is in its angle, the numerical aperture of the light, or
angular aperture as it is more properly called, remains constant.
In order, then, that the cone of light be large enough to supply the
aperture of the objective with sufficient light to produce an accurate,
bright, and enlarged image of the specimen, it is first necessary that
the specimen be refracting or emitting light of an adequate quantity.
since both magnification and resolution are largely dependent upon the
amount of light ,vhich the objective utilizes and receiYes into the tube
of the microscope and since such light as the objectiYe does receiyc
should be only that emitted by the specimen. It is obvious, therefore,
that it is of primary importance for the specimen itself to be amply
illuminated. This ,vould seem to depend entirely on the actual light
source, yet no matter ho,v po,v'erful a light source is employed, it is of
little avail unless the condenser is of sufficient quality and aperture
dimensions to accommodate the light ,,·hich it receives from the source.
If, for instance, the numerical aperture of the objective is 1.25, the
width of the cone of light emanating from the specilnen should completely fill this aperture in order for the fullest po,Yers of the microscope
to be realized. No,,,,, since the condenser supplies the light to the
specimen, it stands to reason that it, also, should have a numerical
aperture of at least 1.25. Ho,vever, if the condenser and specimen
"slide are separated by air, the condenser can proyide light of only
1.00 N. A. to the specimen since, according to a la,v of optics, no aperture
greater than 1.00 N .•~., (this being the refractive index of air), can pass
from a denser medium into air. To remedy this situation, an immersion
fluid is placed between the top of the condenser and the lower side of
the specimen slide as well as between the specimen and the objective lens.
Since no optical medium has an index of refraction greater than
three and no immersion fluid an index of refraction greater than I.i,
to further increase resolving power, then, might it not be feasible to
widen the apertures of the objective and condenser lenses, thus affording
additional illumination for utilization by both specimen and objectiYe?
This idea would be entirely practical except for the fact that such
enlargement of the lenses \vould increase aberration, both spherical and
chromatic, and apparently present-day lenses are no'v as highly corrected as it is possible for human ingenuity and skillful ,vorkmanship
to m-ake them. Spherical aberration, caused by the paraxial rays
coming to a focus at the center ~~ the lens before those rays near the
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principal axis, is corrected by using concave and convex lenses of
different material and, consequently, of different refractive index. In
this manner spherical aberration of a con,rex lens, for instance, can be
overcome, without its converging action being altered, by adding to
the optical system a concave lens in which there is an equal and opposite
aberration. Chromatic aberration, occurring when more than one
,vavelength of light is used to illuminate the specimen, is due to the
fact that the shortest waves of the spectrum are refracted most and
the longest "raves least, thus causing the blue-violet \,raves to come to .
a focus ahead of the red \",aves and resulting in a series of colored foci
all along the axis. N o'\\~ since, as we have said, the shortening of the
different groups of \vavelengths is not in exact proportion to their
bending and since this circumstance v'aries according to the substance
the light rays pass through, it is possible to combine lenses or lens
systems in such a '\\~ay that white light may be obtained. For instance,
a small concave flint-glass prism produces the same amount of dispersion as a large convex crown-glass prism. Thus, if these two prisms
are placed ,,~ith their edges opposite, the cro'\\:"n glass "rill bring together
the spectrum produced by the flint glass and ,\\rhite light ",.ill be the
result. Ho,vever, the rays of ",.hite light "rill not extend parallel with
the original direction but v.rill bend toward the base of the crown glass
since the mean refraction of the cro,,"n glass is greater than that of the
flint glass. ...~chromatic objectives, corrected spherically for one color,
chromatically for t'vo; semi-apochr-omatic objectives, possessing moderate refracti,re indices and very small dispersion, in ,vhich a lens of
fluorite is substituted for one of the glass lenses; apochromatic objectives, corrected spherically for two colors, chromatically for three; and
also certain monochromatic lenses for use \\"ith light of one ,,"'av'elength only are available for overcoming, at least in part, one of the
conditions \\rhich tends to interfere ""ith better resolution. Condensers,
also, can be corrected for both spherical and chromatic .aberration and
must be achromatic-aplanatic if the light ,vhich enters the objective is
to come only from the specimen, for condensers ,\rith spherical and
chromatic aberration are unable to direct their entire cone of light upon
the specimen.
In addition to being as highly corrected as possible and possessing a
large numerical aperture, an objective should also be capable of adequately magnifying the image, being aided in this by the ocular which
also serves at times to compensate for the defects in chromatic magnification ""hich cannot be managed conveniently by high-po,ver objectives,
the magnification of the final image being the product of the magnification of the objective multiplied by the magnification of the ocular.
An amplifier is sometimes inserted bet,\"een the objective and ocular
which causes the rays of light from the objective to diverge to a greater
extent, thus doubling the size of t~6 image. I\lagnification may also
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be improved by increasing the tube length, by increasing the distance
from which the image is projected, and by altering the positions of the
va.rious lenses in an adjustable objective. (n general, th~ gr~att·r th(~
magnification, the smaller will be the specimen field, hut, as has h(~ell
stressetl,'·"high po\vers of magnification should" ahvays he a(~e()Jnpanil'd
by equally high powers of resolution.
As we have seen, resolution in the ordinary light microscope is
definitely restricted by a number of inter-related elements. Even when
monochromatic light is employed, there is always present some spherical
aberration with which to contend. True, better visibility of specimens
is provided by dark-field microscopy in which the specimen is viewed
by the high contrast of its own scattered or reflected light against a
dark field, although in this type of illumination objects in the field
must be well separated. Much fine detail and brilliant color of specimens can be observed by means of the polarization of light. Further,
it is possible to illuminate the specimen with shorter and shorter wavelengths of light, the shorter the wavelength of light used, the more of
the fine detail of the specimen which can be seen, but a limit is reached
here, also, for ordinary glass lenses are not transparent to ultra-violet
rays. However, in the ultra-violet microscope, having a resolution
twice that of the instruments using "visible light," the condenser,
objective, and ocular are all made of quartz and, by substituting the
photographic plate for direct observation, many excellent micrographs
of numerous varieties of organisms and cellular structures can be made.
But when viewed directly, nothing of the nature or structure of the
specimen can be ascertained; only the light scattered by the specimen
is distinguishable, the size of the specimen being roughly estimated by
the amount of light refracted.
These seemingly unsurmountable obstacles of the ordinary microscopes would appear to indicate that Abbe's law and the contention of
physicists that "any object which is smaller than one-half the \vavclength of light by which it is illuminated cannot be seen in its true form
or detail" are destined to remain undefied.
REDUCTION IN THEORETICAl, LIMIT OF RESOLUTION DEMONSTRATED.

But Dr. Francis F. Lucas of the Bell Telephone Research Laboratories and Doctors Louis Caryl Graton and E. C. Dane, Jr., of the
Department of Geology, Harvard University, have very convincingly
demonstrated a reduction in these theoretical limits of resolution and
visibility with their instruments, designed for use in the visible light
region of the spectrum.
The Graton-Dane microscope is mounted on a 360 kg. steel foundation bed ,vhich, in turn, is supported by six rubber-in-sheer marineengine mountings-this for the purpose of eliminating all vibration and
insuring stability of parts, two factors upon which both men have laid
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great stress. . Any ty·pe source, such as the carbon are, nletallic arc
incandescent filament, Point-O-Lite, Ivlercury. Vapor, or any
th~
special forms of monochromators, can be used for illuminating the.speciIncn ,,·ith direct and dark-field transmitted, vertical and oblique .reflected, or polarized light. The image- beam itself folIo\\"~ a straight-line
path in passing from the objective, the objective ranging . anywhere
from the shortest to the greatest in· wdrking distance, through .the tube
to the ocular, as few lenses as possible being placed in its way.. The
spiral-cut rack and pinion which moves the stage and s\lb-stage assembly
in longitudinal tracks or guides can be operated by hand or .by an
electric motor and is independent of the fine adjustment, also motordriYen, \\"hich moves only the objective and the carriage carrying the
objective. \\Therea1; manual operation of the fine adjustment which is
one hundred times more sensitive than that of the ordinary instruments
necessitates five hundred turns of the knob to move the objective a
distance of but one millimeter, (an adjustment calculated to require a
time period of t,venty-five minutes), by means of the motor it is possible
to move the objective at the rate of 0.01 mm. per second or 0.004 mm.
per second, depending upon ,vhich of the two speeds is desired, rapid
motion being used \vhen the image appears considerably out of focus
and decreased speed being used ,,,,hen the image seems to be reaching a
point of perfection.
Resolution up to 6,000 diameters and magnification up to 50,000
diameters have been achieved \\"ith this high precision microscope
\\"hich photographs or enables· observation of both opaque. and transparent preparations; in fact, polishing scratches measuring, in \\ridth,
but one-tenth the \vavelength of light used have been clearly distinguished. It is the opinion of both Dr. Graton and Dr. Dane that
some present-day lenses are really capable of better resolution than
claimed for them by their manufacturers, it having been their experience
to use objectives exhibiting superior qualities of resolution over those
of identical medium and numerical aperture,. prov'ing that not only
ha,·e already ayailable lenses surpassed their theoretical limits of
resolution, indicating that it might be possible to design objectives \\Tith
still greater numerical apertures, but that the accepted theory regarding
this resolution is sadly in need of revision. Dr. Lucas's microscope
lltilizin(T an objective vlith a numerical aperture of 1.60, for instance,
in combination ""ith monohromnaphalene immersion fluid, also yields
resolution up to 6,000 diameters being, like the Graton-Dane scope,
a high precision instrument constructed ,,~ith the idea of maintaining
absolute stability of parts. Dr. Lucas also has expressed doubt as to the
complete yalidity of the generally accepted theory of resolution.
1n ,vorking ,,·ith a high precision ultra-violet micro-camera, into
,,"hich a tri-color filter system has been incorporated, '\vhich he has just
n'\C'ntly perfected. Dr. Lucas is abl~~o obtain a minimum magnification
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of 30,000 diameters and a ma.umum magnification of 60,000 dianletcrs.
\\~ith this instrument it is possible to vie,v living cells and organisms,
no staining or killing of organisms being necessary, and Dr. Lucas has
succeeded in obtaining excellent photomicrographs (both still and
motion pictures). Of special significance to industry, for instance, is
the ability of this scope to demonstrate the size, shape, and reactions in
motion and affinity of the tiny particles of which rubber is composed
under varying conditions of temperature, etc., while its ability to reycal
living rat and mouse sarcoma and carcinoma cells and to demonstrate
the development and beha,,·ior of the syphilitic organism is of far more
than average interest to medical science.
England's Dr. J. E. Barnard has succeeded in obtaining resolution
up to 7,500 diameters with his ultra-dark-field scope in which he uses a
combined illuminator. In this, an outer system of glass acts as the
immersion dark-field illuminator while the inner immersion system of
quartz makes possible the passage of a transmitted beam of light through
the specimen. Both condertsers have the same focus, one for visible
light, the other for ultra-violet radiation, and both can be stopped outat will. When, for instance; bacteria are being observed, immersion
contact is made between the condenser and quartz slide, the dark-field
illuminator being used, thus revealing the bacteria with visible light.
When the dark-field illuminator is closed, however, a beam of ultraviolet light may be directed up through the quartz condenser and
focused on the bacteria. The object-glass, of course, has to be adjusted
since it does not possess the same focus for ultra-violet that it does for
visible light. Staining of specimens is thus unnecessary, making it
possible to secure photomicrographs of living minute organisms.
In addition to these four microscopes, a fourth, belonging to the
Canadian Department of Mines and located at Ottawa, and almost
identical in principle and construction to that of Doctors Dane and
Graton, has demonstrated ability to attain equally high resolution.
This, like the scopes of Doctors Dane, Graton, and Lucas, is fitted
with a tube for visual observation although intended mainly for microphotographical work in the field of metallurgy. It is Dr. Graton's
belief, however, that his instrument and that of Dr. Dane might also
be adaptable to the purposes of biological research. Referring, in the
description of their" Precision, All Purpose Microcamera " (Journal of
the Opjical Society of America), to the necessity or "desirability" of
"reexamining the classical conception of the limit of useful magnification," Doctors Dane and Graton have this to say:
"So long as the makers accepted the conventional limit as valid
and had already attained it, there was little incentive toward progress.
But with that limit apparently surpassed, there is no present knowledge
as to how far ahead the true limit may lie. If present-day objectives
do substantially better than the 'limit' for which they were designed,
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is it not reasonable to suppose that effort to do better .stilI may conceivably be rewarded?"
·
.
To such an inquiry there can be but one logical answer-an agreement which, while perhaps not concurred in by all, must, for those
stimulated to more intense interest and effort by the possibilities of
uncovering new facts, pose further questions; for, if the improvement
of one part results in the improved performance of the whole, is it not

Chlorophyl Cell (algae) (The Universal Microscope).

17,oooX on 35 mm. film.

also reasonable to suppose that additional changes of additional parts,
yes, even changes with respect to principle and method might likewise
bear fruit?
THE UNIVERSAL MICROSCOPE.

It is not only a reasonable supposition, but already, in one instance,
a very successful and highly commendable achievement on the part of
Dr. Roval Ravmond Rife of San Diego, California, who, for many
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years, has bt:ilt and worked with light microscopes which filr surpass
the theoretical limitations of the ordinary variety of instrument, all the
Rife scopes possessing superior ability to attain high magnification with
accompanying high resolution. The largest and most powerful of these,
the Universal Microscope, developed in 1933, consists of 5,682 parts
and is so-called because of its adaptability in all fields of microscopical
work, being fully equipped ,vith separate substage condenser units for
transmitted and monochromatic beam, dark-field, polarized, and slitultra illumination, including also a special device for crystallography.
The en tire optical system of lenses and prisms as well as the illuminating
units are made of block-crystal quartz, quartz being especially transparent to ultra-violet radiations.
The illuminating unit used for examining the filterable forms of
disease organisms contains fourteen lenses and prisms, three of which
are in the high-intensity incandescent lamp, four in the Risley prism,
and seven in the achromatic condenser which, incidentally, has a
numerical aperture of 1.40. :Between the source of light and the specimen are subtended two circular, wedge-shaped, block-crystal quartz
prisms for the purpose of polarizing the light passing through the
specimen, polarization being the practical application of the theory that
light waves vibrate in al~ planes perpendicular to the direction in which
they are propagated. Therefore, when light comes into contact with a
polarizing prism, it is divided or split into two beams, one of which is
refracted to such an extent that it is reflected to the side of the prism
without, of course, passing through the prism while the second ray,
bent considerably less, is thus enabled to pass through the prism to
illuminate the specimen. When the quartz prisms on the Universal
Ivlicroscope, which may be rotated with vernier control through 360
degrees, are rotated in opposite directions, they serve to bend the
transmitted beams of light at variable angles of incidence while, at the
same time, a spectrum is projected up into the axis of the microscope,
or rather a small portion of a spectrum since only a part of a band of
color is visible at anyone time. aowever, it is possible to proceed in'
this way from one end of the spectrum to the other, going all the way
from the infra-red to the ultra-violet. Now, when that portion of the_
spectrum is reached in which both the organism and the color band
vibrate in exact accord, one with the other, a definite characteristic
spectrum is emitted by the organism. In the case of the filter-passing
form of the Bacillus Typhosus, for instance, a blue spectrum is emitted
and the plane of polarization deviated plus 4.8 degrees. The pre-_
dominating chemical constituents of the organism are next ascertained
after which the quartz prisms are adjusted or set, by means of vernier
control, to mi~us 4 ..8.degrees (again in the case of the filter-passing form
of the Bacillus Typhosus) so that the opposite angle of refraction may
be obtained. A monochromatic beam of light, corresponding exactly
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to the frequency of the organism (for Dr. Rife has found that each
disease organism responds to and has a definite and distinct wavelength, a fact confirmed by British medical research workers), is then
sent up through the specimen and the direct transmitted light, thus
enabling the observer to view the organism stained in its true chemical
color and revealing its o\"n individual structure in a field which is
.brilliant \\rith light.
The objectives used on the UniversallVIicroscope are a 1.12 dry lens,
a 1.16 water immersion, a 1.18 oil immersion, and a 1.25 oil immersion.
The rays of light refracted by the specimen enter the objective and are
then carried up t~e tube in parallel rays through twenty-one light bends
to the ocular, a tolerance of less than one wayelength of visible light
only being permitted in the core beam, or chief ray, of illumination.
Now, instead of the light rays starting up the tube in a parallel fashion,
tending to converge as they rise higher and finally crossing each other,
arriving at the ocular separated by considerable distance as would be
the case \\rith an ordinary microscope, in the Universal tube the rays
also start their rise parallel to each other but, just as they are about to
cross, a specially-designed quartz prism is inserted which serves to pull
them out parallel again, another prism being inserted each time the rays
are about ready to cross. These prisms, inserted in the tube, which are
adjusted and held in alignment by micrometer scre\vs of one hundred
threads to the inch in special tracks made of magnelium (magnelium
having the closest coefficient of expansion of any metal to quartz), are
separated by a distance of only thirty millimeters. Thus, the greatest
distance that the image in the Universal is projected through anyone
media, either quartz or air, is thirty millimeters instead of the 160, 180,
or i90 millimeters as in the empty or air-filled tube of an ordinary
Inicroscope, the total distance which the light rays travel zig-zag fashion
through the Universal tube being 449 millimeters, although the physical
length of the tube itself is 229 millimeters. It will be recalled, that if
one pierces a black strip of paper or cardboard with the point of a
needle and then brings the card up close to the eye so that the hole is
in the optic axis, a small brilliantly-lighted object will appear larger
and clearer, revealing more fine detail, than if it were viewed from the
same distance without the assistance of the card. This is explained by
the fact that the beam of light passing through the card is very narro\\",
the rays entering the eye, therefore, being practically parallel, whereas
\vithout the card the beam of ·light is much "rider and the diffusion
circles much larger. I t is this principle of parallel rays in the Universal
Microscope and the resultant shortening of projection distance between
any two blocks or prisms plus the fact that objectives can thus be substituted for oculars, these" oculars" being three matched pairs of tenmiIIimeter, seven-millimeter, and four-millimeter objectives in short
n1ounts? "'hich make possible not only the unusually high magnification
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and resolution but v:hich serve t\, ~'hminatc 111 di-;rortion as v."clI as all
chromatic and spherical aberration.
Quartz slides with especially thin quartz c'over glasses are used when
a tissue section or-culture slant is examined, the tissue section itself also
being very thin ....~n additional observational tube and ocular ,vhich
yield a magnification of 1,800 diameters are provided so that that portion
of the specimen which it is desired should be examined may be located
and so that the observer can adjust himself more readily ,vhen vie",·ing
a section at a high magnification.
The- Universal stage is a double rotating stage graduated through
360 degrees in quarter minute arc divisions, the upper segment carrying
the mechanical stage having a movement of 40 degrees, the body
assembly ,vhich can be moved horizontally over the condenser also
having an angular tilt of 40 degrees plus or minus. Heavily-constructed
joints and screw adjustments maintain rigidity of the microscope which
weighs two hundred pounds: and stands twenty-four inches high, the
bases of the scope being nickel cast-steel plates, accurately surfaced,
and equipped with three leveling screws and two spirit le'vels set at
angles of 90 degrees. The coarse adj ustmen t, a block thread scre\\·
with forty threads to the inch, slides in a one and one-half doyetail
which gibs directly onto the piIlar post. The weight of the quadruple
nosepiece and the objective system is taken care of by the intermediate
adjustment at the top of the body tube. The stage, in conjunction
with a hydraulic lift, acts as a lever in operating the fine adjustment .
..t\. six-gauge screw having a hundred threads to the inch is \vorked
through a gland into a hollo,v, grycerine-filled post, the glycerine being
displaced and replaced at will as the screw is turned clock,vise or anticlockwise, allowing a five-to-one ratio on the lead scre\\·. This, accordingly, assures complete absence of drag and inertia. The fine adjustment being seven hundred times more sensitive than that of ordinary
microscopes, the length of time required to focus the U ni'\·ersal ranges
up to one hour and a half which, while on first consideration, may seem
a disadvantage, is after all but a slight inconvenience when compared.
with the many years of research and the hundreds of thousands of
dollars spent and being spent in an effort to isolate and to look upon
disease-causing organisms in their true form.
Working together back in 1931 and using one of the sma1ler Rife
Microscopes having a magnification and resolution of 17,000 diameters,
Dr. Rife and Dr. Arthur Isaac Kendall of the Department of Bacteriology of North,vestern University Medical School were able to
observe and demonstrate the presence of the filter-passing forms of
Bacillus Typhosus. An agar slant culture of the Rawlings strain
of Bacillus Typhosus ,vas first prepared by Dr. Kendall and inoculated
into six cubic centimeters of "Kendall" I{ l\:Iedium. a medium rich in
protein but poor in peptone and consisting of one hundred mg. of
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dried hog intestine and 6 cc. of tyrode solution (containing neither
glucose nor glycerine) which mixture is shaken well ·so as to moisten
the dried intestine powder and then sterilized in the -autoclave, fifteen
pounds for fifteen minute~, alterations of the medium being frequently
necessary depending upon the requirements for different organisms.
Now, after a period of eighteen hours in this K Medium, the culture
\\ras passed through a Berkefeld "N" filter, a drop of the filtrate being
added to another six cubic centimeters of K Medium and incubated at
3i degrees centigrade. Forty-eight hours later this same process was
repeated, the uN" filter again being used, after which it was noted that
the culture no longer responded to peptone medium, growing now only
in the protein medium. \\Then again, within twenty-four hours, the
culture was passed through a filter-the finest Berkefeld "\V" filter,
a drop of the filtrate \vas once more added to six cubic centimeters of
K l\1edium and incubated at 37 degrees centigrade, a period of three
days elapsing before the culture ,vas transferred to K l\1edium and yet
another three days before a ne\v culture was prepared. Then, viewed
under an ordinary microscope, these cultures'were observed to be turbid
and to reveal no bacilli whatsoever. "Then viewed by means of darkfield illumination and oil immersion lens, however, the presence of
small, actively-motile granules was established, although nothing at all
of their indiyidual structure could be ascertained. Another period of
four days was allo'\\'ed to elC1:pse before these cultures were transferred
to I{ l\1edium and incubated at 3i degrees centigrade for twenty-four
hours ,,·hen they ,vere then examined under the Rife l\1icroscope where,
as ,vas mentioned earlier, the filterable typhoid bacilli, emitting a blue
spectrum, caused the plane of polarization to be deviated plus 4.8
degrees. Then \\"hen the opposite angle of refraction ,vas obtained by
means of adjusting the polarizing prisms to minus 4.8 degrees and the
cultures illuminated by a monochromatic beam coordinated in frequency with the chemical constituents of the typhoid bacillus, small,
oval, actively-motile, bright turquoise-blue bodies were observed at a
magnification of 5,000 diameters, in high contrast to the colorless and
motionless debris of the medium. These observations were repeated
eight times, the complete absence of these bodies in uninoculated control
I~ Media also being noted.
To further confirm their findings, Doctors Rife and Kendall next
examined eighteen-hour old cultures which had been inoculated into K
IVledium and incubated at 37 degrees centigrade, since it is just at this
stage of gro\\rth in this medium and at this temperature that the cultures become filterable. And, just as had been anticipated, ordinary
dark-field examination revealed unchanged, long, actively-motile bacilli;
bacilli haying granules '\vithin their substance; and free-s,vimming, actively-motile granules; ,yhile under the Rife Microscope were demonstrated the same long, unchanged llmost colorless bacilli; bacilli, prac-
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tically colorless, inside and at one end of \\phich \vas a turquoisc-blup
granule resembling the filterable forms of the typhoid hacillus; and
free-s,vimming, small, oval, actively-motile, .turquoise-hlue granules.
By transplanting the cultures of the filter-passing organisms or virus
into a broth, they \\pere seen to change over again into their ori~inal
rod -like forms.
A t the same time these findings of Doctors Rife and I~cn<.1aIl "pere
confirmed by Dr. Edward C. Rosenow of the Mayo Foundation, the
magnification with accompanying resolution of 8,000 diameters of the
Rife lVIicroscope, operated by Dr. Rife, was checked against a darkfield oil immersion scope operated by Dr. Kendall and an ordinary
2 mm. oil immersion objective, X 10 ocular, Zeiss scope operated by
Dr. Rosenow at a magnification of 900 diameters. Examinations of
gram and safranin stained films of cultures of Bacillus Typhosus, gram
and safranin stained films of cultures of the streptococcus from poliomyelitis, and stained films of; blood and of the sediment of the spinal
fluid from a case of acute poliomyelitis were made with the result that
bacilli, streptococci, erythrocytes, polymorphonuclear leukocytes, and
lymphocytes measuring nine times the diameter of the same specimens
observed under the Zeiss scope at a magnification and resolution of 900
diameters, were revealed with unusual clarity. Seen under the darkfield microscope were moving bodies presumed to be the filterable
turquoise-blue bodies of the typhoid bacillus "rhich, as Dr. Roseno\v
has declared in his report ("Observations on Filter-Passing Forms of
Eberthella Typhi-Bacillus Typhosus-and of the Streptococcus from
Poliomyelitis," Proceedings of the Staff lVleetings of the l\·Iayo Clinic,
July 13, 1932 ), were so "unmistakably demonstrated" \vith the Rife
Microscope, while under the Zeiss scope stained and hanging drop
preparations of clouded filtrate cultures were found to be uniformly
negative. With the Rife Microscope also were demonstrated bro,vnishgray cocci and diplococci in hanging drop preparations of the filtrates
of streptococcus from poliomyelitis. These cocci and diplococci, similar
in size and shape to those seen in the cultures although of more uniform
intensity, and characteristic of the medium in which they had been
cultivated, were surrounded by a clear halo about twice the width of
that at the margins of the debris and of the Bacillus Typhosus. Stained
films of filtrates and filtrate sediments examined under the Zeiss
microscope, and hanging drop, dark-field preparations revealed no
organisms, however. Brownish-gray cocci and diplococci of the exact
same size and density as those observed in the filtrates of the streptococcus cultures were also revealed in hanging drop preparations of the
virus of poliomyelitis under the Rife Microscope, while no organisms at
all could be seen in either the stained films of filtrates and filtrate sediments examined with the Zeiss scope nor in hanging drop preparations
examined by means of the dark-field. Again using the Rife lVlicroscope
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at a magnification of 8,000 diameters, numerous nonmotile cocci and
diplococci of a bright-to-pale pink in color were seen in hanging drop
preparations of filtrates of Herpes encephalitic virus. Although these
were observed to be comparatively smaller than the cocci and diplococci
of the streptococcus and poliomyelitic viruses, they were shown to be of
fairly even density, size, and form and surrounded by a halo. Again,

Tetanus Spure, (The Cnivcrsal :\licroscopeJ . 25,000 >:
on 35 mm. film, enlarged 22;,000 X.

both the dark-field and Zeiss scopes failed to reveal any organisms, and
none of th e three microscopes disclosed the presence of such diplococci
in hanging drop preparations of the filtrate of a normal rabbit brain.
Dr. Rosc '1O\,' has sin ce revea led these organisms with the ordinary
microscope at a ma gn ification of I ,000 diameters by means of his special
stainin g J11 ethod a nd \\'ith the El ectron Microscope at a magnification
of J~ , OOO d iameters. D r. Roseno\\" ~2s expressed t he opinion t hat the
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inability to sec these and other sinlilarly rc\·(!c.dt .. , orgClni~nls is <tU(',
not necessarily to the l11inutcness of the organisms. but rather to tlH'
fact that they are of a non-staining, hyaline "structure. Results \vith
the Rife :\ I icroscopcs, h~ thinks, are due to the "ingenious methods
clnployed rather than to cxccssiyely high magnification." He has cJ(lclared also, in the report mentioned previously, that "Examination
u"nder the Rife :\Iicroscope of specimens containing objects visible ,,-ith
the ordinary microscope, leaves no doubt of the accurate visualization
of objects or particulate matter by direct obseryation at the extrpnH.'ly
high magnification obtained \vith· this instrument."
Exceedingly high po\vers of magnification \vith accompanying high
powers of resolution may be realized \vith all of the Rife :\Iicroscopes
one of which, having magnification and resolution up to 18,000 dianleters, is now being used at the British School of l'ropical :\-Icdicine in
England. In a recent demonstration of another of the smaller Rife
scopes (:iVlay 16th, 1942) before a group of doctors including Dr. ]. H.
Renner of Santa Barbara, California; Dr. Roger ..-\. Schmidt of San
Francisco, California; Dr. Lois Bronson Slade of Alanleda, California;
Dr. Lucile B. Larkin of Bellingham, \\."ashington; Dr. E. F. Larkin of
Bellingham, \Vashington; and Dr. \V. ]. Gier of San Diego, California,
a Zeiss ruled grading was examined, first under an ordinary commercial
microscope equipped with a 1.8 high dry lens and X 10 ocular, and then
under the Rife lVIicroscope. Whereas fifty lines were revealed \\·ith the
commercial instrument and considerable aberration, both chromatic
and spherical noted, only five lines were seen \vith the Rife scope, these
five lines being so highly magnified that they occupied the entire field.
without any aberration whatsoever being apparent. Dr. Renner, in a
discussion of his observations, stated that" The entire field to its very
edges and across the center had a uniform clearness that was not trUl'
in the conventional instnlment." Following the examination of the
grading, an ordinary unstained blood film v,ras observed under the same
two microscopes. In this instance, one hundred cells were seen to
spread throughout the field of the commercial instrument \\,.hile but ten
cells filled the field of the Rife scope.
The Universal l\licroscope, of course, is the most po\verful Rife
scope, possessing a resolution of 31,000 diameters and magnification of
60,000 diameters. v\.Tith this it is possible to view the interior of the
"pin point" cells, those cells situ.at~d bet\veen the normal tissue cells
and just vi~ible under the ordinary microscope, and to observe the
smaller cells which compose the interior of these pin point cells. "·hen
one of these smaller cells is magnified, still smaller cells are seen \vithin
its structure. And when one of the still smaller cells, in its turn, is
magnified, it, too, is seen to be composed of smaller cells. Each of the
sixteen times this process of magnification and resolution can be
repeated, it is demonstrated that there are smaller ceIls \vithin the
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smaller cells, a fact which amply testifies as to the magnification and
resolving power obtainable with the Universal l\1icroscope.
l\1ore than 20,000 laboratory cultures of carcinoma, were grown
and studied over a period of seven years by Dr. Rife and his assistants
in what, at the time, appeared to a fruitless effort to isolate the filterpassing form, or virus, which Dr. Rife believed to be present in this
condition. Then, in 1932 , the reactions in growth of bacterial cultures
to light from the rare gasses was observed, indicating a new approach
to the problem. Accordingly, blocks of tissue one-half centimeter
square, taken from an unulcerated breast carcinomC:l, were placed in
triple-sterilized K Medium and these cultures incubated at 37 degrees
centigrade. When no results were forthcoming, the culture tubes were
placed in a circular glass loop filled with argon gas to a pressure of
fourteen millimeters, and. a current of 5,000 'volts applied for twentyfour hours, after which the tubes were placed in a two-inch water
vacuum and incubated at 37 degrees' centigrade for twenty-four hours.
Using a specially d~signed 1.12 dry lens, equal in amplitude of magnification to the 2 mm. apochromatic oil immersion lens, the cultures
,,,"ere then examined under the Universal Microscope, at a magnification
of 10,000 diameters, where very-much animated, purplish-red, filterable
forms, measuring less than one-twentieth of a micron in dimension,
were observed. Carried through fourteen transplants from K Medium
to K l\1edium, this B. X. virus remained constant; inoculated into
four hundred and twenty-six Albino rats, tumors "with all the true
pathology of neoplastic tissue" were developed. Experiments conducted in the Rife Laboratories have established the fact that these
characteristic diplococci are found in the blood monocytes in 92 per
cent. of all cases of neoplastic diseases. It has also been demonstrated
that the virus of cancer, like the viruses of other diseases, can be easily
changed from one form to another by means of altering the media upon
which it is grown. \\Tith the first· change in media, the B. X. virus
becomes considerably enlarged although its purplish-red color remains
unchanged. Observation of the organism with an ordinary microscope
is made possible by a second alteration of the media. A third change is
undergone upon asparagus base media where the B. X. virus is transformed from its filterable state into cryptomyces pleomorphia fungi,
these fungi being identical morphologically both macroscopically and
microscopically to that of the orchid and of the mushroom. And yet a
fourth change may be said to take place when this cryptomyces pleomorphia, permitted to stand as a stock culture for the period of metastasis, becomes the well-known mahogany-colored Bacillus Coli.
It is Dr. Rife's belief that all microorganisms fall into one of not
more than ten individual groups (Dr. Rosenow has stated that some of
the viruses belong to the group of the streptococcus) and that any
alteration of artificial media or sligh~Ef1etaboIic variation in tissues will
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induce an organism of one group to change O\'er intu any uther organisI1l
included in that same group, it being possible, incidentally . to carry
such changes in media or tissues to the point where the organisms fail
to respond to standard laboratory methods of diagnosis. These changes
can be made to take place in as short a perioo of time as forty-eight

Typhoid Bacillus (The U niver,al ;"1 iero,;cupc.! .
on 35 mm . film, enlarged 300,000 X .
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hours. For instance, by altering the media-four parts per million per
volume-the pure culture of mahogany-colored Bacillus Coli becomes
the turquoise-blue Bacillus Typhosus. Viruses or primordial cells of
organisms which would ordinarily require an eight-week incubation
period to attain their filterable state, have been shown to produce
disease within three days' time, proving Dr. Rife's contention that the
incubation period of a microorganism is really only a cycle of reve rsion.
He states:
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In reality, it is not the bacteria thenlselves that produce the
disease, but \ve belie'\-e it is the chemical constituents of these microorganisms enacting upon the unbalanced cell metabolism of the human
body that in actuality produce the disease. We also believe if the
metabolism of the human body is perfectly balanced or poised, it is
susceptible to no disease."
In other ,Yards, the human body itself is chemical in nature, being
comprised of many chemical elements which provide the media upon
\vhich the wealth of bacteria normally present in the human system
feed. These bacteria are -able to reproduce. They, too, are composed of chemicals. Therefore, if the media upon which they feed, in
this instance the chemicals or some portion of the chemicals of the
human body, becomes changed from the normal, it stands to reason
that these same bacteria, or at least certain numbers of them, will
also undergo a change chemically since they are now feeding upon a
media which is not normal to them, perhaps being supplied with too
much or too little of what they need to maintain a normal existence.
They change, passing usually through several stages of growth, emerging
finally as some entirely new entity-as different morphologically as are
the caterpillar and the butterfly (to use an illustration given us). The
majority of the viruses have been definitely revealed as living organisms,
foreign organisms it is true, but which once were normal inhabitants of
the human body-living entities of a chemical nature or composition.
Under the Universal Microscope disease organisms such as those of
tuberculosis, cancer, sarcoma, streptococcus, typhoid, staphylococcus,
leprosy, hoof and mouth disease, and others may be observed to succumb when exposed to certain lethal frequencies, coordinated with the
particular frequencies peculiar to each indirldual organism, and directed
upon them by rays covering a wide range of waves. By means of a
camera attachment and a motion picture camera not built into the
instrument, many "still" micrographs as well as hundreds of feet of
motion picture film bear witnesS'to the complete life cycles of numerous
organisms. It should be emphasized, perhaps, that invariably the same
organisms refract the same colors when stained by means of the monochromatic beam of illumination on the Universal Microscope, regardless
of the media upon which they are grown. The virus of the Bacillus
Typhosus is always a turquoise-blue, the Bacillus Coli always mahoganycolored, the lVlycob.acterium Ii prae always a ruby shade, the filterpassing form or virus of tuberculo~is always an emerald green, the virus
of cancer always a purplish-red, and so on. Thus, with the aid of this
microscope, it is possible to reveal the typhoid organism, for instance,
in the blood of a suspected typhoid patient four and five days before a
Widal is positive. \Vhen it is desired to observe the flagella of the
typhoid organisn1, Hg salts are used as the media to see at a magnification of 10,000 diameters.
U
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In the light of the amazing results obtainable with this Universal
IvIicroscope and its smaller brother-scopes, there can be no doubt of
the ability of these instruments to actually reveal any and all microorganisms according to their individual structure and chemical ct)nstituents.
'Vith the aid of its new eyes-the new microscopes, all of which are
continually being improved-Science has at last penetrated beyond the
boundary of accepted theory and into the world of the viruses with the
result that we can look forward to discovering new treatments and
methods-of combating the deadly organisms-for Science does not rest.
To Dr. Karl K. Darrow, Dr. John A. Kolmer, Dr. William P. Lang,
Dr. L. Marton, Dr. J. H. Renner, Dr. Royal R. Rife, Dr. Edward C.
Rosenow, Dr. Arthur W. Yale, and Dr. V. K. Zworykin, we wish to
express our appreciation for the help and information so kindly given
us and to express our gratit'l:1de, also, for the interest shown in this
effort of bringing to the attention of more of the medical profession the
possibilities offered by the new microscopes.
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A SUCCESSrtTL though inefficient method

energy of the atom nucleus to obtain
cosmic
fa.yS was discovered by Dr. W. Bothe and Di - H. Beeker,
of the. Unh·e~ity of Giessen, Germany, whq bombarded
metallic beryllium of atomic weight nine with alpha rays
to obtain carbon atoms of atomic weight
and of
less energy.
The energy of the mysterious inner core f the atom
is probably in quanta, or definite small amounts or parcels, just as it is on the outside, Drs. J. C. ~adtric.k, J.
E. R. Constable and E. C. Pollard, of the UFvenrity of
Cambridge, discovered through a bombardment of atom
nuclei with f:l.st monng alpha particles from ~olonium.
X-rays e:J..D be made to produce a weak radioaetinty in
Iea d I e::l.lumg
. .lta atoma to fiy to pieces in a nrnner
I
simi.
lar . to the disintegration ot. spontaneo~ly I radioaetive
milium, according to experiments made by J rofessor G.
L P okrowllki, of MOllcow. .
.
New evidence t.or the theory that even ato s beh.:lve as
though they were immaterial waves was 5eeur~d when Dr.
Thomas H. Jowon, of tbe Fra.nklin. Institu.te, Philadel.
pbia, fired a stream of hydrogen atoms at thJ surface of
a erystal of lithium fluoride and b)' observin~ the sprend
of the reflected atom.! measured th-eir mLve-length.
- Construction of a high voltage generator J web it is
hoped will generate aa mueh as 20,000,000 t"olts to be
built up through the use of static electricity o~ silk belt3
WIlS begun by Dr. Robert J. Van de Ora.a1f, ot. Prineeton
and the MllSsaehuaetts Institute of TechDoJod, who com.
pleted a. mod~l giving 1,500,000 volts.
A veri.6ea.tion ot. the famous Michc1son.Mo~Jey experi.
ment was performed at the Zew works at Jenn. by Dr.
O. J oos, showing no ether drift through the ktmosphere
because. of ~e motion of the earth..
A unifiea.ti~D of .the laws .ot gravitation ~d those of
electromagnetism mto a. smgle mathematiCnl theory,
based on the tamous " principle ot. lout ac¥ OD,' I was
proposed by Professor Corneliu~ LanCZ08, of the Univer• ity of Frankfurt.
An X.ray tube built to withstand voltage.
high as
2,600,000 was made of alternate rings of pap'er, rubber
and aluminum by Drs. F. Lange and A.. Br~ch, of the
University of Berlin.
Dr. GusW Stromberg, of the Mount Wilson Obsen-n·
tory, demonstrated that light which haa been on its way
from the distant nebulae for some 70 million 1e3rs is
still tral'eling at the S3me speed as does light on the
ear th.
Tr3cks made by cosmic rnys in a cloud of ~apor wefe
made visible by Dr_ L. M. Matt-Smith and G. L. Locher.
of t be Rice Institute, Texas, " bo conclude from a study
of the paths th:lt the rays must be co mposed of bu ilc!·
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The completion of what is probably the world IS most
powerful microscope, capable of magnifications up to
17,000 diameters, WDS announced by Dr. Royal Raymond
Rife, of San Diego.
Helium. was turned from a gas into a. liquid for tbt.
first time in the United St3tes by a group of physicists
at the NatioD31 Bureau of Standards which ineluded Dr.
H. C. Dickinson, Dr. F . G. Brickwedde, W. Cook, R. B.
Scott and J. M. Smoot.
A new theory which supplements the science of therm o.
dynamics . in fitting it to unexpected flnctuations at
variance with the regula rities covered by the second b,..
of thermodynamics, was proposed by Professor G. X .
Lewis, of the University of CalifoTDi.3.
The rate of expansion of the universe WB.8 deri.cu
nom the fundamental equation of the modern quantum
theory by Sir Arthur Eddington, British astronomer, who
tbWl linked the size of the universe and the mass of thE'
electron and made the reality of the aatronomically ob.
served recession of the nebula.a more plausible.
X.rays were produced withont the use at. X·ray tub~
by M. G. Reboul, ot the Physic.s Laboratory, Montpellier~
France, by driving eleetric currents through 1I0lids like
~agne!i.a, alum and yellow oxide of mercury, which han'
high electric resistance.
A ~omputing machine for solving complex mathema tical problems in · the form of differential equations was
made by Professor V. Bush, of the Ma.un.cliusetts Institute of Technology.
Evidence that electrons move about at high speeds in
solid bodies W8.5 obt.::Lined by Dr. Jesse W. M. DuMond
nnd Dr. Harry A. Kirkpatrick, of the California Irutitote of Technology, through use of the Doppler effect.
.An extension of the uncertainty principle to past
events was announced by Professor Albert Eimtein, Professor Richard C. Tolman and Dr. Boris Podolsky.
That the universe may be contraeting and expanding
in cycles of many millions of years without running the
risk of a heat death through the operntion of the second
law of claasieal thermodynamics was indicated by studics
on model mathematic.o.l universes by Dr. Richard C. Tolman, of the California. Institute of Technology .
A gigantie burning glass, made of nineteen lenses each
~o feet in diameter and nineteen smnller ones, was de·
SIgned by Dr. John A. Anderson, of the Mount Wilson
Observatory, and Russell W. Port.er, to concentrate the
energy of the sun's rays as much as 200,000 times so
that a temperature of nearly 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit
may be obtained.
A new labora.tory for the study of magnetic forces at
low temperatures was added to tho UniversitT of Cam·
bridge, Engl::Ln d, as the gift of th c RO~'al Socic ty of
Londou.
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DISINTEGRATION OF THE ATOMIC
NUCLEUS BY COSMIC RAYS
TEE incessantly penetrating cosmie rays that bombard
the earth from the depths of outer space smash the
hc!Ll'u ot atoms and let loose speeding particles, Dr.
Robert Andrews Milli.k.a.n, of the Ca.lifornia Institute of
Technology, announced in New York npon hi! return
from n. two and a half months' good-will trip to Germany and other parts of Europe.
Disintegration of the atomic nuclcna by the cosmic
rays wna discovered by Dr. Carl D. Anderson., an 38.90'
eiate of Dr. Millikan at the Norman Bridge Laboratory
of Physics at Pnsndena, in research planned jointly by
Drs. Millikan a nd Anderson. The results were. communieated to Dr. Millikan while abroad so that he might discuss their import with Lord Rutherford, of Nelson, and
other physieists who have been studying atomic disintegration at the Ca.vendish Labora.tory, Cambridge, for
the past decade.
Dr. Anderson's experiments provide the first scientific
evidenco that electromagnetic radiation can disrupt the
innermost structure of matter. Artificiul brea.k..ing down
of elements has been accomplished in the past by the
impact of alpha radiation from radium, which consists
of rapidly speeding hearts of hydrogen atoms. H ereto·
fore investigators have not had at their disposal ::t·rays
or gamma rays of sufficient intensity or shortness to dis·
rupt the tightly bound hearts of elements.
Cosmic rays, with energies of 100,000,000 to 300,000,000
volts, are extremely penetrating :I·rays or gamma rays
and provide an automatic tool for bombarding and
smashing the atomi.e hearts. In his experimentB Dr . .An.
derson found that cosmic rays knock both negative and
positive electrons and protons out of the nuc1ei of oxygen
and nitrogen. He used the Wilson cloud chamber apparatus in which the collision of cosmic radiation with
atoms of gas is made visible by a line of small water
droplets. The electrons or particles of electricity that
are reemitted from the collision tIa'rel at immense speeds
-99.9 per cent. of the velocity of light, which is 186,000
miles per second. The protoIUI or hydrogen nuclei also
are given great velocities equal to half the velocity of
light, or 75,000,000 volt electrons. These values provide
physics with new speed records.
Dr. Millikan predicted tbat Dr. .Anderson's bombardment experiments would be useful in understanding the
fundamental IUl.ture of matter. It is another demonstration that transmutation of the elements, long considered an alchemistic dream, is possible in some cases.
In Dr. Anderson's experiment, hydrogen, the simplest of
clements, is obtained from tho gases o:rygen and nitrogen; although the quantities are of no practical im·
portance.
Intcnsi'rc research on cosmic r!lys now in progress in
Germany is confirming, Dr. Mil~an found, his conclusion that cosmic rays come to earth with equal intensity
from all parts of the the sky. Dr. E. Regener, of the

Uni,"crsity of Stuttgart, by sinking electroscope!'! to
thoUBand·foot deptlu in the Bodensee, has extended :lIlu
confirmed Dr. Millikan IS own finding on the penctr:ltinJ.;
power of the most intense cosmic rays. Dr. .Mi1lik3tl
visited Dr. Regener during his travel in German.speaking
European countries as the guest of the Oberliinder Tru,t.
He also found Dr. F .. Hoffman, of Hnile, in complete
agreement with him on cosmic raya.

THE PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL IN AVIATION
THE photo-electric ceU, magic eye 'o f sciente, hu pene trated blanketing fog with an effectiveness thowands of
times that of the human eye and ao gives promise of
enabling th e aviation industry to overcome one of it.!
greatest handicaps.
This and other important facts about aviation light sign.ala ha're been learned from studies at the General Electric
Research Laboratory by Dr. Irving Langmuir, who first
filled the n,cuum of electric lamps with rare gases to
make them shine brighter and last longer, and his o.sso.
cia.te, W. F. Westendorp. They reported results of tbeir
work before the annual meeting ot the American Sociery
of Mechanical Engineers.
A device was described which, it was said, will enable
a photo-electric cell on an airplane to "ace" through
dense fog light beacons on the ground entirely in.isible
to the eye of the pilot and thus enable the pilot to hold
to his course. Its operation depends chiefly on the lact
that the photo-electric ceil is thousands of times more
sensitive to clitfnsed light-and all light from the groulld
will be diffused by fog- than the huma.n eye.
To make sure th:lt this super-sensitive electric eye trill
report airplane beacons and not just any lights on the
ground, Dr. Langmuir and Mr. Westendorp suggested
feeding special beacons with a 1,000-cycle current so that
they will gi.e a. rapidly flickering light. SiDce ot her
lights use either a 60-cycle or direct current, it will be
possible to isolate the 1,000-cycle signals and use only
these f or direction purposes.
Indicati're of the e:Itreme sensitivity of the cell is the
fact that in full moonlight it can detect a diffused
modulated light of an intensity only one thir teeo'
thousandth of that of a diffused flashing light just
visible to the eye_
In order to determine bow well this system would ;ro rk ,
a. special set-up of the photo-electric cell and amplifier
was constructed in the laboratory.

FILTERABLE BODIES SEEN WITH THE
RIFE MICROSCOPE
U SING t he new "super-microscope" in'rented by Dr.
Royal Raymond Rife, of San Diego, Dr. Arthur IS:lac
K endall, of Northwestern Uninrsity Medical School, bas
seen for the first time the e:Iceedingly minute moring
bodies that apparently car ry the life of bacteria trbCD
these are induced to " dissol're" into a form that "trill
pass through the por es of the finest porcelaiu filte:r nnd
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still remain ali\"e and able to resume their microThe light used •.;nth Dr. Rife's microscope is }1fJ1:u,
scopically risible bodies upon suitable treatment. The ized, that is, it is passed through crystals that SI('I' hi"
work was done at the Pasadena Hospital, and will be re- rays except those vibrating in one particular plan,., )~:
, ported in the official' publication of the California Medi- means of a double rellecting prism built into tbe inMr,:
cal Association, California and WBstern Medicine.
ment,
it is possible to turn this" plane of vibration ill ..lIn
•
The material used by Dr. Kendall was a cultUre of the desired direction, controlling the illumination (It l/ :
typhoid bacillus, ordinarily a fairly large germ, easily minute objects in the. field very exactly. Furtllf!r d:
risible under the higher-powered lenses of a compound tails regarding the ~eehanical construction allrl tb"..
microscope. By feeding it on his recently-evolved "K optiea of the sensational new instrument are promis~tlll'
medium, " which apparently baa the power of eausing an early date.
.
all visible bacterin. to pass over into an invisible, filterBLOOD TEST FOR CANCER
able phase, Dr. Kendall induced the bacilli in his culA
NEW
method
of detecting caneer in its early st:&a:t,
tures to go through this change. Under the highest
power of the ordinary microscope, he could see JlO~ has been developed by Dr. Hans Jacques Fuchs, melll~~
moving in the lluid, except a swarm of rather utive of the physiological institute of the Veterinary t: nh'tr
little granules that could be seen only as tiny motile sit)" of Berlin. An account of the new method bas It,....
,give~ by Dr. Fuchs to a Science Service correspolldl'~;
points.
Examined with the Rife microscope, however, these Details will be published in a few months in a Gl'rtll:':'
points became plainly' visible as small, oval, actively scientific journal.
So far, two thpusand cases have bee~ suceessfulh
moving bodies, turquoise-blue in color. These appeared
in all the cultures, and could be transferred from one diagnosed by the new method, the diagnosis being r:1J~
culture to another through the fine-pored filters; so Dr. firmed by operation or dissection. The method abo
Kendall considers them to be the actual filterable forms makes it possible to determine the presence or absCtll'r
of eaneer when 'an infeetious disease occurs at the liar.:"
of the typhoid bacillud.
He put them to another, more definitely croeial test. time. Further, it is claimed that by this nleth(1I1 lho:
Reasoning that since they were all that were to be found success of surgical or radiological treatment of C:&Ot't!
in " K medium" cultures of more than eighteen hours' ean be controlled.
The new method depends on the digestion of seru::.
growth, he might find them in an intermediate state in
from
the blood of a. suspected cancer patient witll filmt.
younger cultures, he tried examining samples from cultures exactly eighteen hours old. In these he found both prepared from the blood of a normal person and ",iIi
full-sized bacilli still unchanged, and ius small, turquoise- fibrin from th~ blood of a person Jaiown to ha -re caort:.
blue bodies, and in addition there were peculiarly altered The digestion goes on for ten hours at a temperature Ci~
bacilli within whose substance the turquoise-blue bodies 104 degrees Fahrenheit. The protein is then renlon-;
could be seen. These he holds to be bacilli caught in the from these samples and the amount of Don-protein n;uc,
act of changing from the filterable to the non-filterable gen present in each is deterinined. Depending 00 I~'
amount of no~·protein nitrogen present, it is possiLie t.
phase.
This visual demonstration of the hitherto invisible, make a diagnosis as to whether the suspected ease h; ot~
limg and momg particles of the filterable phase of a of cancer or not.
The new method is the result of fiTS' years of inrr'
bacillus is hailed editorially by California and Wenern
MedicinB. Of Dr. Rife's microscope the editorial says: sant researeh work during the course of' which Dr. ru.'!.·
"Whereas our present microscopes magnify from one to had to make a number of pieces of special apparntu~ j:
two thousand diameters, in this new microscope we have order to aehieve the necessary exactness in his Gctc:1:1ir.:
an instrument for which a. magnification as high as "tions. The method also marks the first time :11:1: :.
seventeen thousand diameters is claimed. This is cer- chemical determination of a serological process lans ~:
tainly a. long stride from the initial e1Iorts of Van made.
A certain diagnostic test for cancer, sueh as thi!! ,.
Leuwenhoek, whose simple instrument may be said to
hoped
to be, will be particularly valuable because m(ltlt~
have laid the foundation for the science of bacteriology
methods
of treatment by surgery and radiation :l!"
which later came into being j and by means of which
science much of the world's progress in man's conquest " chiefiy successful only in the early stages of thc di!l''3,''
of the infective and other diseases has been made pos- When cancer attacks the internal organs, it is ne:uly ilt
possible to detect it in its early stages by present m,,:i
sible. "
In the forthcoming article only meager details of the ods of diagnosis.
new microscope itself are given. It is made known, howA NEW ANESTHETIC
ever, that all the optical parts are of quartz instead of
A NEW general anesthetic for usa in surgical ort"
the usual glass, that attachments make possible spectro- tions, which is more rapid and eincient tban etbt:,
scopic examinations and motion pictures of the material chloroform or the anesthetic gases, bas been dis('(I"t~
under the lens, and that magni1ications up to seventeen in accordance with a prediction of .Dr. C. D. Ln~f
thousand diameters are possible. The work on Dr. Ken- professor of pharmacology at the University of C:llil.'·
dall's filterable typhoid germs was done at a magnifiea- nia Medical School, according to an announcement tnJ·~·
tion of five thousand diameters.
on December 4 by Dean Langley Porter.
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from the establishment of conflicting standards by different groups within the industry. If the request of
the society is approved, a technical committee representing all branches of the industry will be organized
under the procedure of the American Standards Association.
THE F ederal forest research work in the Lake
States region, carried on by the Lake States Forest
Experiment Station of the University of Minnesota,
in cooperation with the university, has heen expanded
by the establishment of three field laboratories, with
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a total of approximately 5,400 acres and locat"l \t ' ~
in the Chippewa nnd Superior National Forc:it!i. I~
of these laboratories i!; to be known .!lS the: CU"•••..s.
....
Experimental Forest, situated a~out 24 IlIi!,~ b .,:\
Deer River and well stocked wIth growin:; t i t!.~
mainly Norway and jack pine. The secolLd i~ ~.
Pike Bay Experimental Forest, approxillla:l'!:~ ~
miles from Cass Lake, and is predominnntly ~IJ ::....
hardwood type. The third is the Kawishiwi
-,.
mental Forest of 2,635 acres, about thirlcCf' ~
from Ely, and representing a distinctive rczi{J~
.
- ... :a,.
cluding the jack pine, black spruce and asptn :,.

E,.:
.

.
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DISCUSSION
OBSERVATIONS WITH THE RIFE MICROSCOPE OF FILTER-PASSING FORMS OF
MICROORGANISMS
RECENTLY, I reported to the staff of the Mayo
Clinic the more important observations made during
three days, July 5, 6 and 7, 1932, spent in Dr. Kendall's laboratory at Northwestern University Medical
School, Chicago. I went there at the invitation of
Drs. Kendall and Rife, to sha"e with them their ob:
servations in a restudy of the filter-passing forms of
Eberthella typhi
seen with an improved model of
the Rife microscope. ·They asked me also to bring
with me my cultures of the streptococcus from po~io
myelitis.
I would like to repeat here that portion of my report which had to do specifically with the Rife micro. scope.
Owing to the novel and important character of
the work, each of us verified at every step the results
obtained. Microscopic examinations of suitable specimens was made as a routine by Dr. Rife with his
high· power microscope, by Dr. Kendall with the oil
immersion dark field, and by myself with the ordinary
Zeiss microscope equipped with a 2 mm apochromatic
oil immersion lens and x 10 ocular giving a. magnifica. tion of about 900 diameters. Most obserrations with
the Rife microscope were made at 8,000 diameters.
In order to check the magnification, gram and safranin stained films of cultures of Eberthella typhi, of
the streptococcus from poliomyelitis, and stained films
of blood, and of the sediment of the spinal fiuid from
a case of acute poliomyelitis, were examined. Bacilli,
streptococci, erythrocytes, polymorphonuclear leukocytes and lymphocytes were clearly seen, a'ld in each
instance were, as nearly as could be estimated, about
nine times the diameter as when eJ:amined with the
2 mm oil immersion at about 900 diameters.
The following principles and methods were stated
by Dr. Rife as being essential in order to visualize
clearly the objects at this and higher magnifications
by direct obsen·ation. Spherical aberration is re-

as

duced to the mlDlmUm and magnification gn::.:.::·· ::..
creased by using objecti~es in place of tJC~;\~
Proper visualization, especially of unstained IlL........"'"
is obtained by the use of an intense beam vf ~ '.:....
chromatic polarized light created by r otatin; \I.·to:;,,"
shaped quartz prisms placed between the SOUrcl: :I.
light an d the substage quartz condenser. Di::pt!'l.:.a
of the transmitted rays of light, as they pas~ Up TLi
to the eye, is · prevented by passing them thro:.1f- ,
series of quartz erecting (90 0 ) prisms. Projt't'"....
of the rays of light through air is not gn·a: {· ~ "..!.u
30 mm at any point.
In my original reportl I summarized as fuliou·!:
There can be no question of the existence 0: :!r
filterable turquoise blue bodies of Eberthdia t:..t*
described by Kendall. They are not ,is;b!c by "ordinary methods of illumination and mag:1ilicl:J=-'
not because they are too small, but rather, it :.ppn.'
because of their peculiar non-staining hya:::: ~::7
ture. Their visualization under the Ri fe m:(' ~\.'!<\",?,
is due to the ingenious methods employed r:l ::!C: :.!.II
to excessively high magnification. Examin:I:il'i! t:::':
the Rife microscope of specimens, contninin;- 00;«» .
visible with the ordinary microscope, leans !]{J Q;'~
of the accurate visualization of objects or P:l:": :c~
matter by direct observation at the cstrcl!Iciy !..;.1;
magnification (calculated to be 8,000 diallH::t':"; :J.
tained with this instrument.
The findings under the Rife microscope of ('11 (,(; ).!II
diplococci in filtrates of cultures of t he stIf'P~\)(\'('d'
from poliomyelitis, and in filtrates of th c y: r.:f-C"' i
poliomyelitis and herpes encephalitis, no~ (il' :('('~
by the ordinary methods of examination, .:lIH: .":JIt
resembled in form and size those found in the rn,tiYe cultures, and the absence of minute fonu.... ~
gest that the filterable, inciting ageDt of i.hl-::t CI
eases is DOt necessarily extremely small, :t5 i; -;;#'
yersally believed. Indeed, the filterabk. ;::r.:::'
agent may be the non-staining, highly p\:J.5: ir. t~"';:
1
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{ 'b~ vi:iible, stainable, cultivable organism, the ..
~ .."O('VC('us.
. ~d course, possible that these unstained, inU·"
~ I mll::i rcveale db y or diu ary methods of e.xami- .
.... .~. not the inciting agents or ''viruses'' of these
~..,a3 .~
....... ,nJ tbat they represent merely the filterable
.t-"-<'f ::::1tc of the streptococcus. A consideration
~
Jifficulty one has in isolating the strepto.,r-.:t
demonstrating diplococci in lesions in these
~ .lud tbe ellse with which the bodies nre found
.. :.iot :i1:r:l te indicate clearly that the "invisible"
- s,n::. vi :!\c ::treptococcus, if such they be, are present
• ~'"':~ numoers in the host, as in positive cultures
It ~ ~:rl'ptoCOCcus. Their form, size and color nre
to.- c!..1.r:1c[cristic and true to type to permit COD..."..;~ :hCIll as artifacts or as being e:tpressive of
~t.3l1y unrela.ted, contaminating streptococci.
s,...C11...... lid ty of the filter-passing forms, except in
. . t'1St"::S 01 virus diseases, their presence in large
-.!om in tiltro t", both of cwtllIes and of infected
,uJ tbe great difficwty in obtlLining the visible
_
t.r=a in "!Iitures of filtrates indicate that "invisible,"
~ ...... p1~.:oil1~ fo rms represent a certain stage in the
. ~pUlt'n t of microorganisms.
~~
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OS THE TAXONOMIC POSITION OF
ECHINORHYNCHUS SAGITTIFER
LINTON
.... n::.I: wo rking o\"er a collection of acanthocephalo.

baa : .,0,·= oi the Woods Hole region I have found
I ~·.1.ry to pay attention to changes in nomen':110 hicli baxe been ~ade since my earlier papers
..,.. jlOh' i.i hed, at which time it was still customary
tit !"'P!t:' :lit .:i pecies of the group to the genus

~

~loIOril\,)1I·bus.

~&:J C:c~\'c in 19231

created" the name Serrasentis
'" :!.f ::cnU5 in which E. sagittifer, in the following
I'faz. "'l..' indu ded as a distinctive species. In 19242
cn~ : ~ r. ~~yno nymy of the genus Serrascntis, and
&. -'/1lti!t;r ;.t., 1S89, is p]ac~d as synonym under
'-0,,.,; .• ,ocia/is (Leidy, 1881).
Wy'~ dc~c ri p tio n of E. socialisl is:

a.

.... 7 -h ite, cylindrical, with a. dilation of the an!!~~: na rrowed posteriorly, with a white spiral
;"u1nt: around the whole length and giving the
.......,...!U'~ r,t trans~crse annulations.
. .~-:s mouc r:t.tcly long, cylindrical, with twenty·
III ~""r ~ ro,,·!! of simple re·curved hooklets, sixteen

::::

ephalitis,
examination,
lose found in '
e of minute
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:Male fu.rni9hed with a posterior vesicular appendage.
Length from :I an inch to 2 inches 4 lines: breadth of
larger indhiduals anteriorly; of a line j posteriorly i of
a line.
Habitation.-Found frequently in. considerable num·
bers in the intestine of PkJte"CI plana.

.An error has been made by some one in copying the
fmt parngraph of Leidy's description of E. socia/is,
which in Van Cleave's paper (I.e., p. 327) reads:
Body white, cylindrical, with a dilab.tion of the an·
terior :fifthj nanowed posteriorly, with spiral (white)
band pa!!smg around the whole length, and giving the
appearance of transverse rows of simple recW'ved hook·
lets, sixteen in each row.

With the <Iception of the "white spiral band," which
may be accounted for without attributing to it specific
value, the above description fits the species which has
been recorded under the name E. GCU:SJ now known as
E. gadi, found in many species of fish in the Woods
Hole region, and frequently occurring in considerable
numbers in Pseudopuuronectes americanus, a
gynonym of Platessa plana.
The proboscis of E. sagittifer in the original description of the species' is thus characterized:
The proboscis is cla.va.te, bluntly round ed in front, in·
creasing slightly for a short distance back, and then
Darrotrlng gradually to the base, thickly beset with
recurved hooks, of which there are about twenty I!erie!,
counting from base to a.pex, and a.bout 1ifteeu visible in
the longest spiral

Leidy makes no mention of spines on the body of
E. socialis, while they are a conspicuous characteris~
tic of E. sagittifer.
Furthermore, E. sagittifer in the Woods Hole region
has been found but sparingly, and then owy in im·
mature forms, encysted on the "Viscera and peritoneum
of its hosts. It has been fotind in the adwt stage
only in the southern host Rachycentron canadus S •
In 1884 when I was beginning work on the helminth
pamsites of fishes I wrote to Joseph Leidy enclosing
a sketch of an acanthocephalan, which I later d.·
scribed under the name E. sagiltifer. He replied that
he was unacquainted with this form .
I conclude, therefore, that E. socialis Leidy should
be regarded as a synonym of E. gadi and thnt E.
sagittifer Linton belongs properly in Van Cleave's
genes Serrasentis and should be written Serrasent u
sagittifer (Linton).
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FILTERABLE AND NON-FILTERABLE
BACTERIA
By DB. FRANK TaONE
Science Service Staff Writer

Copyright 1931 by Science Sen'ice
GI\' ING germs human protoiru to eat is the key to til{'
revolutionary experiments by which Professor Arthur I .
Kendall, of the Northwestern University Medical SchOOl,
bas made in'risible germs 'risible and caused visible on(>s
to \"anish into filternble Tiru6es.
This work, bailed as the greatest stride that bat' ·
teriology lIas taken since the days of P ast eur, indicates
th:lt many, poaaibly all, the germs we know can change
from ,-isible to in,-isible and back again , according t o
what they feed aD.
lt has hitherto been impossible to cultivate the in ,"isible germs of such diseases as inftuenu, smallpox antI
men.sles outside lhing bodie6. Professor Kendall be·
lie\"ed this to be due to the fact that all Inborator~'
workers offered them the wrong kind of food. All tra ditional germ dieta were made ot such things 8S beef
tea, gelatin, ete_, containing the decomposition or breakdown products of proteins. But in buman and animal
bodics, natural prey of diaease ~ausing germs, there nre
almost none at these; germs natura lly feed on the 'pure
proteins themselves.
Professor Kendall undertook to · 'get a high-protein
ration for hiS germs, He to-ok piece_s Q.f 'small int,:sti~,
.. human,' dog, pig or rabbit, and . after treating . t~em
chemically to remove the breakdown products, made a
culture fluid with what was ieft . Planted in this, blood
from buman If flu" patients caused the fiuid to become
cloudy. A few drops of this cloudy fiuid injected into
a rnbbit '6 vein gave the animal all the typical symptom!
at the If fiu." Transferred from this' f K medium," as
Professor Kendall calls his fiuid, to the old·fashion ed
germ foods, the gennless fluid soon developed thriving
colonies of tiny ronnd germs, ' These appear to be t1l('
nsible form of the elusi're and 10Dg sought infinen w
germ.
Hanng indueed one invisible germ to come out and
"become visible, Professor Kendall tried his band witll
others. He also took germs that have hithert9 been
known only in their mieroseopic.ally visible form, on
old-fuhioned culture media, and
them in his new.
high protein eultures_ Every one of them turned from
visible into invisible form. He filtered the invisible
form germs through a porcelain filter 80 fin e that SOIDl'
organie moierules enn not pass through it. He took tlJ('
fluid tbat enme Ulrough and planted it on the ohl ·
ta.shioned germ foods again. Colonies of visible germs
nppeared out of the invisible. He could repeat this
process as otten n.s he liked, getting visible germs out of
inrisible virus filtrat es, and making the viaible form A
change back agnlD by planting them in his new form

grew

toad.

The following germs be lists as hat'ing been •. pu:
through their paces J J from risibility to iDl"iaibility au .:
back again : infantile paralysis, streptococcus, senti. ·fc\'cr streptococcus, ODC form of parathyroid bac ilit: ..
typhoid bacillus, the stapbyloeoecU5 that cnuses bu:.·
and the crooked germ tbat the late Dr. Hidcyo XO ~lh' ;"
found in yellow le\"er patients, as well as the little r oUl."
germ Professor Kendall himself found in his infiU ClL Z;.
cultures. Be concludes that possibly all bacteria ll':t-:
this Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde existence.
A sensational by·product of this research is an insi1!i;into the na ture of the bacteriophage, the myst cri" t;.
filter·passing ~metbiDg tha t kills germs as germs ki :.
us. By plautiDg' filt er~d "phage" on old type CU ltL:~ '
media Professor K endall obtained good growt.hs of Ii ,'
germs they destroy. Bacteriopbage therefore seem" '
be nothing but the in'risible form of the germ it S C' l'U : '
to delight in wiping out. Professor Kendall could l't'
duce phnge fr om germs by plnntiDg the germs in hine,\" medium.
The behavior of germs in changing from visible to ill\'i ,
ible ia peculiar. They begin to lose sharpness of outl iu\'.
growing funy and dim under thl! microscope. .At l a~ :
nothing but tiny granules remain, ; hich will Jl:'!~ '
through the fine filters, and grow back (or perhaps n "
assemble themsel'res) into visible .... germs again.
Olhl'r
granules, too large , to pw -through the filter, aJlI'l'a~
none too anxious. to resume. full"fledgeq , g'enD.-fo~~. ,lont
under prQper encol!.ragement Ui" -the new medium ~~iE. . ,
do so . .... . '.':~- -_ "
•
-.r:. :,", - ' .
This new knowledge of the changeability or germ s ran
be found in patients in tbe early st.D.te of the disC':l!<f.
but Dot in the later, though the patientS are sicker tha n
ever. But certain puUling granules have been f01ll141
in the spinal fiuid of such patients, and it now apfK':l r~
quite possible that these may be the halt·transforlllrd
germs tbemselves, Oil the r~d to invisibility.
ProfCMOr Kendall ealls attention to the fad thnl the
majority of known filterable virus diseases, like COIllIIII' "
cold, infiuenm, measles, etc., enter the body throuJ;'ll !lIt '
lungs and not through the digestive tract. The digesl itr
traet ia always full of decomposition products at prolrin.which ~end to keep germs in the visible, non·filternblt

pba.ee.
For further experiments he has a new refinemr nl ,.( ,
bia medium, made of highly purified, crystalline prCll rin ,..
Thia will replaee the one he 111100 in these experim enl ~.
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NAGATA'S COMET

with a. tail eight times DS long as the 1lI0"1I'~
dia meter, is now on exhibition in the early ('\'C' T1 i nj:
skies.
. ~.
A small telescope iI: needed at the present time' 11' ~
this visitor to the solar system since it is not bri,::~1
enough to be seen with the unnided eyes. The Inil 1..
difficult to see in a small telescope, but ea.n be founl1 ,.J
ta!Jtronomical photographs.
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addition, a committee "'presenting the instilnte and
Swan's native town is appealing for a sum of £5,000
with which to found National Swan Memorial Seholarships in electrical engineering science. The fnnd
mIl be administend by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, the interest being devoted to the payment
of the seholarsbips.

RECENT DEATHS
DB.. N"OlUllN BRUCE CARSOS, professor emeritus of
surgery in the Washington University M.dical
School, di.d on August 9 at the age of eighty-six
years.
DR. JOB!< S. FOL""". form.rly director of the
Maryland Stat. D.partm.nt of Health, di.d on August 12. He was seventy-two years old.
eonsulting engineer of
the Reading Railway Company and professor of .ngineering at the Wagner Free Institute of Science,
died on August i at the age of sel"cnty years.
SA.llUEL TOBLAS WAGNER,

VOL. 74, No. HI!:

Mlss SJJUB G. FOOTE SHELDON. for o....r twcn! )'.
frre years a volunteer full-time assistant to the I."
J. H. Paarmann, eunttor of the Davenport Acade",y
of Sciences, now the Davenport Public Museum, di",
on July 2 at the age of about seventy-five year,;.
DR.

WALTER

E. DaoN', reader in pharmacolog~; ::.:

the Unhoersityof Cambridge, prenously profes::mr ~:
King's College, Unil"crsity of London, fellow of t:... .
Ro)·al Society sine. 1911, di.d at Cambridge au Ac·
gust 16..

PROFFSSOR RICHARD WETI'STEIN, of the "Cni\"Cr.~ :::.
of Vienna, director of the Vienna Botanical Gard," ..
di.d on August 10 at his estat., Trien .. in the Ty, :,
He was sixty-sc'rcn years old.
A REcrE!i message "'ports the death at
of ProfesSor Auguste Fore!, who ",tind
ehair of psychiatry at the University of
1897. Be was the author of the Ie Social
Ants."

Montn''''
from ' ",
ZUrich :c
World \ :

SCIENTIFIC EVENTS
MEDIUMS FOR THE ISOLATION AND CULTIVATION OF BACTERIA IN THE
FILTERABLE STATE
THE Northwestern Univ.rsity Medical Sehool has
, issued a bulletin by Dr. Arthur I. Kendall, professor
of nseareh bacteriology, .giving full d<:.tails for the
- preparation"of K medium for the ,isolation alid cuJtivation 'of 'bacteria' in· the filterable state.
'In the J
A. Patten lecture, give; on July ' 22
and printed in the issue of SCIENCE for Aligust 7, Dr.
Kendall made the first announcement of the discovery
of a new method for the isolation of bacteria which
hitherto have I'eIXIlUned invisible. This was the development of a euilnre medium, whieh mIl ehange
bacteria from invisible to visible form.
In the new bulletin issued on August 9, Dr. Kendall describes in detail bow the K mediums are made
from the tissue of the animal or human body. Intestine has be.n used chiefly for this purpose, althougb Dr. Kendall stutes that brain, liver, kidney,
spleen and heart have been used. "Hog intestine,"
he writes, "bas been diatinctly more snitable than
rabbit intestine and rabbit intestine bas appeared to
be more favorable than dog intestine. Human intestine whieh was not available wben early slndies
were made is under investigation at present."
After full details of the preparation of the mediums
and commenting upon aspects of their use, Dr. Kendall gil"es the following conclusions:
.

ame.

The E: mediums, protein rich and peptone poor, baxe
afforded 3. direc;t method of approach to the purview of

three highly important aspeets at bacteriology which " ',
mutually related and dependent:
Fir&t (theoretical), it appe&rll to be a biological fat:
that many baeteria can, and do, exist in two states, fila· ~ ·
able and non-filterable. •
Seccmd (eliniea.l), bacteria. may be isolatcd froDl : ::r
blood stream ot patients sutrering from diseascs ~il ;.:
have hitherto proved difficult or retractory to eultj,"at i~:..
Third (intriuic), homologous bacteria. may be cul: ;·
vated both trom bacteriophage and from Besrc J~ ::.
antivirus.
From the biological point ot view, this demoD!.trat iClu
ot the filterable and non·filterable states ot microbiC'
existence Dot only opeDS Dew fields tor explorntion. i:
alao offen rea.soD.3ble explanations for many hithrrlo
suspeeted, but unconfirmed phenomena ot microbic nC"
tivity. Thus, baeteria. growing in K medium from s:Mk
cultures, thereby undergoing ehaD.ge from DOD·filterno!t·
to the filterable state, Dot only are separable by filtr:tiioz:
into those DOt cultivable in ordinary mediums (the filter·
able forma) hilt alao tend to differentiate rather rcadily
into I'amooth" and I. rough" types (the DOD·filtcrahi,'
tOnDs), which may be separated by' plating direct1~· ul',)n
agar mediums. Aho, the filterable forma, reculti~alt',1
upon agar, otten may be separated. into "smooth " and
"rough" ~.
Chemical studies already under way suggest th:l: Ihr
respeetive activities ot these filterable aDd non·fiItN:lh!,'
tonns are quantitatively and po88ibly qnalita.ti'\"el~· un '
like. It may be stJI.ted also that the first editions tl i 11o'r.
filteIOlble forma obtained upon agar are, or m:t ~' tk' .
materially less reactive thnn the tully acelimatizctl . nilit'
filterable t011Il5 gained by repea.ted tra.nsfer.
FinnUy, perhaps the most transpicuous :lrg-ulln' lI : :,:
+

present time against
an explanation for
bacteria, i5 to be
of homologous b

"teri,opl"ge. Baeterio:
a.;.dilPtion in innwnera:
unit'eraally agreed .
lltate is 1llterahle
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tbe pn·~cut time againat the plea. of "leaky fUtera" as
.
" ~" c'I)I3lUltion for the emtenee of the filterable
!.K'ln!: ·
' Incterin, is to be found in the oft repeated cul,
,t
.HI. C '
•

. ,·",11

U\';1.

ler in phal'lD8..,lO

oi bomologou.s bneteri&. trom

7L;'OUl

lililWi

0:

tJ.2ch'riul'hago.
Baeteriophnge baa bee.n a sobjeet of
iDrl':!Iligation in innumerable ~or~bops. Two fac~ ue
.,. "oi\'cr8[1.111 ngreed upon. Fmlt, that phage m :1D
qUI C
"'(tin' ~t3te is filterable through tbe finest stone filters.
~"UIIJ. attempts to cultivate homologous baeteri..tl. from
h 'C .'iltlates have been almost a.:riomntieally u.naueeeas·
1':t~
tui. It i:l, however, a comparatively simple matter to
obt:u n I,;rowth of the homoiogoU5 I I phaged" microbe in
the! filterable state in K medium. From thia growth in
K ulI.'tlium, direct cultivation at the proper time upon
",ar will yield colonies of re·~b.n.gab1e org;misma.

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF HYGIENE AND
TROPICAL MEDICINE

the death at

.\ ........ OHDIXG

to the regular London correspondent of

the Jt./llrnal of the American Medical Association, the
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!S!Jti. hus undergone great development in recent
n'ar:;, largely in consequence of the munificent gift of
$10.000,000 from the trustees of the Rockefeller
~·oulltlalion to enable the University of London to
... Iubli;h a center of postgraduate teaChing and re~an'h iu Hie science and art of preventive medicine.
Th~ id~:1 tbut preventive medicine .should .embrace not
:Ili i:i l'llUllt~ alone but the whole world led to the in~r:II\Jr:ttion of tropical medicine in the scheme.
Il,'",'e 'he palatial buildings which were opened in
l~~~ hy Ihe Prince of Wales are called the London
~.'ho,,1 of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
The
",bool i. probably the most complete institution of
the kind in the world. The staff is organized in six
main divisions: public health, biochemistry, bacteriolocy, meuicnl zoology, epidemiology and vital statis:If·~. :ropical medicine. The students form three main
~",up ' . .~ number "Varying between 70 and 100 come
:nr a I;ourse of sil:: months in tropical medicine and
~Yl!1 I'nc. )Iost of these are already in or desire to
'nll'r :l public medical sen-ice in the British Empire
nr ~'orcign countries. In a paper ' read before the
HO~'al ~ociety of ~, ~ajor Greenwood, F.R.S.,
jll'Otl' ..",or of epidemiology and vital statistics, states
that : he course of instruction, partly clinical, partly
Iahnr.uory trnining, makes considerable demands on
:hf'lr ('ncrgy because much ground has to be covered
i. :be :ime. The nerl largest gronp consists of stu~'nt., .:ccking to enter public health service and in:"ndin~ to sit for the diploma examination in public
b..hh oJi Ih~ University of London. This course is
lon~.r ,nd takes a whole year, and it is possihle to
p.... nt 'bc different aspects of a problem of disease
1DOl"P. j'ompletely-the chemical, bacteriologic, para'Uoln:;i{'~ epidemiologic nnd administrati'\"e sides one

after tIIlother. Thus a sound knowledge of, say, the
prevention of plague is obtained from "Various speeialists. The third group consists of students spe·
ci.ali.zing in one branch, such as bacteriology or epidemiology. It is said to include some of the best students, many of whom Bl'e foreigners. The division of
epidemiology hns already had studenta from thirteen
countries.
THE RETURN OF "THE DISCOVERY»
THE London Timn reports that Th~ Discovery,
Captain Scott's old ship, returned to London on
August 1 and berthed at the East India Docks after
two years in the Antarctic. Sir Douglas Mawson, the
leader of the upedition, was not on board, having left
the ship in Australia.
Captain K. N. Maekenzie, who is a native of Oban,
aaid that a fine tllm of the "Voyage had been made,
inclnding many interesling scenes of penguins and
i..,bergs. On arrival at Sir Douglas Mawson's 1910
camp in Cornwath Bay they found a lin of tobacco
which had heen lying there for over 20 years. It
was in perfect condition, and with much amusement

they watched Sir Douglas enjoy his first puff of this
old mixture. The expedition had a nnmber of dengerous experiences ·with icebergs in discovering. seven
hitherto· uncharted regions. These new:ire
Princess Elizabeth Land, MAcRobertson Land, Bans·
arctic Land, Sab<ina Land, Knox Land, Kemp Land
and Enderby Land. Altogether, the expedition
ehBrted 1,000 miles of new coast line, which they
flagged and claimed for Britain. One third of the
whole of the Antnrctic Conlinent was circnmnavigated
and 4,800 miles of Arctic water plied. The expedition collected data which has been left at Adelaide
Uni"Versity, from which it is expected that severnJ
scientiJlc discoveries of imporlance will he made. The
slnmp in the whaling industry had gi"Ven the whales a
mnch-needed chance to survive, tIIld the expedition

reg;on.

discovered two new who.ling grounds of first-.rate im~

porlance.
Navigating Officer W. R. Colbeck, speaking of the
hlizzards experienced in the Antarctic, aaid that on
one oceasion the apedition encountered a hurricane
off Adelie Land. The engines could not face it, and
as a heavy sell was running they were drifting on to
the edge of till ice pack. The sides of the "Vessel
were badly battered. Later, the vessel was jammed
in an ice pack for ...ernl days. The expedition went
.. far south as 68. degrees, when they came to land
.and could go no farther. Some special broadcast programs were sent out from Sydney on a short-wave

length tIIld were enjoyed very much. The expeditiou
did a great deal of oceanographic work .. a result of
which 20 tons of specimens were obtained.

I.
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THE FILTRATION OF BACTERIA'
STUDIES IN BACTERIAL METABOLISM CIlI
·isible.

Ig bones.
ike bette r

By Professor ARTHUR ISAAC KENDALL
DEPAltT:Y.ENT OF RESE.A..RCB BACTERlOLOOY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY l1EDICAL SCHOOL, CBlCAGO

L""lTRODUCTION

Tm:. helief exists in some laboratories that bacteria,
orriin:lrily deemed unfilterable, may under certain cirCllrn.~t:t nccs become so altered by chemical means, by
o:.nitiyation for long periods of time in fluid media or
:hr')u~h animnl inoculation as to find their way
:h "'u~h the pores of filters that would ordinarily re'tr:l in pa5sage of the corresponding bacteria in their
~nl1ttc rcd state. Thc lit"eralure on this subject has
h,.,.·I)In C quite voluminous/ and opinion is now rather
' h:lr!"lty divided into two groups; the "filtrationists,"
' / ~ ": .L:unar Lectur e, Johns Hopkins University School
, .I: .... ~tcnc

;,!;,,::

1.'\

.:md Public Health, January 12 1932.

r~\·icwcd ca.refully by Rlienebcrge'r, " Baktericn·

1. I;~:::r phlsmus und B~~tc~enc ntwicklu n gsglinge,11 Erg.

..

: ... ., fi a kt .• I mmuDltatsrorse b. u. Exp. Ther.:lpic Ber·
'

·.n. I I, 499- 555. 1930.

those who believe that bacteria may be filtered in
some manner, and the "non-filtrntionists," those who
deny this possibility. This separation into two opposing camps is quite naturnl, because if one admits
the possibility of filtration with one typical, ordi·
narily non-filterable microbe, one would rather lo!rically be forced to admit that under suitable conditio~s
all ordinary bacteria might be made filterable.
~he problem of bacterial filterability has more than
academic significance. Therc is :1 heterogeneous but
formidable group of diseases of man and animals to
which the term "filterable virus" is applied.
The
natural history of many of thcse "filterable virus"
diseases-:-their clinical co urse, their method of dissemination and of inducing immunity- is genericall y
akin to microbic diseases in which the etiological

SCIENCE
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agents nrc presumably known, and cultivable in appropriate medin. Up to this time, however, the incitants of this Ufilterable virus" group, what~er they
may be, have not for the most part been cultivated
unequivocally outside their respective hosts upon artificial, laboratory Dutritives. •
It is surmised, and there is basis for tbis supposition, that the "viruses" of some of these diseases
erist in tbe infected body in the filterable state, and
it is not without some significance that many, if not
most of these viruses enter, and probably leave the
body, througb tbe respiratory tract and its appendages. The possible import of tbis will be commented
upon later. It is not proposed to discuss here tbe
diseases allocated to the "filterable virus" group, but

medium, prepared from hog intestine." This. ,' .. .
portant. If the organism had failed to gro,· w,1I .
K m~dill:!l, it would obviously have been lc~:'i IjUi~
for these filtration experiments. The recital IJ{
actual experiment with this strain of B. typJIf'.'u... ...~
make the procedure followed clear. Comln~u~
the proper places will indicate the pheDom~lI:J. 1.a:
ited. To insure purity in the usual bactcrio!IJ~:
m:mner, this Rawlin strain of B. typhos!.l.s Was r..
plated three. times upon agar. Between pliltin
growth from representative colonies was ohtainl-d ~
plain, nutrient agar. A colony from tbe last (tbird~
plating was cnUivated upon agar on Octo her 29. .

to present in detail some rather extensive studies

Procedure

upon the filterability of bacteria wbicb may be
relC'l'ant. These will be recounted at some lengtb, as
certain conclusions drawn from them would seem to
indicate that the older division of microorganisms
into "filterable viruses" and non-filterable bacteria
may perhaps require some revision.
The el:perimenls which led to tbe studies reported
here have been described elsewhere in detail,3 and will
not be furtber referred to here, e:xeept for tbe state·
ment tbat the first indication of the dual eristence
of an organism in a filterable and a non-filterable
state was obtained from· a study of blood from a
small series of sporadic cases diagnosed clinically as
influenza. A coccus was isolated from three of these
cases in 8 special, protein-rich, peptone-poor medium
{K medium);" at first in a non-visible, filterable
state, and later apparently recovered after suitable
procedure, as a visible, cultivable, non-filterable organism. From this wholly unexpected event, it was
surmised tbat an actual, fundamental bacteriological
principle wns involved. If this be true, then other,
well·established bacteria should also be rendered
filterable experimentally, using the same general procedure, nnd recovered again in the non-filterable state.

The organism chosen to test this premise was
B. typhosu.. The strain (Rawlin) was an old one,
long in the laboratory. It has been used for many
years in the customary manner for diagnostic purposes. ' It grows r eadily in plain, nutrient broth containing peptone and meat extractives. It a lso grows
quite readily in tbe protein-ricb, peptone-free K

November 2. At 4 P. H. a generous loop!ul of tb
agar culture was introduced into 6 cc of K mc,liU!t.'
This was incubated at 37° C. over night.
November 3•. Filtration I. At 10 A.. Y' I :;ro\t~
being satisfactory, as estimated by a very dist:uct iA.
crease in turbidity above that of an uninoculnhd ~~
trol, incubated in parallel, this 6 cc of Ii: mediulO cul.
ture, after dilution with £~ur volumes of sterile s.ah
solution, was filtered through a Berkefeld "X ~~ E1te:.
(This filter did not pass a broth culture of B. 'Y.""
sus). The ,acoum used was less than 4 incbe~. tn.!rr
pressure, and the time of filtration was less than 10
minutes. The filtrate was clear. The filtrate wa.! d~.
tributed at once, with sterile precautions, to the fo: ·
lowing media: to plain, nutrient broth; 1 ec, I:':! ec..
1 drop; to K mediUm;' 1 co, 1/2 co, 1/4 co, 1flO c~ I
drop. Incubation of these cultures together ,... ilh Ui)·
inoculated contro13, was practiced at 37° C.
November 4. 10 J... Y. Growth, as indic:lIC'd by
turbidity abon parallel controls, occnrred in all Itt
tub es, both those in plain broth, and those in I\. mt'dium. From the broth culture containing 1 drop of
K medium filtrate, sugar fermentation reactioIl5 iIl
glucose, lactose, saccharose and mannitol werc mnor.
After 24 hours, acid appeared in glucose and manni·
tal; saccharose and lactose were not acidified. II
agar plate was also made. .At the end of 2-1 houn.
the colonies were typical nnd the culture appearrd to
he pure. Finally, after the sugar fermentation t~tJ
and agBr plnte had been started, a macroscopic ~.
glutination test (dilution 1/500) was performed wit!:
tbis same broth culture. The culture agg'hninntN
after 40 minutes' incubation at 37° C. An ng:lT pl att

" Patten Lecture t I Observations upon the Filterability
of Bacterin Includmg a Filtera.ble Organism Obtained
from Cases 'of In1luen1.3.," Nd'rthwestern University Bulletin, VoL 32, No.5, 1931 i SCIENCE, 74, . 129.-139, 1931.
• "Mediums for the Isolation and CultivatIon of. Bacteria in the Filterable State," Northwestern University
Bulletin, Vol. 32, No .• 8, 1031.

.5 100 mg. dried intestine, 6 cc Tyrode solut~ on. CO~ ·
taining neither glucose nor glycerin. This m.l:o;:tu r~ u
thoroughly shaken to wet the dried intestille po~ ~5
~d then ste~ .in the autoclave,. 15 pounds. forII,..
mmutes. ThLS medtum ' 3houlcl be shghtly turb Id If
cool.
.
G 6 ec, prepared as indicated in footnote 5, wu s 1I ~('(1·
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"a inocolated from the K medium tube which

.

.~ ~.

~ "".• i,"ed ,one drop of the ~ medium .Jiltrate. The

do\" (November 5), typICal colomes of B. ty.
were found in apparently pure culture. After
,. ,i<r to brotb, :md proper incub.tion, they aggluwith speciiic typhoid antiserum. Hence, from
~ Drst Jiltration, both the brotb and the K medium
bt; inocul.ted therefrom contained viable organisms
~:i<b ; ubsequently were identified as B. typha.,.. by
p:l':D~, by fermentation reactions and by agglutinard t

CU"M.1

:;.J

tion te:itS. The remainder of the tubes were reincu!»leJ for another 24 hours, togetber with tbeir
proper eontrols at 37° C.
.\"ol'tmber 5. Filtration II. 10 A.. li. The tube of
K lIledium which received 1/10 cc of tbe first filtrate
tSanmbcr 3), having a very noticeable tnrbidity
alter thcse 4S hours of incubation, was ~uted with
t "olumcs of salt solution and filtered "through a
Btrkefeld liN" filter. The vacuum used was less than
" inches, on the water-gauge, and the time required
W'3..:i
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somewhat less than 10 miuutes. This filtrate was

dium colture of November 5, containing one drop of
filtrate, was diluted with 4 volumes of salt solution
and filtered, this time through a Berkefeld "W" filter.
The vaeuum nsed was less than 5 inches on the watergauge, and the time required was about 15 minutes.
The filtrate was distributed as described above, in the

following media: to plain broth; 1 cc, 1/2 cc, 1 drop:
to K medium; 1 co, 1/2 ce, 1/4 ~c, 1/10 cc, 1 drop.
Incubation was practiced at 31° C.
November 7. 9,30 A. ll. The coltures in K medium all showed "increased clouding above the control
tube, which had been incubated in similar fashion.
Of the plain broth tubes, on the contrary, none
grew j at least there was no discernible turbidity at
this time. Incubation of all the coltures was ag.in

Pr:Icticed at 31° C.
November

9. Noon. The K cultures of November

6 had incrcased very distinctly in turbidity, and the
broth colture of November 6, containing 1 cc of filtrate, had developed a faint but distinct turbidity.
An agglutination test performed upon this broth

distribu ted as follows: to plain broth; 1 cc, 112 co, 1
drop : to K medium; 1 cc, 112 co, 1/ 4 cc, 1110 cc, 1
drop. Incubation was practiced as before at 31° C.
Sorember 6. 10 A. M. All cultures "made Novembor 5 grew; the plain broth coltures were distinctly
less turbid than the corresponding ones of November
t The K medium cultures, on the contrary, were

culture, after inoculation of sugar fermentation tubes

r~ther more cloudy than the corresponding ones of
Slwember 4. Fermentation reactions were set up

ery of the organism in its non-fIlteruble state after
eaeh of these three several filtrations was achie-red.

(rom tbe plain broth colture (tbat one inoculated
";tlt 1 drop of K medium filtrate of November 5) ;
also :In agar plate was inoculated. On November 7

The "identification was made in each instance from
growth induced in nutrient broth, by the appearance

thl:! fermentation reactions were typiC3l. The colonies .m the agar plate were somewhat mucoid in appearaDce.
An agglutination test (macroscopic,
1/500; made upon this broth culture was positive in
90 minutcs. It will be recalled that the correspondill~ .:1gg1utinntion test made upon the broth culture
""overed from the first filtration (November 3) was

rompletc in 40 minutes. The growth in K medium
tailed to agglutinate in typical fasbion, but a broth
,alture mude from a K medium growth agglutinated
characteristicany. The signiJicance of thia observa:ion, which has been repeated several times, is yet to
he elu cidated. From the results of this second filtration, it appears that there is some slight tendency
ht>tb toward a change in the appearance of the colonie~ developing upon agar from broth inocula, and
aho :l di stinct tendency toward slowing of the speed
of ag-,:;-l utination. Nevertheless, it is adduced that
this ~eco nd serial filtration of B. typhosWfJ and its
fN'O\"ery in the non-filterable state, was successfully
''1C ~ o mr Ji s hecl.

S f) ':cm bcr 6.

11.1.

If.

Ftltra tion III.

The K me-

and agar plates, was partly clumped after 2 hOUIS,
and completely clumped after 18 hours in the ice-box.
Agglutination of the cultures °in K medium was negative. The colonies upon agar plates were rather mucoid in appearance.
Sugar fermentation reactions
were typical, but rather slow in developing. Recov-

of colonies upon agar plates (test for purity), by
fermentation reactions, and by agglutination (1/ 500)
with specific antityphoid serum.
Each of the coltnres made in K medium on November 6 was inocolated into plain broth, but even after
10 days' incubation, visible growth did not occur. It
is assumed therefore that this serial, prolonged cultivation of B. typhas,", in the protcin (K) medium
has resulted in an acclimatization of the organism in
its filterable state to the protein medium, with a concomitant loss of accommodation to the simpler (peptone, meat extractives) medium. It has, in other
words, become "proteophilic" instead of ''pep tophilic." It is surmised that a principal function of
this filtration through the Berkefeld "N" and uW"
filters is to strain ont, and hold back, the non-filterable forms of the "organism, passing those forms
which not only are indeed filterable but also which
have become more and more acclimatized to the protein em;ronment" The final result of these three serial filtrations is apparently to establish culturall y this
filterable, protein·cultiviablE!' form of the organism,
which is reluctant to grow in ordinary medin.. To

·.
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the obvious inquiry at this point: recovery

of the bacillary form

was

e~entually

achieved
through inoculation of this fUternble state oi B. ty~

phOSU3 upon plain, nutrient agar, after incubation
under partially anaerobic conditiolli for several days.
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making three filtrations in all in a period of four
These filtrations were performed on NOV(!"lht,.
3, 5 and G, respecth-ely. Between filtrations, snd
days.

point at issue is the premise that B. typhosus is, or

prior to each of them, growth was elicited in ~
medium. The organisms developing after the fir-;.t,
the second and the third filtrations (Novemhcr 3, 5
and 6) were recovered successively in the non-J1:lt-r.

may be, filterahle if it is cultivated for several trans·
fers in a "protein" (K) medium. Also, that it may
be reco~ered in the non-filterable (peptophilic) form

tity and purity by sugar reactions, by agglutinalitJQ
with specific typhoid serum and by plating upon agar.

The details will appear later.

For the present, the

as aho-re indicated. 1

to relatio r

Berkef',ld N •
r:W;ithlJlold bacteria
'other rejoin

able state in nutrient broth and tested for their iden.

These tests were performed not only with the cult.""
The subsequent history of this thrice filtered cul-' of filtrates in plain nutrient broth, but also with suI>.
tUfe of B. typhosus and its maintenance in the fil- cultures made from K medium, in plain nutrient
terable state is as follows: the tube of K medinm in- broth, with the exception of the K culture from lb,
oculated November 6, containing one drop of filtrate third filtration. This failed to grow in uutrient
of that date, was used. Transfers were made to fresh broth, although it grew well in successi"e K. w.::diu.m.
K medium November 9 and November 12, respec- transfers.
tively, with incubation at 37° C. between tim... The
Concerning the proportion of filterable to non-fi.l.
next transfer was made in California, November 16, terable forms, no definite information is available...
and deily thereefter through November 22. With However, innsmuch as the cultures were diluted with

the exception of November 13, 14 and 15, during
which time the culture was in transit, incubation of

the subcultures was practiced at 37° C. From November 22 to November 28, the organism was again
in transit, but reinoculation and reincubation were

resumed on this date. On January 4 the strain is
still alive. - It still grows in K medium, but -not at all
in nutrient broth. It has retained its proteophilic
properties, and apparently has not regained its original peptophilic state, as manifested by lack of visible growth in nutrient broth, even after several days'
incubation. Thus, so it appears, a viable organism in
the filterable siate, incapable of visible growth in
plain, nutrient broth, has been obtained by direct
descent in culture through serial growth in an artificial, sterilizable medium (K medium) from an authentic, typical, plain nutrient broth culture of B.
typho,us. It is left to the microbic pragmatists and
-dialecticians to debate whether or not this nable, cnl-·

tivable, filterable organism thus obtained fulfils any,
some or all of the criteria of a "filterable virus."
SUMMARY

This detailed protocol has been recited in considerable length b""ause it contains what appears to be
unequi~ocal evidence that a strain (Rawlin) of
B. typhosus has been filtcred not once, but actually
thrice serially through Berkefeld filters, the first two
filtrations through Berkefelds of N porosity, the third
filtrstion through a Berkefeld of the W porosity,
T It is pertinent to inject here the .ratb.er obrio~ comment that the time relations met ~th l.n dltra.tion e.:tperimenta vary not only with the klDd of orga~1 h~t
also with the strain itself. Thus, one typbOl,d stram
studied became' f proteopbilic" a.f~er onc filtrahon i and
another strain required four filtrations at two day mtervals to become" proteophilic."

salt solution to 1/ 5 their original concentration prior
to filtration, and inasmuch as 1 drop and 1/10 '<'
respectively, of the diluted filtrates gave growth:. the
were subsequently identified as B_ typhosus, by rermentation reactions, by agglutination and by pia: in;.

it may be assumed that at least 1/50 cc of tbe u.,n;.
tered cultures in K medium contained viable typhoid
microbes in the filtersble state.
COMMENT

Imperfect filters: The old familiar contention tlu!
the filters which were used may have leaked, mo.;: bt
resurrected .t this point. The theoretical possibil'tr
of leaky filters must always be admitted, and, em?'
for two significant facts, it should be freely admi::"!
in these experiments. Overlooking for the momt:1!
the fact that a filterable organism, incapable or !;TO-'
ing in nutrient broth, was obtained tbIough filtration.
as above indicated, attention is directed to the Cut
that the filters used in these studies had beea t""~
previously for passage of broth cultures of B. 't'
phosus with negative results; hence it is assumed ti:.tl
the organisms do actually become filterable under tU

conditions specified, although the possibility still ,...
mains that the porosity of these tested filters ...r
have changed in the interim. Also, and this m::lY :significant, the broth culture made from the filtr::ltt I:S
broth (1 ee) of November 5, like,vise failed to p""
throuO'h one of the UN" filters used for these erpt~
ments: It is rather generally believed that Bcrke(~
'OW" filters arc -too fine to pass bacteria. .a.'tt en·I,,"
is directed at this point to Bechhold's8 importllot Nlls H. Bechbold, I' Porcngrosse von BakterieD~lt~rnIl~
Seibwirkung, " Zeit. f. Hyg. u. InfektskT. , 11_ ,
1931.

p

1~, 1932
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;"0 to relations between size of pores in filters
.,b<tiierk.feld N and W, p_ 416) and their capacity
,: jl{. Clhol d bacteria under definite conditions.
.. ;; other rejoinder to the plea of leaky flIters,

-~

.":'wcidentally perhaps the most suggestive new

~

Je\"eloped in these experiments, aside from the
and recovery of the non-~terable form.
J B. typhos lIS , is the gradual weaning of the flIter·
,p;" forlD of B. typho,,,,, from its original (pep.
~ic) state, in which form it is non-filterable, to

~uilitY

-_. do filler.lble (proteophilic)9 state, in which form it

-
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possibilities enmeshed in this experience with the yel.
low coccus are many ; space forbids more than men-

tion of the facts as they were observed at this time.
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES DURING FILTRATION

Returning to the flItration of B. typhosus, the
question very IUlturally arises, Are there changes dis-

cernible in the typhoid- bacilli during the process of
inducing the flIterable state that may actunlly be seen
under the microscope'

One rather suggestive differ-

ence between the appearance of the flriIt growth of B.
typho,,,,, in K medium immediately prior to filtra·

"" eycotually to pass quite readily througli even
::-:in",t Berkefeld (W) filter. In the peptophilic tion, and of the organism after filtration, is the relatcL!t. :he organism grows readily in nutrient broth. tive abnndance of bacillary forms, with and without
b l!le iuJly established filterable state, achieved only . granules within their substance, in the former, as
" ' ::ufficient number. of serial fil~ations
eliminate shown by staining with old methylene blue, by ex·
do pep,ophilic orgattlSms, the IDlcrobe fails to grow amination with the 1/12 immersion lens directly and
• Zlutricnt broth. It grows very well, however, in K by dark·field illumination. This is sharply in con.

:0

.,ditun.
lc i::. therefore, apparently a simple, rather rapid

"",cdure to induce the filterable state by inocula·
_- !ion in,o K medium. Once the organism, freed from
_tiltcroble tendencies by repeated flItration with
lo:u-cultivation in protein (K) medium, has become
austomed, or better acclimatized, to the protein
pabulum! it becomes increasingly difficult, at least in
~ c:Iperimcnts, to reinduce the non-filterable state.
.\~ this time, an unexpected experience in the fll~
tn.tic.n of a culture of B. coli seems pertinent, in that
~

illu,,'rates some of the pitfnlls associated With the
p/l<noOlcna of microbic filtration. This particular
linin of coli was isolated in 1909, and has been in
laboratory stock ever since. The flriIt attempt at fil·
lntion resulted in recovery of a small, yellow coccus.
coccus was deToid of glucose fermenting

ne ,ell(lw

po,,;r. Repeated platings of the original culture
wpon agar failed to reveal this coccus. Finnlly, r ..
IOrt was made to cultivation in K medium for 30
~nrs prior to plating. Then about 2 per cent. of
the ~o!onics on agar were of this yellow coccus, the
'anainder being typical coiL The K medium had
beta shown to be sterile prior to inoculation. Filtra-

tion of tbe purified colon bacilli, had by plating from
t medium, was accomplished in good form, and the
O':gnn ism was filtered three times in five days with in-

acteria.

1's' importanj
ktskr., 112,

trast to the apparent absence of these bacillary forms,

with and without granules, in the filtrate immediately
after filtration. - In both the un.filtered primary
growth iIi K medium and in the filtrate of this pri·
mary K medium culture, however, there are numerous
granules. Some of these granules are inherent in the
medium." They are blnish or greenish yellow under
dark·field illumination, and usunlly exhibit Brownian
movement. In addition, in both flItered and non·fil·
tered K medium cultures of B. typhosus, there are
usnally small, .somewhat motile granules.

These are,

in fresh culture in K medium, often nearly as active
in their motion as typhoid bacilli themselves. It
must not be assumed from this observation that the
flIterable forms of nil bacteria will exhibit true mo·
tility, however.
In the filtered medium, these granules and not the
bacillary forms, appear to be the only motile bodies_
Thus far, they ha~e not been definitely stained, even
by Giemsa or silver stains, and their identification
therefore depends rather upon inference than upon
rigorous proof.
It is necessary to reemphasize here that repeated

flItration of cultures of B. typhosus, with interspersed
cultivation in K medium, is required to eliminate the
tendency of the filterable forms to go back to the

lm-ening growth in K medium. Between filtrations,
typical B. coli were recovered and identified by fer:Dentation reactions. For comparison, another stock

bacillary form.. As acclimatization progresses, with
repeated filtration for the purpose of the elimination
of the non-filterable forms, a time comes, usually
after two or more successive filtrations at appropriate

talto'e of B. coli waS examined. It failed either by

intervals, when the filterable (proteophilic) forms no

dircf't plating, by plating after growth in K medium,
or npon filtrn.tioD, to renal this yellow coccus. The

longer respond to the

) Thrn ughol1t this discussion, the terms f f peptophilic' J
lnn "p roteophillc 11 arc used symbOlically to suggest
'tth~ r definitch. a chemic:ll difference between peptoD6
00. l1H~ ')nc hand , and the mo re or less unaltere d protein
(.(,n~t itll Cnts of dried intestine on the other hand.

Up~ptone

urge" and rem ai n

1.0 It will be found that cultures gro'm in broth usually
contain at least some bacilli with enclosed granules, and
all media containing protein ingredients n;ll contain at
least some free gr::l.Dules. These, in unin oeulated media,
arc non· motile, although they u5unUy ex.bibit Brownian
movemen t.

·'
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viable, but filterable from culture to culture in K medium. Such "prntF.!ophilic" organisms, in the ruterable state, are difficult indeed to reestablish in the
non-filterable condition. A condition similar to this
may be readily conceived of as eristing in the tissues
of the animal or human body, where invading bacteria, originally non-filterable, exposed for periods of
time to the tissue protein in absence of pep tones, may
thus become protcophilic, parasitized upon the proteins of the body, as it were, and difficult to recultivate in peptone media. Emphasis is laid at this point
upon the biological significance of inducing this filterable state through cultivation of bacteria in media
rich in nearly unaltered protein. In this respect, the
experiments recorded abo.e differ sharply from previous procedures in which strontium salts, or very old
peptone broth cultures are relied upon to induce filterability.
Thus far, emphasis bas been laid upon actual experiments. It has been found that B. typhosU3, under cultivation in a protein-rich, peptone-poor medium passes rather rapidly and readily to the filterable state. While it can not be dogmatically denied
that leaky filters permit of this passage, the fact that
fi.e different strains of B. typlIDSU3 (to restrict discussion to this organism .for the present) have been
thus f1itered and reculti.ated, using some 24 different
filters of the Berkefeld type, each time employing the
finest pored filter (W) for the final separation of
non-filterable forms, would appear to be reasonable
evidence of the accuracy of the assertion. The part
played by filtration in these experiments is merely
passh·e. It removes those filterable, lineal descendants of the original stock culture which still manifest a tendency toward reversion into typieaI, nODfilterable bacilli, under the nutritional stimulus of
peptone, from the filterable forms, which have developed, so to speak, proteophilic propensities.
.
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testinal mucosa is almost continually batheu, on tltt'
epithelial side, in a medium. rich in protein Ui!!'l'~ ll\'t
products, ~'hich pass successively from the tOIIl11I f! %
peptones and albumoses to siIpple peptids anll aminlJ
acids. The latter, according to current infort:.Jl..tiCl[:
are normally absorbed from the alimentary tun~
through the villi, and pass to the blood ,t,,1lUL
Hence the mncosa of the intestinal tract is in a Pl.I'.
tone environment, using the term "peptone ll s)1nLo!i.
cally merely to indicate protein in ,,"arious stages of
digestion. The nutritional value of this mediulD is
reflected in the luxuriance of the intestinal flora.:
some thirty trillions of visible and stainable baC:1erit
are said to be eliminated each day in the f".1 m.u.
of a normal adult enjoying a normal diet. Tue f'f.
spiratory tract, on the contrary, is a relatively steri!r
tract. Protein d~"'Tadation products, except at 1Lost
times when purulent bacteria are at work, are a~
parently absent. The significance of mucus in this
connection can not be answered in light of a:t""aiI3b:~
information. Stated somewhat differently, the di.
gestive tract is proteolytic; the respiratory tract it
aproteolytic. Bacteria that enter the digestit"c tract
find abundance of protein digestion product3 avail.
able for their nutrition: bacteria that enter the "'"
spiratory tract do not normally find protein di;,!'e5tioD
products available for their nutrition. It woulo stm
to follow that bacteria within the intestinal trac~ 1'"
in an environment that should tend. to enCOUf'-t.'"'
their existence in a non-filterable (peptophilid st1!.t..
Bacteria that gain entrance to the respiratory tnn
would appear to be in an environment that normaIly
should tend to encourage their existence in a fihttable (proteophiJic) state." In light of thi, r.:!:<T
striking difference between the two tracts. it is- DOC
without significance that many if indeed not mo~! o!
the contagious so-called "filterable viruses" 8CC'OrOing to current information appear to enter . .lOa 1I
leave, the body through the respiratory "ther tl.1s
RELATION OF THE FILTERABLE STATE TO INFECTION
the intestinal path.
Microorganisms that pass from the re"p:ra: c:"!
Some interesting correlative information arises
from this nutritional concept of the development of tube actually into the tissue of the lung, wbcthrr tbr!
filterable forms of bacteria from non-filterable for;ms are initially filterable or not, become confronted ..=.:}
. in the body itself, especially in relation to microbic a protein-rich, peptone-poor medium, as tbey ~
trate the epithelia of the respiratory tract. r"..
infection.
Microbic infection, generally speaking, may be con- what has been stated above, this is one (,ODIE:;':'
sidered as actually taking place when the prospective which tends to induce and to perpetuate tb, fill''';:'
state. Similarly, npon passing back from IUD!:' ti.,:af
in~ading organism passes through the barriers which
usually snffice to keep it out, and actually penetrates to tbe respiratory tube, the same condition IlPP'rt~.:.r
into the protein fastness itself. A majority of bac- prevails unless there is pus formation. PU3. ~ •
teria, and presumably a majority of uviIuses,JJ gain well known, contains products of protein di:~),,"
entrance to the underlying tissues through epithelia, It would seem to follow loO'ically that bacteri:'. in ~
principally those of the intestinal and the respiratory filterable state should, th~rctieany at least. be< ':Ill
.
Th e pneumococcus, a frequent inc.Itan
t 0 f r n('··c:t.s~
. - ...
tracts. A significant chemical difference between is 11habitually
a purulent organism. Pus is 5:U:' 10
these two tracts should be emphasized here. The in- rich in protein degradation produc.ts.
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in Don-purulent infections of the respir-

Bacterin leaving the body from the in-

aPt~~ tr:tct, on the contrary, are uposed to num..... ("ODJition5 conducive to the non-6lterable rather

:«

'he filterable state.

~ ~r\"

estinal

term

~'~~::~:~~;~

H ence it is perhaps not

to reiterate that many, if not most, of the
u
llie '\"iruses have been found thus far in asso~;"o with the respiratory, rather than the intestinal
1. Tbis is not to be construed as an assumption
::: .1il ··filterable viruses" exist in a non-filterable as
.rJ j j :l filterable state: only precise experiments
:lo ,,,<h disease entity will determine just what the

:::'r.l

~"

10

he applied ultimately

10

the term "filterable

......... ,boll be: nor is it by any means the whole
~l'1. B. COli1 like B . typhosus, seems to become

ry, is a relali'vel,,:
roducts, ___,_ C,,"' ",
1

are at
of

s::mhle \<ilhout much dilIiculty by cultivation in
~ pro r>er manner in protein media, but the fact that

:B. rui~robe may thus become filterable does not ex·

~ance

~:n why it is not ordinarily an invader of .~he body.

ed in lighl
lat d'iffere"'tlv:oVfh~
:he reslliralOl"];'iiI
ater the dig:es~i~

n< a,ture of Ihe weapons with which certain kinds
.t ullclcrin, and not others, may force entrance
~udl

the epithelin which ordinarily suffice

10

keep

~('rohc5 ant, is yet to be determined. Just what part
:U :iit{'rahle state of bacteria may play in the vastly
. ",eplcl phenomena of infection and immunity reru:rh" to be revealed. And there are exceptions to
t!I~ hypothesis of association between protein nutri-

tion and the illlerable stale. Leprosy appears to be
.le (pe'plclphilic:(;!
, the
ronment _____ _,.".,.
~ aistence

• light of
, two tracts,
if indeed
-able

r.2t"'b a case. Leprosy bacilli are readily stained
Wl:hin the tissues of lepers; that is, they exist there
ill " presumably non-illterable stale. There is little
ft'111(·ncc that there is much, if indeed any, tissue di~t ion round about them. Nevertheless, exceptions
to :hc contrary, there is after all appn.rently a very
di.ctinct general biological parallelism between the ocC'UrT1'ncc of non.6lterable, stainable bacteria, growin!! in (.o rdinary media under the nutritional stimulus

.i peptone (peplophilic state) and filterable, not
'1ainahle organisms growing in protein-rich, peptone-

irlltory
his is one

'Petuate Ihe

sponding exPerimental dilIicnities encountered in cnltivating the fully protein acclimatized. fillerable form
of B. typhosus in peptone media, even those enriched
with blood. It would appear indeed that one rather
striking feature of the experiments with fillerable
forms of the typhoid bacillus is this very establisllment of the proleophylic stale. refractory to cultivation in ordinary, or enriched peptone media.. If this
indeed be the case. then it might be rather confidently
predicted that at least some of the infections refrac·

tory to artificial cnltivation sbonld be approachable
from the use of suilable prolein media. A word
about K medium shonld be injected at this point: it
is very crude. This has been emphasized again' and
again.· There is no more reason, a priori, for expecting successful isolation of organisms from influenza, common cold and smallpox. to mention three
possible sources of culture, in K medium in its present crude state, than there is in expecting successful
isolation of Tr. paUidum, meningococcus and tubercle

bacillus, using merely plain. nutrient broth. Special
modifications, to meet the needs of specific organisms,
both for isolation and for cultivation of specific or-

ganisms in a fillerable stale, must be applied

10

the

medium, as is required of the usual laboratory medin

for similar reasons.

This is well exemplified by tbe

recent work of Mellon,12 who has just reported the
successful filtration of the tubercle bacillus, and' its
recovery in the non-filterable state, using a modified

K medium.
CONCLUSIONS

(1) The intimale delails of three successi,e filtrations of an authentic strain of B. typhosu.s, performed in four days, are recorded.

(2) The details of recovery of B. typhosus in Ihe
non-filterable state, and its identification by colony
formation, by fermentatio n reactions, and by agglutination tests, are stressed.
(3) Altention is drawn 10 tbe perpetuation of B.

in tile fillerable stale by cultivation in a
prolein [K] medium.
I\rll it ies surrounding the isolation of microbes from .
(4) Emphasis is laid upon the biologicol signifi"'me of the so-called "filterable viruses" (which ap- cance of proteins in inducing the .filterable state in
poor media under the nutritional stimulus of protein

'rom the
he lung, whether
come cOllIronl,,!
!dium, as

301

(prnleophilic stale) .

~:l.r

fyphoSU3

And the well-established dif-

to be developing in the protein tissues of the

holly and :lre refractory to cultivation in peptone
tnerlia, even enriched with tissue) have their nearly
pr~('i;;e counterpart in this connection with the corre-

bacterin.
(5) Certain theoretical relationships nre suggested

between Ihis artificially induced filterable slate of
bacteria and certain microbic infections of man.

lack from

OBITUARY

rmntion.
)f protein ~!r~~~~g
. Ihal baet:eria
Illy at least"
Dcitant ot unl,.~iOD!"
. Pus
'S.

MEMORIALS
section on medical history of the College of
PhY;.;ici nns of Philadelphia, as reported in the JournaZ
TilE

I)f the American Medical Association, held its stated
rnncting on :Mnrch 14, ii::t coope~ation with the Henry

Phipps Institute, tbe Philadelphia Health Council and
Tuberculosis Committee and the Philadelphia Association of Tubcrculosis Clinics to commemorate the
1.2 Mellon, Proc. Soc. Ez per. Biol. and lIed. , Vol. 29,
No.2, p. 206, 1931.
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Royru. Raymond Rife has perfected a microscope said
by Pasadena scientists to be the most powerful in the
worl~ .. It magnifies to 17,000 diameters.
.
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l!r. Nathan in charge of the Bureau's San Diego: Fil!ld
Divi sion has advised me of your kind offer to make .available to the ..
Federal Bureau of Investibation the facilities of your laborator,r.
This is indepd appreciated . At present the laboratory analysis of
evidence in investigations is conducted in the Burean's Labo~ory
at; ~fiashineton, D. C.
If' at any time in the future the services of.
·l'.:·,;'::}' yciur facilities ;rould be useful I lIill be glad. to take· advantage '
...x . of your offer.

Sincerely yours, .

'

.::.' .;':
·t

~~;, : ~j*,,\. " ;
~.;:·.,~r, ~,:~'~''~:'Jr..~;..~~·~ :...~:;1i<,:~l-!a:"\;iiLii~:;t~·.'....:.:,.fIo~:~~~... ..!,,"_"'''''.._
.~..... ~~. ~ ', .,'-I
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f.dgar Hoover
Director
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. CARL H. ENSTAM. M. D.
17DP WUT EID"T" STRIIT
LDS ANGELES I': CALIFORNIA
DUNKIRIC ~·QIZ3

•

April 14, 1954

Dr. ~oyal ~aymond Rifa
3676 Zola
San Dieeo, Sa11fcrnia

My dear 0r.

~lfe:

I have been thinking about you and your viral work on
human tiss~es, particularly ~alignant t1ssues, quite a
bit latelv and because of r7~eated references to tr.e
connection ~etween virus and· the ~ali~nant zrowth, : am
prompted t (:I 'Nri t e yeu tr~is 113t t'3~.
I won de r i. t." Yc' 1 wi 11 ~e ~ 1":·· rl en ('IU f.: h t c h r i r ~ :r.e up to
da te c-n "Vot!!' rese9r'C!~e s in t:, is fi ~ Ie s in~ ~ I 1 ast contacted
I will ennreci.ate t~:i~ ver'T <1ee~lv and
may be ~ble te, :r:a~e usa o~ :t in a satisfactory scientific
way, I car. assure you.

"7'ou.

Believe me, : am, with

hi~h

r-ersonal

r~~ard,

~~t!:~.
:~arl

E. -;:nstam,

;nerican

CI-fE:bls

70

?resident-~lect

!~stitute

MII•• ANK JOHN.ON. M. D.

MC.P1C

"UTU~

un .&.Dca.

LOS AN.CLKS. CAUPO"NIA

Bovember 9. 1931

Jl7 dear JIr. aUe:

In the DaIIle o~ the other
three gentlemen and myse~ I want to
thank 70U tor your most courteous
reception and tor glving us an
opportun1 ty to have a glance of J'our
wonderfUl microscope. I want to say
to you that we all spent one of the
most instructlve and interesting
~ternoons at our lives 1n your
laboratory.
Upon returning to San Diego
that even:11lg I wired to Dr. Arthur I.
Kenda]l ot Chicago and gave him a brief
descriptlon at what we had seen and our
opinion of It, and upon my return to
Pasadena this morning I.received the
tollo1l'1Dg telegram trom Dr. Kendall "Expect to start tor California Saturday
night. Letter follows" •
.I~ he comes straight through,
which I think he nll, he will arrive in

Pasadena on Tuesday, November 17 so be sure
and have your microscope in pertect condition
for the Big Chief when he arrives. I will
br1llg him down to San Diego 1n Jl!'f car at which
time you and Dr. ltend2.11 can make such
arrange~ents as you desire.
!hanking you again tor your

courtesy, I am

YO~S ve~.

.

~Lk
Hr. Roy Rite'
· 0 0 ..,..a.aaM OIttVC

• • N ......C'" MCIGMT.

~

2500 Chatsworth Bldg.
San: Di eg 0, Cali!'.

~"AOCN.
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MILBANK JOHN.ON,
PACIJrtC MUTUAL

un

;,..

M.a.

.LDCL

LOS ANc..t~a, CAU~O"NIA

September 5, 19S!

117

dear Dr. B.if'e,

I JIBiled 70U this morning from
Pasadena' a letter just received trom
Dr. !tendsI' wb1ch is sel1"-explanator.r.
It 1s vPr7 evident DOW that this
sleeping siCkness which has been 80
prevalent in St. Louis bas appeared in
Chicago. Dr. !tendall sa:ys 1n this letter
that he wishes that he could have 70U .and
your microscope with him to make examine.tions
\ of cultures, sp1nal nuid, and bl.ood with a
view to isol.E.ting this germ for which
.. every-bod,. 18 seeking.

You two would make a wonderfUl
combination and fm7 germ that escapes 'Taur
eagle eye would certainly be a small eme.
I.~ sending 'Tou tb1s letter because 10u may
beer from him direct and you will know wbat
1t 1s all. about.

Dr. llo181 R. Rife
2500 Chatswort~ Blvd.
San Diego, Calif' •

• 00

aull~aH

DIIIVC

.AN " .. POA':&" "EIGHT.
~AaACEHA
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MII.BANK JOHNSON, M.D.
PACIP'1C MUTU~

un

aLD ••

LOS ANClEl.Ea, CAUP'ORNIA

AprU SO, 1954

JI.r dear Doctor,
I am mei'ing JOU with this letter
a cop,y of the ftReaders DigestW tor Mal" 1934.

There 18 an article entitled "IoUDg Doctor
Beat ft which I am verr am:ious to have J'OU
ree.d car~. I have gotten a real idea
out of .this which I w:mt to discuss with 70U
De.-t SaturdeT.

I woDder i f 701lr liar could be the
short electro-magnetic wave referred to 1D
this erticle. Of course these people, havi.ng
DO war to observe the effect OD actual b!.cilli,
could not know the exact wave length or
osc~tion on orStnisms.

'lhis article seems to explain a great
deal to me that I did not know before aud has
given me a great big idea which may be no good
but I do want to discuss it with 70u fu1.17.

.
Can't :T0u meet me about l1:!O in La J olle.
next Saturday. I want to show you the Library
Building and get 70ur opinion of it before I say
anything to the people at the Scripps Clinic e.bout it
as a place for our Cllnic this SU!IC'ler.
~

~~~------

My biopsy .forceps came this !Dorning and I
hope to bring down with :e the penetration g~ges
which I t.MDk I told :T0U about in rrq last letter.
e.ls~

Please t17 to meet me at t he Case. de Menen'a.
about 11: 30 Saturday and we will have. lunch together.
In baste,

Dr. Royal R. Rire
2500 Chatsworth Blvd.
San Diego, Calif'ornia
--j-

. 0 0 aU"U!:ICH D ..fVI:
aAN "AP'AI:L HEIGHT.
~"'ADEHA
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MILBANK JOHNSON.

M.a.

PACaJl'1C MUTUAL u n aLaCI.
LOS ANGEI..ES, CAUrrOJltNIA

llarch ll, 1935

117 dear Dr. Bite,
Inclosed ;you will r~ a
letter which I· bave just raceived trom
the International Cancer Research
FOUDdat:10D.

In order that I ma1' most
ettectivel7 coJDPl7 with their request,

1dll 70U send. me aODle pictures taken or
the interior ot ,.our laborato17, also a
picture at the big microscope. Also,
will )"ou answer as DIBll7 of their questions
as 70U see t1t as they are naturally interested in knowing 8.8 DnlCh as possible about

70ur accomplishments.

Please do tbis as soon as 70u
can because I want to get these people
back there stcrted as soon as possible.
W111 )"ou return ~ letter for my tiles.
Yours Tery

Dr. Rc781 R. JU.re
2500 ChE.tsworth Blvd.
San Diego, Calif •

• cc .UlltutIOH OIltIVC
.AN IItA,.ACL MCIO",TS
~A.SAOCNA
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M I L.BANK J 0 H N SON. M. D.
PACIP'IC MUTUAL

un

8&.C ••

&.CS ANClE'-ES. CAUf'CRNIA

)lay

Ib"

9, 19S5

clear Doctor,

As IIrs. Johnson aDd I are com1Dc
down to San D1ego Saturda:r, I would llke,
with 70lJr permission, to have Charles bring
IIrs. Young along with lWI 80 that aha can
have aDO~ Ra7 treatment.

She 1s V8r7 much improved. .uJ.
of ~ small. eaed glands 1zl both sides ot
the Deck have disappeared. !b1s morn1Dg
when I e:ra m1n ed her there was ~ one
gland em t.b! qht a1da, ~ust above the
clavicle, ImCh smaller thaD originaJ.l7 aDd
less pa1Dfnl. !he three palpable glaDda em
the ]aft aide were ame" er thazl when
examined on April 29 8Dd DOt pa1Dfnl. I
think, however, to make assurmce cloubl7
aure that we will give her another abot
Saturday betore noon if 1 t 1s agreeable to
you- If' Dot, please wire me ami I will IlOt
bring her clown.

I.

I

I

I
J

I

.

Dr. llife

12.

September 12,

19~5

It it would Dot 'be asking too much, 70U might
bring 101Jr petrographic and tbat slide ot the
ODion ald.D which would give them some 1clea of
the actioD ot the variable monocbromatic 'beam.

!I
;j
I

.1 few days ago I received a report from
Dr. Foord ot the postmortem at a guiDes. pig which
he moculated trom some ot the glands taken in the
last operation tram Kra. Young, Charles' wife. . It
showed a distinct, lmt Dot bad, tubercular in!'ection
in the glands ot the guinee. pig, a few living
tubercular baciW.. Be aaid they were rather long
8Dd a few ot them were beaded. Be pronounced the
diagnosis postivel.7 tuberculosis.

BOlf, 1 t has occurred to me, that 1£ he
round no living tubercular bacilli, or an,-thing that
looks like them, in the sectiollS at the gle.nds( ~ ~)
themselves, or in a stained slide made from a caseous
u.ter1al taken therefrom, I am inclined to belleve
ths.t in these old tubercular lesions t.hU,.·pro'bably
were so••
nlluch" granules which, as we mow, will Dot
develop in artificial cul tare J nor do they show in
cold abscesses Ver'1 often, but, still, 1£ inject.ed
into guinea pigs produce "tubercle bacill:1: maybe
these linch glands are another torm ot the same ~-r.!I.
corresponding to our tilter passing to~ and we will
have to get an Il. O. R. tor them so as to destroy
them at the same time thz.t we do the rod ton ot
tuberculosis.

r

I am quite sa tist!ed tha t we will run no
danger in radie.ting with the R1£e Ray moderate cases
of tuberculosis. In discussing the matter with
Dr. Dock, he advises by all means to take a chs.nce
and any reaction that we might obtain can probably be
hancUed symptomatica1l7. It will require a great deal
ot work to find an II. o. R. tor these )!uch grnnules.
Iou will find them described on page 224 ot Kendall's
Bacteriology, 2nd Edition. They are probably described
in all ot bis editions but maybe not on the ssme page.
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MIL.BAHK JOHNSON, M. D.
PACIP1C MUTUAl. un aLeCL

L..CS

ANG&~a,

CAU ..ORNIA

October 8, 19S5

11 dear Dr. i1te,
We are about read,.. to begin our c:l1Dical
work nth the DeW B.:l.fe Bay lachine which seems to be
a great success. It baa mw:h greater power ami penetration tbaz1 the origil2al which we usee! last summer.

!here ue ~ impzovellents in this machiDe
which are possible tbrough the great imprcrrementa
made 111 rad10 teclmique. ':here 1a DOt a aniDg part,
for uample, 1n our new Mchine and hence we expect
it to bave a mu.ch longer life witb barder usage.

We believe 1t wise to protect the members
at the Committee aad the pb:rsicians from suits tor
damages. Your Chairman, therefore, bas had Fe~eci
b)r experienced la.,-ers two farms ot release which I
am subm:1ttiDg to 70U tor )'OUr auggesticms or approval.
I'indl;y read them over Ter'f caret~. Consult azrr
attorne,r 70U please 1£ 1011 80 desire, aDd return them
to me as prcmptl7 as possible &8 'We are about nad7 to
I

tart.

We have tested the machine out TfJ'r'1' tbDroug~
both 011 anima' A and em cultures, aDd 80 fa:r as 1I'e can
aee, 1t leaves nothing to be desireci.
llaping that 10U will 8T8 m ine ami return the
releasee to _ With JOur cammeuts as qu1c:kl1' &8 pos-

8ible,·1 am

loura ver'7 s1~C
e~,

~e4

,.

d

15'«

.,

Chah-man

Special lIed1cal leaearch Ccmmd.ttee at
the 1JJ1iTarsit7 of Southam Cal1tor::La

Dr. Ioral

~!ito

2SOO Chatnarth Boulnud
San Diego, Calltornia

800 lIU-.aaM ORtYI:
. . . . . ."AE'- MEl GMTI'
....-...DENA
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MII.BANK ,",OHH!SON. M.
~ACI~C

MUTUAL

un

a.

BLDG.

LCS ANGELES, CAUf'ORNIA

December 19,

19~5

IIJ' dear Dr. !ite,.
A meeting ot the Special Medical Research
C6mmittee ot the UDiversi't7 of Southern Call£ornia
will. be held Thursday, December 26 a.t 12:15 P .K. in
Boom 2 ot the Ca.l.1£ornia Club.
Dr. George Dock, e. member o£ our
COmmittee, is leaving on January 2 for a trip around
the World and will not return for severu. months, I
am 8.ll:7d.ous to have tbis _eeting before he lel!ves as
there are lII8.tly things of im90rt,ance to be considered.
We have much to report and are very anxious to
receive 10ur advice on some questions of vital importance to the work.
As

attend.

I

I·
I

I trust ,ou will make a special effort to
I have tried to trouble the members o£ the

Co~tt,ee as little as possible with meetings, but
it, becomes absolutely necessary now that we should
meet and decide some vit&l points.

Iou might call Dr. Burger and see i£ you
can't arrange to come up together ~s you did last
time. Also, it will kee? him from forgetting it &nO
insure his being here 1£ you bring him.
Please let me heer trom you as to whether
or not you can be present at this meeting.
Wishing you and Mrs. Rite a Kerry
Christmas and a Ha?P1 He,: Year, I am

-u:.~~ :e~~.
Milbank

;;f,

11,

_~

Cbdrman:::::J

Special Medical Research Cocmittee
Universitf of Southern California
Dr. R. R. Rife

2500 Chhtsworth Blvd.

. 0 0 aUlltLEIOH OIltIVC
aAN "AI"ACL HCIO ... T:l
~ASAOCNA

San Diego, California
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CHARLES F. TULLY. D. D.·S•
.aacnca UIIftD _

8URGERY AND DENTURES
IIWICKr . . . . . . . . . .......

..... DIaao. CALI....... .

It is With d1fficulty that I attempt 1;0 respoDd to your request for
data OD the Freqwmcy JDstrumeut treatments a1Dce I am moviDg md am very
busy.
.
My knowledge of the Frequtmey IDstrume1rt trestmem exteDds over
a llUmber of years. although my peraoD8lae of the Freqwmcy lDstnDnent has
been in the' last few years. J4J f1rst def1Dite mvestlgatlon '9188 In that of my 0WJl
case of prosta:tltla. I tried med1ciDes. A qaaUfied urologist gave me gaDtrisin.
penicillUl. aureom;yaln, chloromyc1tln terramyc:1n, With various results but the
drugs did DDt do the job. 'l'he heqwmcy JDBttumem cm-ed my case quickly. I
then 1I8ed the FrequeDCy JDstrumeDt OD a friemi of mine who was beiDg rushed 1;0
the hospital for a prostrate operatlcm. Be 18 perfectly well today without my
operation or further medical aid.
I had a case of b1Itter.fly lupus saut to me by a doctor frieDd, 8Dd
though it had been treated ezteDetvely ad by spec1al1sta, the coDditicm W88 large
aDd in progression. After three mollths treatmeDt With the Frequency JDs1:rumeDt.
the butterfly lupus disappeared. ADather cacer (carciDoma) case was submitted
to me for treatment with the Frequezu:y IDstrmneut by an K. D. frieDd of mille.
Be lad an impossible ccmditicm but the FreqaeDcy IDstrument dried it up in six weeks.
I have fouad the Freqwmcy IDstr" ,hem very effective after surgery. 1
use it alone 1Dstead of atlh10tlca IIDd have DOt had a case of iDfection. I have cured
extremely bad cases of treDch mouth. ad pyorrea 1n a few .:treatments with the
preqwmcy JDstrmD.eDt.
In ccmclusicm I must ataie that I feel that the FreqaeDC)' IDstrllmeut
is wortby of further research &lid that nbaequeut mvestigatlon aDd 1I8e w1ll be
of great benefit to aU m anJdnd.

\.

Charles F. Tully

80

677 s. Burlington Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal1t., 90057
January 7, 1965.
To vlhom It }1.LS.Y Concern:
.
In the spring ot 1960 I contacted a staph. Aureus
infection while an 1nte~ne at St. Alexis Hospital in Cleveland,
Obio. This was a plague in this bospital as is still prevalent
in most U.S. hospitals •• ditticult to control.
The infection started with a threat culture which
was suppressed with anti-biotics. Soon ~tter.I with about 6
others,became a victim ot this anti-biotic resistant infection
which became systemic and chronic.
It W~R th~ee years ot suftering until I came across
the Frequency Ins~rament Wh1~h gave me immediate reller"and control so that I was then on the road tor a"CtlRE. "I used the Model
SQ2, Serial No. 20, RVl~ 12 as manutactured by the Rite Virus l~cro
scope Institute ot San Diego, Ca11tornia.
tbis systemic infection disappeared atter tive days
of intensive treatment. Indeed it was a great reliet to get rid
of the extensive cellulitis tor the length ot the lett lower le6
with edema ot the foo; and ankle w1th discoloration and multiple
boils and carbuncles reappearing which required two hospitalizations
and cc~tinuous treat~ent tor three years. Indeed I Just about gave
up.
Logically no research or interest in any new field
especially in the healing arts and science should be suppressed.
It has been stated, again and again, that one is a martyr to his
protess1o~. Such I tind true in any researc~ adventure. It takes
a lot ot coura.ge~. time, mona, and bard work to tind new methods.
I am ot the opinion and bellef that it I bad not had the
treament on the Frequency Instrument above that I would not be able
to set rid of this 1nc~ble st~ph. aureus which anti-b1ot1cs
could not suppress.
It lett me with a deformed right hand and wrist along
witb tbe arm in wbich the distal end or the radial bone shows
permanent distorted damage' on x-ray study and observation which
has reduced the efficiency ot the use of this hand and ar~ about
F1rty per-cent.
I am grateful to have had the priv1lese of the use ot
this 1nstrument which appears as a speciric tor certain virus'.
I am tor any and all freedom ot research where l1te,
healtb and happiness can be improved.

-

AFF1PAVI,

,

n.

tru)-Y,
.
~ ;""'~ c... (J.{;{,:\..1)"- '--~jt17> ,~
:4-A //1
very

YOl,Zrs

George
Phone:

om ak, Jr. ,
rea Code 2l3,

: D.

3-7448

Aftidavit
To Whom It May Concern:
sworn and subscribed before me ••••••••••••••••••• a
Notary public this 7th Day of Januray 1965 1n Los Angeles,
Californ1a.

~

I

~ ~~

~t'-J II ~!;kv

Notary Puolic
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AFFIDAVIT OF MRS. BLANCHE H. JONES OF 184Q
4th Avenue, Apt. 28, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
_
.
CURE FROM CANCER BY ~HE RIFE
FREQUENCY INSTRUMENT AFTER 12 YEARS .•.
I, Blanche H. Jones, as Counsel in Pro Per,
do "hereby certi fy that i n

~pri 1

1956 I was di agnosed as ha vi ng

cancer and was operated on ·"by five M.D-.s at the San Diego County

"I

Hospital and ane breast was removed and it was reported that the
cancer was still in my body and pus'
I was

giv~n

~rainage

was severe. In May 1956

treatments by the Rife Frequency Instrument by Or. James

B. Couche.M.D. which stopped the flow of pus· and

~ured ~y

sarcoma

as diagnosed by Dr. Worthy1ake t M.D. and others by biopsy.

..

The Frequency Instrument was such a wonderful
eo

.....

• • •

.

..

••

~
Godsend. It saved my life! It has Deen twelve years
no\,!;
~ince
it
-. . . . . .-..r · ~ .
cured my cancer and I give this statem~nt under penalt~ of~l1erjur~
as being true and correct.·

STATE OF CALIFORNIA)
(
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO)

ss

Subscribed and Sworn "to
before me this 16th day
of January. 1968

ATTEST my hand this 16th day of
January t 1968

per

LUCILLE G OTZ
COUNTY OF SAM DIEGO
NOTARY PUBLIC
82
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IT seems improbable that viable bacteria in the
filterable state have ever been unequivocally
~een. Nevertheless, the theoretical and practical
Importance of filterable forms of bacteria in
theoretical and applied biology cannot be denied:
Recent.ly, th.rough the sin:ultaneous availability
of the Rife microscope, an Instrument combining
.
ve high rna ification with coor .
an a simple Rfocedure for inducing the
filtemhle siate In bactena at will' the possibility of
actually demonstrating organisms in this hitherto
illusive condition very obviously presented itself.
Two features of the Rife microscope, full details of which will be presented elsewhere, must
be specifically mentioned here. First tbe entire
optical system. incl1Idjng not only the lenses b"t
also the illuminating unit, is made '2i quartz. In
additIOn, a double wedge uartz prism IS m
I ummatlng umt an
e
Abbe
between
con enser.
he latter can e rotated, with vernier
control, throu~h 360 degrees, thereby affordjDoreadily COnt!1li able polarized Ii ht at anv re uired
~. The Import ot t IS polarization unit will be
d~scussed later. Inasmuch as t~is microscope magOIfies from 5,000 to 17,000 diameters, it is obviously very necessary to have it mounted upon an
immovable foundation .

mwer.

Tbe organism selected for these experiments
was the well known Rawlings strain 0
,phoslfs.
e Imme late Istory of the culture
used is as follows:
October 29, 1931. An agar slant was made of
~ tbrice-plated culture of B . typhas"s, Rawhngs strain. (Editor's Note: This agar slant was
~n the Laboratory of Research Bacteriology,
• From:
The Rife Re search L abora t ory. San Diego, CalifornIa;
e The Laboratory ot Research Bacteriol ogy, Northwe st rn Unlve rl'!lty Medical School, ChJcago, Illinoi s ; and
p;h~ Pathological Laboratory ot the Pasadena Hospital,
, ~a " e na, Call fo rni3..
nt· i:e Sl:oted at 3. meeting ot the Bacteriol ogical Section
\:,()\. e b s Angeles Clinica l and Pathologi ca l Soci ety,
.
f'm H :!O, In1.
.

No.6

Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, Illinois.)
November 2, 4 p. m. Inoculated six cubic
centimeters of K (protein) Medium' from the
agar slant culture.
November 3, 10 a. m. Filtered this culture in
K Medium of November 2, through a Berkefeld
"N" filter . . (The culture was diluted with four
volumes of sterile physiological saline solution;
the vacuum used was less than four inches of
water; the total time of filtration was less than
ten minutes.)
November 3. One drop of filtrate, representing one-fifth drop of the original culture, was
introduced into six cubic centimeters of K Medium. Incubated at 37 degrees centigrade. The
filtrate was also tested for purity as follows: (I)
cultural reactions; (2) sugar fermentation reactions ; (3) agglutination with specific typhoid
serum. All were typical.
November 5. The forty-eight-hour culture of
November 3 in K Medium was filtered, as above,
through a Berkefeld "N" filter. One drop of the
filtrate was added to six cubic centimeters of
K Medium and incubated at 37 degrees centigrade.
November 6. The twenty-four-hour culture of
November 5, which grew well. was again filtered.
This time the finest Berkefeld filter, "W," was
used. As before, a drop of this filtrate was added
to six cubic centimeters of K Medium and incuhated at 37 degrees centigrade. Growth was abundant November 7.

November 9. The culture was again transferred to K Medium.
November 12. Still another culture was made,
in every instance using tb ree loops of culture for
the inoculum.
It is worthv of note that this thrice filtered
culture of B: t)'pllOstts grew quite readily in
K Medium as above outlined: after the second
filtration it failed to grow in peptone broth. In
other words, the organism having become filterable and accustomed to protein media (proteophilic) lost its ability to grow in ordinary peptone
containing nutrient broth.
The cultures of November 9 and November 12
were examined under the microscope and there
were no discernible bacilli, although the cultures were markedly turbid. Darkfield illumination revealed very small , actively motile granules,
and direct observation of these with the oil emer-

sion lens confirmed the presence of these motile
granules, withol1t. however. affording any indica-
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Fig. I.-Photograph ot the microscope and Its Inventor. Ro)'Bl Raymond Rite, Pb. D. In the lllu.alraUon the
source of 1UumlnaUon Is to the extreme lett. the light pasSing through the substation condenser and then through
the optical system. The vertical tube Is the observation tube. The three lenses are directed toward the camera.
The camera Is a special stop motion camera for standard films. Beyond the camera is the motor to drive It. The
stage on whIch the Instrument Is placE:d Is so arranged that the microscope can be tUted through any axls trom
horizontal to vertical.

tion of their structure. Therefore, these granules
for obvious reasons could not be unequivocally
diagnosed as the filterable form of the bacillus.

, , ,

In this viable, filtered state the culture was
taken to Pasadena, California, and, through the
instrumentality of Dr. Milbank Johnson, the cooperation of Dr. Alvin G. Foard, and the courtesy
of the Pasadena Hospital, the necessary space and
equipment for mounting the microscope and continuing the cultures were made available. The
subsequent developments, which are the immediate subject of this discussion, are as follows :
November 16. The cultures of November 12,
made in Chicago, were transferred to fresh K
Medium and incubated at 37 degrees centigrade
overnight.
November 17. The Rife microscope was installed and the first cultures, those inoculated
November 16, were e."'{amined. The preliminary
observations of these cultures were made with a

,.

Ii

polarizing microscope with a spectroscopic attachment. It should be borne in mind that the entire
optical system of this micro polarimeter was of
quartz. A one-eighteenth-inch apochromatic oil
immersion lens was used, with a 20x quartz

ocular.
When a culture of B. typhoslI s in the filterable
state, grown as above indicated in K Medium,

was examined with this micropolarimeter, it was

observed that the plane of polarization of the
light passing through the culture was deviated
plus 4.8 degrees, with the simultaneous appearance of a definite blue spectrum. With this observation in mind, the culture was next studied
with the Rife microscope at 5000 diameters.
The double wedge quartz prism referred to
above was set by means of the vernier to minus
4.8 degrees* Examined in this polarized light,
this thrice filtered culture of B. typhos"s cultivated in K ( protein) Medium showed small, oval
granules, many of them quite actively motile.
These motile granules when in true focus appeared as bright turquoise-blue bodies, which contrast strikingly, both in color and in their active
motion, with the noncolored, nonmotile debris of
the medium.
These observations were repeated eight times,

using in each instance growth of the filterable
organisms in K Medium. The cultures e.'<amined
were both twenty-four and forty-eight hours old.
The qualitative results were always the same,
namely, the occurrence of small, oval, actively

motile, turquoise-blue bodies in the cultures and
the absence of these small, oval, actively motile,
• Th e reason tor se tti ng the quartz w e dge In the re \'e rse d irec tion will be d iscuss ed In a nothe r place,
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TESTICULAR SUBSTAi'lCE IMPLANTATION-STANLEY
First, unchanged bacilli: These were relatively
long, actively motile, and almost devoid of color.
S';';ond, long, actively motile bacilli. each with
a rather prominent granule at one end. The
granule in such an '-organism was turquoise blue,
reminiscent in size. shape, and color of the small,
oval. actively motile. turquoise-blue granules found
in the protein medium (K Medium) where, it will
be recalled, no formed (rod shaped) bacteria
could be demonstrated. These bacilli having the
turquoise-blue granules were colored only at the
granule end, the remainder of the rod being
nearly colorless, in this respect corresponding to
the unchanged (nonfilterable) bacilli just mentioned.
Third, free swimming, small, oval, actively
motile, turquoise-blue granules, precisely similar,
apparently, in size. shape, and color to those seen
in the granulated bacilli just described.

, , ,

From the fact that these small, oval , turquoiseblue bodies could be seen both in the parent rod
and free swimming in the medium. it is assumed

that these small. oval, actively motile. turquoiseblue bodies are indeed the filterable form of
B. typhaslIs.
Flg. !!'-Arthur Isaac Kendall. Ph. D .. Director of Medlcal Research. Northwestern University Me dJcaJ School.
co-author with Royal Raymond RIfe. Ph. D .. of tbe paper
on "Observations on Bacillus Typhos us in Its Ftllerable
State,"

turquoise-blue bodies in the uninoculated control
K Media.
From the two facts thus far arrived at, namely,
that the small, oval, turquoise-blue bodies were
actively motile and also that they were cultivable
from K Medium to K Medium, it is sunnised
that these small , oval. motile. turquoise-blue bodies
are indeed the filterable forms of the B. typhoslIs.

, , ,
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Laboratory of ~redlcn.1 Research. Xorthwestern Uni versity Medical School. 303 Chicago Avenue, Chicago,
IDinois.
Rite Research Laborator}", 712 Electric Bulldlng. San
Diego.
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2. Northwestern University ).ledical School Bulletin, Vol. 32, No.8, (October 19), 1931. for iull
details.

3. Op. cit.
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TESTICUUR SGBSTAXCE nl-lPL-\!\TATIO:\*
co~nrEXTS

There is another even more direct procedure
for establishing the identity of these small oval,
motile, turquoise-blue b~dies. It has been shown
in previous communications

OK SQ::I.fE S IX THOUSAND

IMPL,,\ KTATIOX $

3

that agar cultures,

or better, broth c\lltures of B. I'j' phosus inoculated into K Medium. become filterable within
eighteen hours' growth at 37 degrees centigrade.
It should follow, inasmuch as not all of the bacilli
appear to become filterable under these conditions, that at least some of the bacilli should have
similar turquoise-blue granule~ within their sub-

stance if they are indeed passmg to the filterable
state. Also the free swimming filterable forms,
the small. oval, motile, turquoise-blue bodies described above, should be simultaneously present.
Darkfield examination of such a culture eighteen
hours old revealed unchanged, activelv motile
I'acilli. bacilli with granules within their substance.
and free swimming, actively motile granules .
This culture examined in the Rife microscope
with the quartz prism set at minus ...J..S d~rees
;1 1lc! with 5000 diameters magnificatio:l. showed
"l'ry dearl\' the three types of organisms jl1 st
d\':'criiled. namelv:

By LEO L. STANLEY, :\1, D.
San QUintin
DISCUSSION

by Jau Don Ball, M, D .. San FranciJ(o;

Ralph .4. RrynoldJ. ol/. D., San Francisco; H. Lilur,
],f. D., San Franciuo.

nESEARCH relative to the transplantation of
1l'.. testes and implantation of testicular substance
was begun at the California State Prison at San

Quentin in 1918. It is now twelve years since
this work was started. Approximately four thousand persons have heen observed and have had
administered to them some form of a gonadal
product. It is now time to check up and evaluate.

if possible, the results.
BROW:-;-SEQ U ARO'S OBSERVATIONS

Brown- Sequard. the fath er of endocrinology.
in 1890 published the results obtained by injecting into himself an extract. rna~e by grmdtng l~
a mortar with water, and hltenng. the testes at
• Read he (o re the G<- n c ral :\Iedlcln.c ~ectlon u( the C~lI

(ornia :'oredIc::!.I ,-\,ssLc i3tlon a t th e Sixti et h annual session

at Sa n Franci::;co, .\pril 27·30. 1931.
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EDITORIALS

IS A NEW FIELD ABOUT TO BE OPENED
IN THE SCIENCE OF BACTERIOLOGYl

In this issue of CALIFORNIA AND WESTERN'
MEDICINE is printed an article having as its coauthors Arthur Isaac Kendall, Ph. D., of the
department of research in bacteriology in Northwe~tem Un}versity Medicil Sch.ool, and. Royal
Raymond Rife, Ph. D., of San DIegO, California.
The caption of the article is "Observations on
Bacillus Typhosus in Its Filterable State.It The
article is commended to the readers of CALIFORNIA AND WESTERN MEDICINE because it is a preliminary communication calling the attention of
the world to a new type of microscope, which, if
it fulfills its apparent advantages over any microscopes thus far developed, bids fair to Jay the
basis for revolutionary discoveries in bacteriology
and the allied sciences. Whereas our present
microscopes magnify from one to two thousand
diameters, in this new microscope we have an
instrument for which a magnification as high as
seventeen thousand diameters is claimed. This is
certainly a long stride from the initial efforts of
Van Leeuwenhoek, whose simple instrument
be said to have laid the foundation for the science
of bacteriology which later came into being; and
by means of which science much of the world's
progress, through man's conquest of the infective
and other diseases, has been made possible.
It is a source of gratification to know that the
development of this new instrument which offers
so much for medical research in the future took
place in good part in California. The paper presented in this issue by Doctors Kendall and Rife
was presented at a meeting of Los Angeles and
Pasadena colleagues held at the home of Dr. Milbank Johnson of Pasadena, who induced Doctor
Kendall of Northwestern to come West to make
some special investigations and tests. The meeting was held on November 20, just as this December number of CALIFORNIA AND WESTERN
MEDICINE was going to press. The matter seemed
so important to the editor that special efforts were
made to have the paper appear in this December
number. It is hoped to have other communicatJons in future issues.

may

IMPORTANT CALIFORNIA SUPREME
COURT DECISION IN RE: EXPERT
MEDICAL TESTIMONY

....

:

....

. . '"':.:!!:a.

In the Medico-Legal column of the Miscellany
Department of this month's CALIFORNIA AND
\VESTERN MEDJCINE is printed a report on a very
important medico-legal problem. The particular
legal action was carried to the Supreme Court
because of the important principles involved. It
was Joseph Catton, ~I. D., of San Francisco, who
created the question at issue, through his refusal
to testify on behalf of the defendant in a personal
injury case. He had been called by the attorney
of the plaintiff. to make an. e."'<:an:ination of the
plaintiff, and he contended that It would therefore be unethical for him to testi fy at the refluest of the defendants; and. further. that the
defendants. not hin"lng made arrangements to
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financially compensate for testimony as ail expert,
he was therefore not obligated in law to give such
testimony. (~.eport is printed in this issue of
CALIFORNIA AND WESTERN MEDICINE, p. 472.)
The matters at issue were called to the attention
of the Council of the California Medical Association, the Council then instructing the legal
counsel, Mr. Hartley Peart, to enter into the case
as a "friend of the court:' in order that certain
important professional interests of a legal nature
could be called to the attention of the Supreme
Court of California, to which court the case had
been carried on appeal.
It is hoped that many of the readers of this
journal will give themselves the pleasure and
benefit of perusal of the report referred to.
It is gratifying to mow that certain principles
important to the medical profession were established through this decision of the Supreme Court
of Califomia. The fact is that many persons are
prone to demand almost everything from members
of the medical profession, in strong contrast to
the manner in which real and personal property
are hedged with legal safeguards. Here again is
exemplified the need of constant vigilance and
willingness to meet important issues as they arise.
The Council of the California Medical Association and Mr. Peart, as legal counsel of the State
Association, for their prompt and efficient action
have the appreciation of members of the California Medical Association.
COMMENT ON THIS AND THAT

Cyanide Fumigation-Two Deaths Therefrom
;" Los Angeles.-When California's sister state
-Nevada-in lieu of the gallows or the electric
chair installed its lethal chamber in which cyanide
gas was used as the means of exit from earth for
those of its citizens who had been condemned
to death, that present day departure from procedures elsewhere established, was greeted with
much newspaper comment and discussion. Even
yet each such lethal chamber execution receives
more than ordinary space in the daily press.
The efficacy of the cyanide method in producing almost instantaneous death is not gainsaid;
but to have two young men in Los Angeles die
by practically the same method, in a hotel in
which one room was presumably infested with
vermin (bedbugs), because the official fumigating firm did not completely close a steam pipe
aperture leading to the room above, would seem
an altogether too heavy a price to pay for 50called more effective modem-dav methods of
vemlin destruction. The city of LOs Angeles, and
its pUblic health department in particular, have a
heavy task in explaining to the bereaved relat!ves
and friends of the two young men whose hves
were unceremoniously snuffed out, why such a
method of vermin destruction, dangerous even
though efficient-unless combined with adequate
and meticulous supervision-should haye been
used.
These two unnecessary deaths naturall \" caused
a iuror in the lay press. and ri!!"htly 50.- Ii the

FILTER.-\BLE FORMS OF B.-\CTERIA. Al'\D THEIR
SIG:\IFIOKCE
Br ARTHUR ISAAC KEXDALL,

~I.D.

CIIICAGO. ILL.

(From the Department of Research Bacteriology. Northwestern University "lcdical
S{'hool. Chi{,3g0. III.)

AUtOST exactly fifty years ago Robert Koch announced the
isolation and cultiyation of the tubercle bacillus and demonstrated
its relation to tuberculosis. l\Iost important of all, he gave to
medicine a method "'hereby a considerable number of bacteria, the
incitin/( agents of important diseases of man and animals, could he
studied in the laboratory and their relations to these diseases established. Impro\'em ents and refinements of method led directl,' to
the discoyery of other microbic incitants of infection, and for three
decades the S!lf/(C of diseO\'ery swept onward unceasingly.
A time came, howeyer, when there emerged from the multitude
of microhic infections a formidable, heterogeneou s group of diseases
whose inciting agents resisted the most painstaking efforts of the
laboratory. The memhers of this heterogeneous group failed to
deyclop in the traditional cultural media, e\'en when they were
enriched with body fluid s or bits of sterile tissue. The classical
procedure of Koch had apparentl,. reached a lim it in its usefulness.
Exanthemata, influenza and common cold, certain types of
arthritis, rheumatic feyer and endocarditis, to mention but a few
members of this group, exhibit in common three important characteristics; their inciting agents are invisible, unstainable and uncultimble in laboratory nutritives thus far ayailable. In endeavoring
to d iscoyer the reason for current failure to cultimte the causative
agents of these diseases, several of which are said to be filter-pa ssing
' organisms, one is impressed by an important difl'erence between the
natural habitat of these microbes in the body, and the character of
the artificial medium in which their cultivation is allempted . In
the body the organisms are li\'ing in a protein environment of
exquisite specificit,' and complexity; in the test-tube denatured
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protein (peptone), with or without enrichm ent, is ofl'ered to them.
The difl'erence between th e bod)' protein and the peptone of the
laborator)' media is reall y ver)' great. Some co nception of this
d ifl'erence may be gai ned when one contemplates the remarkable
host specificity manifest ed by the virlls of smallpox , for exam ple,
and some idea of the intricac), of this host-microbe complex Illay be
had by a consideration of the changes in viru lence brought about
when the human smallpox virus is modified in its virulence by passage through calves to produce vaccine virus.
If th ese observations are correct it would seem reasonable to
depart from the traditional peptone media and to offer to the
refractory t issue parasites a pabulum more nearl y in keeping with
their natural nutritive environment ; in other word s, to make use of
a protcin-rich, peptone-poor medium in an attempt to indu ce the m
to grow outsid e t he animal bod)'.
Such a med ium (K med ium'), ver), primitin and greatly in need
of refin ement, has been dc\·ised.

Through its lise a certain amount

of informatio n has been gleaned which would lead us to hope that
at least some of the problems relating to the etiolog)' of the hetero~encotlS, refractory gro llp of

diseases under disclIssion may he more

closely scrutini zed .
At the present time the medium just referred to is made fwm
the intestines of swine, which are first extracted with alcohol and
benzol and then dried.' This extracted , dried intestinal residu e is
immersed in T)'fode solution of proper reaction a nd st erilized in the
""t,,cla,·e. It is t hen read)' for lise. The medium fa lls far ,Iw rt
of t he id eal in many res pects , and is t:erta inl y a Ycry poor substitute

for t he exquisitely specific and complex protein architecture o f t he
t issues in which the organis ms sought for are accustomed to g row;
but uncertain and crud e as it may be. the swine intestine medium
docs ::icelll to support thc growth of sume organ isms wh ich hu\'c

hitherto appeared to be uncultivable. T o this extent it has ju stified
itself. In it certain bacteria, as Bacillus typhosus. have been rendered
fi ltera ble, and in the filterable state these fo rms have been kept
alive for scyeral months.' In this filterable state t he t)'phoid
bacillus is inyisible, unstainable and uneuiti vallie in ordinary med ia ,
alld to this extent it bears distinct resemblance to t he fi lterable
4

Pattcn Lccture. Northwc3t. Un ~\'. Bull., 19:32,
Nortlm'c3t. Unh·. Dull .. 1932. \'01. 32, No . S.
) De Lama r Lecture. !::icience, 1932. 75, 295.
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organisms in the body. Finall y, typical typhoid bacilli, agglu tinable with specific typhoid serum and haying the proper morphology,
staining and fermentation reactions, may be reco\'ered from this
filterable organism . From these obsermtions it would appear
logical to infer that bacteria growing in the tissues, in presence of
protein and absence of peptone (unless pus formation occurs),
might also be in the filterable state; im-isible, unstainable and
uncultivable in ordinary peptone-containing media. The following
observations would seem to afford eyidence that s nch may be the

case.
Patient G had n rather severe cystitis for seycral ~veeks, folIo1\;ng a
spinal injury incurred in an automobile accident. A specimen of urine

(about 40 cc.) was obtained, also blood cultures, both in nutrient broth and
in K medium. After three weeks' incubation the blood cultures were still
sterile and will not be referred to again.
The freshly drawn urine was turbid . Direct smears, stained by Gram's
method, revealed leukocytes, some of which were phagocytic, and numerous
Gram-posi tiyc cocci. The latter were of two distinct types: some larger,
occurring singly and in smull clusters ; some smaller, occurring singly and
in pairs, with a few short chains of three to fi\"e elements. No bacilli were
obsen'ed, which was somewhat unexpected .
Two cubic centimeters of the urine were diluted with 20 cc. of sterile

physiological salt solution . From this diluted urine, plain and blood-agar
plates were inocu lated directly, and a loopful was added to plain, nutrient

broth. The remaining diluted urine was filtered at once through a Berkefeld
filter of N porosity.
The agar and blood-agar plntes yielded two distinct types of colonies,
rcintiYeiy large growth s, which were yello,,;sh af ter forty··eight hours'
incubation, nnd smaller colonies, transparent, delicate and growing most
abundantly in proximity to the larger yellow colonies. These smaller,
delicate colonies appeared from twenty-four to forty-eight hours later than
the larger ones. Neither type was hemolytic. The yellow colonies proved
to be staphylococci; the smaller, streptococci.

At the end of twenty-four hours' incubation the broth culture was slightly
turbid and markedly so after forty-eight hours. From this culture both
staphylococci and streptococci were obtained, which agreed in essential

details with those procured by direct plating.
. The urine, after filtration through the Derkefeld N filter (fifteen minutes,
at 200 rom. mercury), was distributed at once in the following manner: to
nutrient broth, 1 cc., 0.5 cc. and 1 drop respectively ; to protein (K) medium,
1 cc., 0.5 cc., 0.25 cc., 0.1 cc. and 1 drop respectively. Incubation was
practised at 37° C. The filtered urine contained no \;sibl..,r stainable
organisms; examined under the dark field, there were numerous granules,

but none distinguishable as living elements. The broth cultures made from
this diluted, fillered urine remained clear and sterile for three weeks, when
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they were disc:uded. ~ote that the diluted but unfi.ltered urine inoculated
into broth dC\'cloped marked turbidity within rorty-eight hours after
incubation.

At the end oi the second day of incubation those tubes of protein (K)
medium, containing respectively 0.1 ce. and 1 drop of diluted, filtered urine,
showed slight clouding above that of control, un inoculated tubes of protein

medium incubated in parallel. By the fifth day this clouding had decidedly
increased. Subcultures were made t.o fresh protein medium and reincubated. After three days these, too, were somewhat more cloudy than the
uninoculated controls. On the tenth day agar plates were made froUl them,
using heavy inocula. Xothing appeared on the plates until the sixth day,
when a very delicate veil-like growth could be detected upon careiul scrutiny.
The plates were remoyed from the incubator at this time :lnd kept for four
additional days at room temperature, when yery small, clear, transparent,
dew-drop colonies, which might have been readily overlooked, could be
seen within the \'eil-Iike area. of the original inoculum. Subcultures of these
upon other agar pla tes grew more rapidly and luxuriantly. Some of these
colonies slowly became yellowish .nnd others, appearing la.ter, rema in eu
clear, transparent and were interspersed among the yellow growths. Subcultures were made from each type of colony and from them was obtained
respectively a staphylococcus and a streptococcus, which agreed in morphology and in ferment::l.tive reactions with those had by direct plating .
Xcithcr was hemolytic. The streptococcus failed to ferment mannitol,
thOll~h glucose, lactose and saccharose were fermented.

These obsermtions upon filter-passing and non-filter-passing
bacteria in the urine seem to indicate:
1. That bacteria may exist in the body in the filter-passing state.
2. That these bacteria in the filter-passing state are not stainable,
not distinctly visible under the microscope a nd not directly cultivable in ordinary nutrient laboratory media,
:3, That at least some of these bacteria in the fi lter-passing state
are directly cultivable in a crude protein medium (IC medium)
and, after development in this medium through repeated transfer,
the\' may be recovered eventually in a visible, stainable state,
cultivable directly in ordinary nutrient laboratory media,
4. That these bacteria in the visible, stainable, cultimble state
do not pass the pores of certain Berkefeld filters,
5. Attention is drawn to the ract that there is a considerable
group of microorganisms growing in the actual tissues or the body
which are not stainable, not distinctly visible under the microscope
and not directly cultimble in oroinary nutrient laboratory media.
They are, or may be, filter-passing organisms. ~
6, It is suggested from these analogies that at least certain of
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the microorganisms now classified in this indefinitely defined group
of "viruses" may be bacteria in the filter-passing state.
i. This isolation and cultiyation of bacteria from the urine in the
filter-passing state opens up new problems of importance, both to
clinical medicine and the public health. It is quite possible that
trphoid, paratyphoid and other bacteria may thus escape from the
body and, with current laboratory methods, escape detection.
S. The relation of humoral and cellular forces of the body to
bacteria in the filter-passing state is brought to the fore; nothing
definite can be predicted at the present time, however.

DISCUSSION
DR. H..-\~s ZIXSSER, Boston: I have naturally taken great interest in
this problem since Dr. Kendall's first paper appeared. The subject is so
fundamentally important that a correct solution must be sought by all
bacteriologists. I think I have said in print everything that I thought
about it, and in the attempts to follow the work in our laboratory Dr.
I~endall has been extremely helpful and has shown no reticence whatever.
He has even sent us specimens of his media. If his sumlise is a correct one,
the entire stmcture of our attitude toward the biology of disease must be
changed. It is almost as important as the theory of spontaneous generation, and nothing short of absolute proof should be accepted or we may
.
risk makin~ research even more difficult than it already is.
In following Dr. I\endaU's work, my associates, Dr. Seastone and l\liss
Blumer, haye come to believe that the medium does not consist of unchanged
protein, as claimed by Dr. Kendall. His material is treated with alcohol
and benzol for considerable periods, and it is reasonable to assume, therefore, that the protein is altered. The protein is certainly changed as
regards solubility. 'Ve cannot get it back into complete solution, and
many of the tubes show considerable turbidity. Also, because of the "arying amounts of insoluble material in indh'idual tubes, the titer of such
tubes varies \\ithin the same lot.
In his report today, Dr. Kendall has not gone further than he had when
his first paper was printed. If his conclusions are correct, he has brought
about a revolution in bacteriology, but we do not believe that his conclusions are justified by his work. In his first paper he stated that he
obtained the organisms from the filtrate after repeated invisible cultivation
in the K medium. In his report today he did not state that he had recovered
the original organisms ..:.:Errors of sterilization are hard to avoid with a medium of this kind
and filtration itself is a complicated process. 'Ve ha\"e found th~ Kendall
material a much poorer one than ordinary broth. In regard to liltration,
difficulties may occur, not only dependent upon reaction and upon the
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grade of filters and the negatiYe pressure , but also dependent upon the
nature of the mediulIl in which the organisms are subjected to filtrati on .
It may be said that th ere i5 no measure of a filter exccpt filtration itself,
a nd the pe rmeabi lity of filters ,'aries indi vid ually , In our labora tory
Dr. Grinnell sOllle years ago fo und that if old cultures were filtered in broth
suspe nsions under prope r co ntrol almost all of our filters would let through
bacteria which did not corne through in salt solution suspensions. Al so,
co ntrolled cultures fr om filtrates would often s how growth only after
cle\'en or twel ve days ' in cubation , We interpret this as a result of the
passin g through of bacteria or bacterial fra gme nts, and not as cyclic changes.
If a didded earthworm ca n regenerate to some extent, why should not
fraf!;ments of bacteria, which divide by amitotic reproduction? Under
particular conditions most bacterin. can in this way pass through filters,
To pro\'c Dr, K endall 's thesis we must hold oursel\'es to certain postulates
which we have publis hed: we must filter a pure culture through a fi lter
which holds back the original organisms and obtains signs of gro\vth of the
ill\' isible forms in the s pec ial medium. The origin al organisms should not
appea r in the filtrate cul tures after incubation of two to three weeks if
cultures are made on media suitable for the species of organism used, The
inYisible forms must be carried along for se \'cral generations. It must be
poss ible to reco,'e r the normal fOnI15 after successh'c invisiblc generations
bv ord ina ry methods, \\'e must not under aTl~' ci rcum stances co nfuse thc
n;ere passage through filtcr5 of occa.sional bacteri al cells with a filtera blc
c\'c1e of a bacterial life hi ston'.
. I wi sh Dr. K endall's s urn;ise were true and could be prO\'cn, nut at
the present t ime it is dangerous for the progress of bacteriology to accept
this work until it has been satisbctorily delllo n s~rated. \Ve mu st not
accept this t heory until it can be as rigidly proven as was the nonexistence
of s pontancous gencration.
..\ s to the s upposed rela tionship of the filterabl e forms to the fi lterabl e
vi ruscs, that questi on is a still more co mplex one . I will let Dr. Hi,'crs
speak on that point, I bclie\'e thnt there is a fundamental diffcrcn ce
uetwccn the fi lterable virus group and bac teri a in physical characteri sti cs,
in pathology, in imillunology and in t he cli nica l manifestations of the
diseascs to which they give rise.
In conclusion, I feel t ha t, as f3l' as I can see, there is no fuifillll cnt in
Dr. Kendall's work of t he criteria by whi ch alone the correc tness of his
surmise can be demonstrated. We must continue to demand rigid proof
and try to show ourse h'es wrong before we can accep t t hese t heo ries to
be co rrect.

Oil, T. ~L RIvEn s, Xc\\' York: Dr. Kendall's ideas and the results of
hi s work arc interes ting, The notioD , however, that filterable forms occur
in the life cycl~s of bacteria is old, Furthermore, that-such filtcrable
forms represent the aeti\'e agents, known as viruses, is also not a reccnt
conception, because it has been cxpressed from tir}IC to time during the
past eigh t or ten years b~' X icolle, !\:raus, Hauduroy a nd others. Although
most of Dr. K endall's idcas are not new, he has, nevertheless, used a new
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medium in attacking problems in this field. This medium is of particular
interest to me because Dr. Kendall has suggested that it is suitable for
the cultivation of the viruses.
\Ve have two problems with which to deal. First, do bacterin. have life
cycles with filterable forms, and hns the use of l{ medium added information
regarding the question? Second, do the presumptive filterable forms of
ordinary bacteria represent the etiological agents of poliomyelitis, vaccinia,
yellow fcyer, etc. ; has the K medium shed light upon the problem; is this
medium suitable for the cultivation of the yiruses?
Concerning the first problem I shall sa)' yery little. The K medium
appears to be n starvation diet for nonproteoiytic bacteria, and Dr. Dubas,
working in Dr. Ayery's laboratory, bas shown that starvation diets regularly cause certain nonfilterable saprophytic bacteria to become granular,
pleomorphic and filterable . 'Vhen these bacteria nre returned to adequate
diets, normal appearances and nonfilterability are resumed by them. It
seems unnecessary to assume the existence Of life cycles to account for
such phenomena.
Concerning the second problem, namely, the relation of the presumptive
filterable forms of bacteria to the viruses, I can speak with more assurance.
:Xo one has brought comoincing cyidence that any of the viruses a re capable
of growth in the abscnce of livin~ tissue. In view of Dr. I{endall 's suggestion that the J{ medium is suitable for the growth of viruses, we proceeded
to test the importance of the suggestion in regard to the viruses of vaccinia
and infectious myxomatosis of rabbits, two agents that we have for scyeral
years been successfully cultivating iTt vitro in the presence of .sun;,;ng
tissue suspended in Tyrode's solution or kept in a mixture of Tyrode's
solution and serum. Similar amounts of the adequate medium just
described, K medium, Tyrode's solution and meat infusion broth were inoculated with the viruses. ....\11 cultures were made in duplicate, one set of
which "'8S incubated at 3D· C., the other at 37· C. At intervals of five
days serial transfers of t.he cultures werc made to fresh media and the titer
of the yiruses in each culture was established by animal experimentation.
The experiments were repeated seveml times an~ the results are interesting.
w[ultiplication of both yiruses occurred in the medium containing bits of
living tissue, while no e"idcnce of multiplication was found in. any of t~e
other media. In fact, the active agents were not demonstrable In Tyrode s
solution or in I{ medium after the second transfers. ' Ve were particularly
interested to find that the virus of Yfi.ccinia survived longer, four transfers
at 3~' C. in the meat infusion-peptone medium tban it did in the K medium.
Dr. K~ndall has also suggested that while tbe viruses are invisible in tbe
I( medium, they become visible when transferred to ordinary broth or to
agar mixed with K medium. We tested this point. The viruses of vaccinia - _.
and infectious myxomatosis are in the so-called invisible state when grown
in the modified tissue cultures. We attempted to make thsrn become
visible by seeding on K medium agar, highly active material mown to be
free from bacterial contaminants. Sets of cultures were incubated at 3D·
and 37 0 C. respectively, for two or more weeks and then examined under
the micros~ope for the presence of minute colonies of bacteria. Stained
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preparations from the surfnce of the agar were also examined. No evidence
of organisms was found.
From the results of OUf work, as well as from an nnnlvsis of Dr. Kendall's
findings, there is no reason to suppose that the K m'edium is capable of
supporting the multiplication of the ,;ruses or that its use ,,;11 throw new
light upon the nature of these peculiar agents.
DR. WILL!.'" H . WELCH, Baltimore: Whate"er may be the interoretation of Dr. Kendall's obsenations, it seems to me that he has opened an
in teresting field of study and bas made. ,,"Iuable contribution to knowledge.
I recall the discussions, ~ome forty to fifty years ago, of the granular
disintegration of bacteria, particularly centered around the cholera spirilla
and other spirilla. There was always a question whether these granules
were capable of dc\'clopment into the original forms . Some investigators
interpreted them as arturo spores. The studies of Dr. Kendall and others
indicate that filter-passing granular forms mal' be capable of development
into complete bacterial cells like the original forms.
A working hypothesis such as that formula ted by Dr. Kendall, whether
proved true or false, may contribute greatly to the ad \'ancement of knowledge prodded it can be put to the test of c:-.:periment, as in the present
case .

DR. KE"DALL (closing): The Ii: medium is crude. That is beyond
question. I hayc in the laboratory a culture of t~"phoid bacilli that was
passed through a filter N"o\'cmber 2. It has been in K medium up to
1\'Iarch 1. It grows slightlYl but uistinctly, in th.e K medium, and it is
possible to bring it back to the typical bacillus. In K medium it cannot
be stained by any known stain nor cultivated in ordinary media, and it is
invisible under the microscope. If I understood Dr. Zinsser correctly, he
said that I had not recovered the organism in the urine after filtration.
Perhaps I did not make my;elf clear on t hat point. I did get both the
stll.phylococcus and the streptococcus back: The staphylococcus was a
characteristic one and the streptococcus both before and after filtration
was the same, judged by fermentation reactions. This seems to show we
have passed t hese bacteria through filters and then got them back again
to their original state, where they were nonfilterable and capable of ordinary
cultivation. I did not raise a comment about filterable viruses. Apparently,
however, Dr. Rivers was successful in his filtrations where Dr. Zinsser was
unsuccessful.
I have been interested in bacteria many years. I have played with
them for about thirty-two years. I am not surprised that many have not
succeeded in re producing these phenomena I have told you about. The
-,- phenomena involved are different from any ·I:;have eyer seen before. The
- organisms in the filter-passing state have to be coaxed back to their original
forms. They have lost their ability to grow in ordilary laboratory media.
That the forms that do pass through filters fulfil aU the criteria, as well as
we know them , of filter-passing organisms, and that they are really filterable forms of organisms, I belie"e is probable. For fifty years filter-passing
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bacteria have been rather a puzzle. and we are not yet in position to state
definitely now what science has failed to reyeal to us in all this long time.
In regard to the question of priority that has been raised: that bacteria
may pass filters is a modern idea; but if you really want to know the man
who originally discussed the possibility of genns existing in two forms,
read Lucretius who, fifty years before the Christian era, wrote of germs
existing in two states, "both twain and utterly unlike."
Dn. RIVERS: Dr. Dubas did not use K medium. He used water,
salts and carbohydrates, but no protein; instead, he used the substance of
pneumococci. The medium is not comparable.
DR. KENO.'LL:
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What has become
of the ,Rife MicroSc<;)pe?
Written by Christopher Bird

-

77air article. like GIl embryo or czny
living thing, ir still growing. A co"tin,",tiD" of thir growth may deptmd upo" the
tlUi.rtllllee of NAJ IUtkn. their colleagues lIIId their friends.
Origi1Ullly I·intended to write a 3hort
"ote 0" what WAr known about the Rife
lllit:twcope. Pret:iotu little ir in print 0"
thembjet:t.
Olle d4y, while wmting lor some nuztDiDl to eome up from the t:elIIu-3tlU!ks
of the NGtitJ"al Libnuy of Medicine in
Betha. Maryla"d. eolUidlmlbly fnutlYlted by the lad of lads alld dlua COlit:eming the demUe 01 the Rife mieroICOpe. 1 wlDldered by the Subjeet Cud
CIltlllogue tIIId t:a.rlUllly jfipJP!d lit random to II t:tIrd in the middle 01 II drawer
iIIbellad uMicr03eopa. ."

'T
.....c

he Microscope
of Microscopes

In February 1944 the FraDklin Institute of PbDadelphia published an article,
ClThe New Microscopes," in its ps;estigious journal devoted to applied science.
Founded in 1824 by ··philosophermechanics," the institute, which recently
made'studies in its physics laboratory on
the best way to move the Liberty Bell to
its new BicenteJmial Year location, is a
smaller analog of the huge world-famous
Smithsonian Institution in WaslUngton,
D.C. wliich reprinted the same article in
its own joupW shortJy after .its first appearance.
Authored by R.E. Seidel, M.D., a
Philadelphia physician and his research
assistant, M. Elizabeth W'mter, the essay
opened with a six-page disc:ussion of the
electron microscope, which bad only recently been put on the market by the

Radio Corporation of America.

ne t:IITrl MItIS jiIal fIIUler -'Al&d 1,,·
An ."" of tIJae ientlemen IIIive todunria. 0' a ift-firm wera the 1IUIhor. diJy?
ne t:OIIIptllly:t tIII4Jas 1WU natetl to be
4246 Pqper Dme. Sa Diet/o. CiIJiforniIL ne title ~ MIG --1!&tory 01
the D8eIopl'Mllt tJf II Sru::caqul TNatment frw Omcer ad Oth. V"., BtIt:uriG IIIId Ii . ,.
~
At the bottom· of tie aI1'tI WAr II nn,le
line: 'Written by Dr. R.R. Rife. "
£ntftiy by tII%iIIat 1 1uul numbled
UPOIl 1II1uzt /QOiallO be cm(y one of a
3eries of reporu writtaJ by Roylll
mo"d Rife.. FOIII'tIeJJ JIIlIG Ionr, it WAr
"umbeed DeY-Ion. It 1WU "PProved
lIIId3iptul byl.F. Oae. Mtlllllger: Do,,·

R.-

Tully,

Developnrmt Auodtzte: tIIUl
Venae ~ompson. OW! Elet:trit:IIl Engineer.
".
This miaoscope is today standard
equipment in modem laboratories. The article closed with a ten-page
treatment of a "tJDhasal Microscope,"
the brainchild of a San Diego.autodidac:t,
Royal Raymono Rife, who degeloped it
with the'financial assistaacc of the rollerbearing and axle magnate Bcmy H.
TunkeD, for whose family Rife at one
time served as handyman and chauffeur.
Rife's scope, the largest model of
which consisted of 5,682. parts and required a large bach to accomodate it,
overcame the greatest disadvaDtage of
the electron micrOscope, its inability because tiny liviDg 'orpnjsm s put in it
are ~ ftCUUDl and subject to protoplasmic changes inducecl by a virtual bail-·
storm of e1ec:t:nms - to reveal specimens
in their Datural IiriDg state.
With his invemimI Rife Wtl.f able ~.
look at living orpDisms. ~ he saw
convinced hiin that germs coUld be not
the cause, but the iesuIt of disease~ that,

77&e MicroBcope and ita Inventor, Royal Raym.tmd Rife.
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Wa Mlied.lIulutria

II

raetll'Ch eo,.

poratiDn atIIblUMd by Rife?
How mtI1IJ' othr repora did it publWa
IIIUl wlua are they?
De report 10 ~ my 1ItteIIiio,. tIuzt
1 WG.f ~ to t!Zplore ·.rollle of the
Idnory of mkiobiDlollY tIIUl ia COIIMt:don to t:tIIIt:I!I' GIld other tWetU& De premit tutida. nau:A lo"ger tIum origintIlly
planed. i.r tfnu tbe rault 0111 fonvitoru

Jint6nI -

~ GIl emmple of what
lung htu t:Glkd --synduonit:ity"· - GIld
the eoll.lequat preliminary flZPloratitJ1I.
Mueh more nuds to be do"e to tell the
#01y of Rife GIld hi.r 1IIit:rmeoPe. II facbuIiing qi.rotk in the IWlory 0/Kient:e.

depending on its state, the body could
convert a harmless bacterium iDto a
lethal pathogen; that such pathogens
could be iDstaDtly killed, each by a specific frequency of light; and that cells, regarded.as the hTeducible building-blocks
of Jiving matter, are actuaDy composed of,
smaller cells, themselws made up of even

smaller cells, this process continuing
with higher and higher magnification in
• sixteeD-step, stage-by-stage journey into the micro-beyond.
Though with the aid of Rife's dcrice,
thousands Of stiD pictures and hundreds
of feet of moYie 61m were made to meal
these fads. all of this material and the'
Rife microscopes seem to have disap-

peared without a trace.
Orhaye~?,

CaDs to the U.S. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology Medical Museum,
which has hundreds of'diHereDt microScopes in its historical collection, to the
National Ubrary ofMediciDe's Historical

:l
·z

Division, to

the Smithsonian InstitutioD
aDd the FraDkJiD IDStitute, both repositories for outstanding scientific inventions, and to a dozen establishments
dealing daily in microscopy elicited from
CUI'&t9rs. medical pathologists, physiC8.DS
and other scientific specialists only ~
complaint that Done of them had ever
heard of Royal Raymond Rife and his
microscope.
.

What has become of the Rife micro.~,

.

The question is not rhetorical. For if

even half of the possibilities described for
this 'istounding dlscovery _ are true, a
massive effort to hunt it down and reactivate its potential might not only save
biUioDS.of dollars in biological and medical reiearch but opeD a fascinating new
. vista onto the nature of DIe.
From the start, Rife's main goal was to
find cures for disease, especially the most
intractable of aD diseases, cancer. Because he had a hunch that some as yet
undiscovered micro-organism would
prove to playa c:rucUd role in the onset of
this malipancy, he tried unsuccessfully
to find one by obseniDg all types of.
malignant tissue with a variety of standard iesearch microscopes.
ID the 1920's it btcame obvious to Rife
that a better meaDS of scrutinizing the
micro-world than had been developed
was indispensible. During that decade he
designed and bunt five microscopes with
a nmge from 5,000 to 50,000 diameters
at a time when the best laboratory
microscopes in use could achieve not
more than 2,000 diameters of magnifica-

tion.

.

.

At the Rife Research Laboratory on
Point Lama, California, he worked at
magnifications of 17,000 and higher, to
n:veal a host of c:eDs and micro-organisms nevel' before seen and to photo. graph them. The work required a saint's
patience. It could take the best part of a
day to bring a single target specimen into

focus.

~

<
z

The Rife microscope has seVeral arresting features. Its entire optical system
of fourteen lenses and prisms, as well as
an.illumjnating unit, were made of crystal·quartz which is transparent to ultraviolet radiation. In the scope, fight was
bent and polarized in such a way that a
specimen could be illuminated by extremely Darrow parts of the whole spectrum, ODe part at a time, and even by a
single frequency of fight.
Rife maintained that he could thus select a specific frequency, or frequencie$,

of fight which c:oordiDated and resonated .
with a spec:imeD's chemical constituents
so that a giveD specimen would emit its
own Ught of a characteristic and unique
color. SpecimeDs could be easUy identified, thus somng one of microscopy's
greatest bugaboos. It was control of illumi1uJticm which turned the trict..
Another feature was the microscope's
extraordinary ~lutiOD, its ability to ~
veal the most minute of component
of any spec:imeD so that each may be seen
. distinctly and separately from the others.
Imagine two ememely thin parallel nnes.
When they caD be clearly ctistiDguished
you are still within the microscope's
nmge of resolution. U the parallel lines
blur together, high magaHication will
-only enlarge the distortion and nmit of
resolution has been attained. With a
resolving power of 31,000 diameters - as
against 2,000 to 2,SOO fOr the laboratory
microscopes ~ common use in that day
- Rife's device could focus clearly on
five lines of a standardized grid whereas
an ordinary mic:roscope could do no bet·
ter than examine fifty lines, and that with
considerable aberration.
This is somewhat equivalent to one
aerial camera's being able to spot individual houses in city blocks from a very
great height whDe another is able only
fuzzily to distinguish the single city
blocks themselves.

parts

Gntroverslal Discoveries

rod-lite, to offer but two examples.
. There are various forms for each
shape. Of the mUDd-shaped 01leS, monocoed appear singly, diplococc:i come in
pairs, staphylococci in clusters resembling a bunch of grapes, 5tleptococc:i.
which under certain conditions caD produce a pabdul sore throat - in chaiDs.
While oUtside a host, or body, bacteria
are bard to ~ or culture. Each type
has been studied as a pure culture only
by isolating it upon a specific nutrient,
caUed media.
Bacteria also have specific muimum,
mblimum. and optimum temperatures at
which they will live and multiply. Some,
like polar bears, are addicted to Artic
temperatures and even five in ice. Others
prefer water so hot it would kill most
aDimals. A great many enjoy the ·temperature of the human body. Millions of
them' are liviDg. harmlessly, inside.you
right now.
But they are not always harmless. They
•can acquire virulence, or the power to
cause disease undet some conditions but
vot others, although even today no one

knows exactly why.
This mystery, in the 1920's, was closely
connected to a debate in microbiology so
hot as to seem almost like a war. On one
side were those who affirmed - as do
many textbooks today - that bacteria
were etemtUly monomorphic. They could
not assume other or smaller forms, as
small, say, as a virus.
Originally, virus - the word means
"poison in Latin - was the name
generally applied to any microscopic
agent injurious to fiYing cells. Now it is
much more narrowly defined as "one of a
UDique group of very small infectious
agents that grow on(v in cells of BDimals
(mc1uding humans), plants and also bacIt

Beginning in the 1920's and continuing over seven years, Rife and hiS colleagues worked on more than 20,000
laboratory c:uItures of cancer obtained
from the Paradise Valley Sanitarium in
.National City, California, in what appeared at first to be a fruitless effort to isolate
micro-organismS which he felt should
somehow be associated with the disease.
Up to then bacteria had clearly been
proved to be linked with a wide variety of
ills including tuberculosis, leprosy, cholera, gonorrhea. syphilis, typhoid, bubonic plague, pneumonia and others. But no
one had found them in association with

cancer.
In contrast to ,the much smaller viruses, bacteria were widely considered to
be unicellular, monomorphic - meaning
one shape and one shap~ only - forms.
A quarter of a million of them can
occupy space no larger than the period
at the end of this sent~nce. They come in
...:trious shapes. Cccci ~e round. bacilli

a
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teria."
Because they were so small, viruses
would pass through filters which did not
allow the passage of bacteria, said to be
monomorphic, just as a net of small
enough mesh will allow minnows to pass
through it but bring the fish that are
preying upon them up short. It is this
filter-passing ability of viruses which is
widely held today - along with their inability to grow on artificial media - to
be one of the main criteria separating
. them from bacteria.
For several decades, however, another
school of microbiologists maintained
that, far from holding everlastingly to
one shape. bacteria were pleomorphic. or
form-changing. They could be caused,

"

under the right conditions of cultUre, to lng cancer tissue into a closed loop filled
metamorphize into rorms small enough with argon gas. Aft... creating a vacuum
within the loop, he clLarged the gas with
, to pass through filters just like viruses..
Because ' of their sharp disagreement electricity, just as one does when one
on the filtrability of bacteria, the two throws the switch to light np the neon
camps came to be called "fi1trationist" lamps in modern offi=, though in Rife's
and "non-filtrationist."
case the c:harge was 5000 volts. While he
One of the earliest of the.filtrationists still could not rneal any microbes, he
was a Swedish physician arid explore'<, noted a certain cloudiness in the-nutritive
Ernst ,Bernhard Almquist, for whom is- . medium which, through chemical analylands off the north Siberian coast are sis, he ascribed to ionization caused by
named. Almquist made hundreds of ob- the electronic bombardment>
servations of pleomorphic bacteria in his
Readers may wen wonder why he
laboratory as did researchers in Italy, adopted so strange and novel a process.
Russia, France, Germany and the United The question is just as unanswerable as if
States. In 1922. after two decades of put about Rife's
step: in order, he
work, Almquist came to the conclusion said, to""unter ihe ionization, he placed
that "nobody can pretend to know the the tube into a two-inch water vacuum
complete life cycle and all the varieties.of and heated it for twenty·four hours at
near body temperature.
e'ven a single bacterial species. It would
Under his microscope. at 2O,OOOX, the
be an assumption to think so."
Way back in 1914, the American bac- tube now teemed with animated forms
teriologist. Dr. Edward C. Rosenow, had measuring only ,U20 by 1115 of a micron
the gall to assert that bacteria were not - much smaller than any known bacterunalterable and that various strains, or ia. They refracted a purplish·red color in
what one might call sub-sub·species of the specific light beam.
He called this form Bacillus X and,
th=, could. when suitably treated, become any of the other strains. It was later, because it was so much smaller
Rosenow's contention, too, that he found than other bacilli, and 'perhaps because
a iorm of the streptococcus bacterium of the filtrability controversy, BX virus.
which caused poliomyelitis, commonly This problem of nomenclature can be
=olved herein by referring to Rife's
known,as infantile paralysis.
What Rife's opinions were about this organism as a BX rorm, or simply BX.
Rife writes that "this method of ioniheated controversy are not known. He
roUowed the standard bacteriological zation and oxidation brought the chemipractice of the day, first implanting small cal refraction of BX out of the ultraviolet
patches of cancer tissues on various nu- and into the visible band of the spec·
tritive media including a special "K" trum. Owing to the fact that the test·tube
medium developed by another filtration- spcc1mens had gone through so many
, ist, Dr. Arthur Isaac Kendall, at the trials, we again started from scratch and
Northwcsl= University School of Medi:
cine in Chicago, Dlinois. The medium,
which bore the first letter of Kendall's
name, seemed to 'have the faculty of
transforming bacteria into the transitional forms alleged for them by the filtratiomst school.
No matter how often he changed
menus for his sought-after cancer mic~
robe, no matter how he altered the temperature of incubation, Rife seemed UDable to coax it to appear in hisplltures.
It was apparently only when, as a
result of his contiouing physical experi- '
mentation with the effects of light Ire- ~ '
qucncies, he discovered that many mie- ~
robes respond to the effects of light from ~ :
noble gases, · such as neon, xenon and ~
.argon, by changing their growth patterns ~
that Rife hit upon a solution to the prob- 8
lem that was nagging him.
American lJa<terio/ogilt,
He placed a sealed test-tube contain- Dr, Edward C. Ro.enow

next
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repeated this me'thod 104 consecutive
times .with identical results."
Because he could c:ultore his BX foni.,
. so sma1I it would pass throui!J> any filter,
he seemed to have discovered a filttuble
form of a bacterium. But juSt finding
bacteria, e'Yen in filtrable form, in •
human tumor does not necessarily imply
that they are its cause. To make sure, it is
held they must be reinjected into anima1s
and seen to cause the same or nearly
similar disease, aftO'< which they must
thch be rcisolated and shown to res=ble
the original organism. These were the
postulates propounded by the German
pioneer bacteriologist, Robert Koch, who
proved that tubcn:ulosis was apparently
caused by the tubercu1e bacillus.
Following this accepted procedure,
Rife inocu1ated the ne'W BX fonns into
over 400 rats in all of which there subse·
quently appeared "tumors with all the
true pathology of neoplastic tissue: ·
Some of the tumors became so large they
exceeded the total weight of the indivi·
dual rats in which they were developing~
When the tumors
surgically reo
moved, the BX form was recovered from
them in all cases. Koch's postulates were
fulfilJed.

were

M

ore Startling
Discoveries

By'continued ,microscopical study and
repeated photography to stop tJieir mo·
tion. Rife
his co-worke~ next came
to the b'affling conclusion that the BX,
far from remaining always what he had
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Dr. Arthur Isooc Kendall

seen ~ the p~lish-r:d lJodies a fraction
of a micron
dimeusion, could Change
" into not just fairly similar forms as
Roseziow had previously discovered, but
into completely different fomu simply by
al~g the medium on which they were
living only very sHgh~y.
. "Slightly" in Rife's case meant an
alteration in the n\ltrient environment of
only two partS per million by volume.
Those who would consider this unlikely
may recall that in homeopathic medicine
doses of remedies are given in dilutions
of this weakness and beyond. Even
tho~ they have n~thiDg chemically
analYzable in them, they are effective.
One such alteration caused the BX to
become what Rife ·caIled a Bacillus Y, or
BY. It was still the same purplish-red
color as the BX but so ~d that it
would not pass through a filter.
Wrth the second change of the medium, the BY enlarged still further into a
monococcoid or single disk form which,
when properly stained, could be viewed
UDder a standard research microscope.
Rife claimed that these forms could be
found in the blood of over 90% of cancer

m

victims.
By removing this form from the fiuid
medium it inhabited and depositing it
onto a hard base of asparagus or tomatO
agar,- Rife then saw it miraculously develop into a fungus, making it kin to a
yeast, mold or ~usbroo~.
Any of these succeeding forms, Rife
stated, could be changed batik within
thirty-six hours into a BX form capable
of producing cancer tumors in experimenta! auimals from which, in tum, the
same BX form could again be recovered.
The transformation did not stop with
the fungus which, if allowed to stand
dormantly as a stock culture for a year
and tlen replanted onto the asparagus
medium, would then change into baciUus
coli, millions of which live in the human
intestine. 'Ibis common bacillus could
pass, in Rife's words, "any known laboratory method of analysis."
Because he had found that mfcroorganisms had the ability to luminate
when stimulated by given frequencies of
"light it occurred to Rife that they might
also be devitalized by beaming radiations
of ·specific frequencies upon them. One
source has it that-the harmonics of these
frequencies ranged from ten meters ~
twenty thousand meters.
~
To this end, he had' been developing
~ concurrently with.his microscopic equipment a special frequency emitter which

ieast

he continued to imp~, up to at
1953, as steady advances in electronics
continued. The killing waves· were projected through a tube filled with heUum
gas and said to ·be efficient in destroying
micro-organisms at a distance of as
much as one thoDSalld feet.
•
With this device he noted that when
the proper mortal oscillatory rate was
reached, many Iethal organisms such as
those of tuberculosis, typhoid, leprosy,
hoof-and-mouth disease and others appeared to disintegrate or -"blow up" in
the field of his mic:roscope. This "death
ray" principle was also effective when
applied to cultured BX.
The obvious next step was to' determine whether similar radiation would
affect the BX, not in culture, but in the
bodies of cancer-afflicted animals. It
apparently did so, for Rife states he got
rid of BX in over 409 experimental rats
and other animals in his lab. U it worked
on animal cancers, wondered Rife, wby
not on human cancers? ..
The answer was so resoundingly yes
that, in our day when billions are being
spent each year to find a cure for cancer,
it is prudent to quote Rife's report word
for word: "The first clinical work on
cancer was completed UDder the supervision of Milbank Johnson, M.D., which
was set up under a special medical
Research Committee of th~ University of
Southern Califomia. Sixteen cases were
treated at the clinic for many types of
malignancy. After three months, fourteen of these ~ed hopeless cases
were signed off as clinically cured by a
staff of five medical doctors and Alvin G.
Foord, M.D., pathologist for the group.
The treatments consisted of three minutes duration using the frequency instrument which was set on the mortal oscillatory rate for BX, or cancer, at three-day
intervals. It .was found that the- elapsed
time between treatments attains better
results than cases treated daily."

The

News Leaks Out

News of Rife's"work began to leak out
to the world of medicine at the end of the
1920's. One of the first to learn of it was
Arthur W. Yale, M.D., who lived bl San
Diego, not far from Rife's laboratory. He
acquired a frequency emitter and began
to treat can~us patients.
In 1940, reporting to his fellow physicians on some of his decade-long results,
he wrote that because the whole of Rife's
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extraordinary fiDdings constituted

I

aD

"entirely new theory of the origin and
cause of cancer, ad the treatment and
results have been so unique and unbelievable,It he was making his findings
available in the hope that ..after further
research we may eliminate the second
largest cause of deaths iD the United
States."
Yale had had Bmited success in treating cancerous tumors with X-rays and
with the usc of what he called "static
wave cunent" for some three decades
When he began tit use Rife's device, he
sometimes emplOJed it alone, sometimes
together, with the two JIlethods with
which he was familiar. Both methods
brought startlingly successful results.
Yale was careful to note that, when he
added the use of the Rife ray to his other
radiation, c:anceroas masses "have disappeared in about aue-tenth the time and
so far with no ftGCCDlleuces. tt
Dr. Arthur Isaac Kendd, whose "K"
medium Rife had DSed in his experimentation, was also determined to check
whether viable bacteria in the filterable
state could be lIDequivocally seen by
Rife's microscope. Kendall had been
working with cultures of typhoid bacillus
and, UDder a staDdard mieroscope, bad
been able to demct a swarm of active
granules that could be seen only as tiDy
motile points. Because notlUng of their
individual structure could be ascertained, KendaB could not diagnose them
with certainty to be filterable forms of
the bacillus.

In order to make certain, he went to
California in late November of 1931 and
examined his cultures under a Rife
microscope at
diameters in the
Pathological Laboratory of the Pasadena
Hospital. The fIcilities were afforded
through the offices of the same Drs.
Johnson and Foord who had worked with
Rife on the BX.
When Rife finany got them in focus,
the tiny granules were seen to be bright,
highly motile. turquoise-blue bodies
which, to quote the report he co-authored
with Kendall, "ccmtras1:ed strildngly both
in. color and in their active motion with
the non-colored debris of the medium."
The same obsenations were repeated
eight separate times, the complete absence of similar bodies in uninoc:ulated
control media bemg noted.
To further confirm their findings, Rife
and Kendall nest examined eighteenhour-old specially cultured and inoculated colonies of the same bacillus because

s.ooo

"
they had determined that it was pTrcUeiy
at this stage of growth that they became
filterable, Now they could see three transitional forms of the same organism: one,
the normal bacillus itself, almost devoid
of color; two, the same bacillus but with
• prominent turquoise-blue granule at
one end of it; and three, the same turquoise-blue granules moving about independently_
This was somewhat equivalent to being
able to oh","" a caterpillar, its cocoon
and the butterfly which emerges from the
cocoon, all simultaneously_
Wht;n they transplanted the filterpassing granules into a broth medium,
they were seen under the Rife microscope
to TrYon back to their original bacillus,
or rod·like, form.
At this juncture, the American bellwether journal. Science. got wind of Kendall's work and, in a news story devoted
to it. referred to the new "super-microscope" invented by Royal Raymond Rife_
The same month, December 1931, the
Rife- Kendall account was published in
California and Western Medicine. the
official moulbpiece of Ibe state medical
associations of California. Nevada, and
Utah_ This magazine also commented
editorially that Ibe Kendall-Rife article
was to be particularly recommended to
its readers because of its "calling the attention of the world to a new type of
microscope which, if it fulfills its apparent advantages over any microscope
thus far developed, bids fair to lay Ibe
basis fOT revolutionary discoveries in bacteriology and Ibe allied sciences_"
The editorial was significantly entitled: "Is a New Field About to Be
Opened in Ibe Science of Bacteriology?"
Apparerltly it was about to die aborning_

.The

opposition Mounts

The following monlb Kendall was invited to give Ibe De Lamar lecture at the
John Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Heallb in Baltimore,
Maryland, before Ibe Association of
American Physicians_ As a leader of Ibe
filtrationist school he attracted the attention of his adversaries, two of whom
were invited as discussants.
The first was. an irascible. pugnacious
'curmudgeon, Dr_ Thomas Rivers, of Ibe
weli-heeled Rockefeller institnte of New
York City, who was described by one of
his institnte colleagues as a "difficult and

. formidable penon to oppose: and could patients hate dangerous biological side
be stubbomly inflaible in maintaining a effects.
position. ,.
The main iinplicatinn of Rosenow's
When he learned of his invitation to . work in his own eyes was that bacteria
discuss Kendall's presentation of Ibe were not as important to disease as !be
work with the typhoid bacillus, Rivers terTain on which Ibey found Ibemsem:s.
hurriedly repeated experiments on which "It would seem." he wrote in his 1914
Kendall had worked for yean and, by his article, "that focal infections are DO
own account, got no proof cif Kendall's longer to .be looked upon merely as •
claim_ Based on this !bin evidence, he place of entrance of bacteria but as a
arose at !be Johns Hopkins meeting and, place where conditions arr favorable for
to quote him, "in a very temperate them to acquire the properties which give
manner called Ibe fellow a liar_ Not in so Ibem a wide range of affinities for
many words. Actna11y, all I said was that various structures."
I couldn't repeat this experiment and I
Rosenow first became aware of the
therefore didn't believe his findings were Rife technique through a patient at Ibe
true."
,
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota,
Rivers was followed in Ibe discussion whre Rosenow was employed. · The paby Ibe Haivard microbiologist. Dr_ Hans tient was none other than the same
Zinsser, also a "non·iiltrationist/' who, Henry H_ Tunken who had financially
to quote Rivers anew, "just gave Kendall aided Rife to develop his microscope and
bloody helL I'd never seen Hans so hot in begin his research in !be 192O's_
my iife. I had to agree with everything he
Rife came to Chicago wilb his microsaid - but I really felt sony for poor old scope_ Kendall.invited Rosenow Ilown to
Kendall - he just sat Ibere and took it." the Northwestern University Medical
In Ibe midst of Ibe venom and acerbity School to work with himself and Rife on
Ibe only colleague to come to Kendall's July 'S, 1932_ For three days Ibey made a
aid was Ibe grand old man of bacteri- restudy of Ibe Kendall forms, Rosenow
ology, and first teacher of Ibe subject in working wilb a Zeiss microscope, KenIbe United States, Dr_ William H. "Pop- dall wilb an oil immersion dark-field in. sy" Welch. who evidently looked upon strument, and Rife wilb his specia1 device. "The oval, motile, turquoise blue
Kendall's work wilb some regard.
What is of interest today is that at Ibe bodies," wrote Rosenow of this work,
Baltimore meeting Ibere seemed to be no "described previously by Kendall · and
mention of the Rife microsc,?pe. Also, in Rife were unmistakably demonstrated."
The three ' next decided- to filter cuIlight of Ibe apparent victory of Ibe "nonfiltrationists" over Ibose who claimed tnres of the streptococcus bacteria which
that bacteria were filterable, it was cur- Rosenow had found to be associated with
ious that Rivers could daim to have re- poliomyelitis to see what Ibe . Rife scope
peated Kendall's work wilbout Ibe use of
the instrument Kendall had found so
necessary to clearly reveal his filterable
forms _
Kendall's work, however, attracted the
rapt attention of the same Dr_ Edward C,
Rosenow who, in 1914, had been able to
prove Ibat strains 'of streptococcus were
able, under Ibe right conditions, to transmute one into Ibe other, in Ibat day he ~
had written that these "conditions were !
more or
obscure_·They seem to calI ';
forth new or latent energies which were ~
previously not manifest and which now':
have gained the ascendency."
.
~
As a IDtrationist, Rosenow was a ~
maverick among bacteriologists up to his ~
dealb at 94 in the 1960's, His work had 0
convinced him, also prior to World War
I. that organisms in sera - the fluids
from tissues of iminunized animals com- Typhoid iJtJciIbu (TIle lmivenal' M"\Cn)monly used as antitoxins to neutralize 'CDpe). 23,000x on'S5 mm. film. mlttrgeii
microbes in the body - mlght in some SOO,OOOz.
-

less
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mfsht rm:al. What they sa" were not the C:er
.:.

bJue bodies liDked to the typhoid bac:illas
but cocci ad diplococd of a browDlshgray color each ~UDded by a strange
halo. These could 0DIy be observed in the
RIfe mlcroscrope.
Moreover filtrates of a virus considered
to be the cause of encephaHtis showed a
c:onsiderab1e Dumber of round fonDs,
singly and in pairs, which under the
special Rife mumination were pale pink
In color and. somewhat smaller than
those seen in the poliomyelitis prepara-

tioDs.
Rosenow's wort was panned by Rivers
in pubtic forum just as viciously as was
Kendall's. This was before Rosenow bad
worked with the RIfe microscope. "I had
ODe nm-m with him," said Rivers, "at a
m~g held before the Association for
. Research in Nervous aDd Mental Diseases during Christmas week in 1931. I
was pretty savage with him. Do you think
that helped? Hell, no, if you ask me for
my candid opinion, I think that most of
the audience believed Rosenow."
'Ibis belief did not last for lODge For a
variety of reasons, inducting the very cUIficult methods of culturing the filterable
forms of bacteria - and lack of the Rife
microscope to observe· them - the
"church" of non-filtrationist bacteriology of which Rivers was later proclaimed
--ate apostolic father" (docs ODe need
better evidence Of hierarchi~ priesthoods and priestc:raft in science?) was
putting the filtratiODist camp on the

defensiYe.
Three filtrationists, writing of disc0veries similar to those of Kendall, just
. prior t9 K'?DdaIl's Jobus Hopkins lecture,
thus considered it necessary to state in
their introduction: "It has come about
these days that to e:qncss convictions
that differ from the COllletUUS gentium
becomes almost professional foolhardiit brings dowD the strictures of
one's friendS and enemies aIike."
They added: "But we are also CODscious of .the fact that, beneath the
tumult of controversy between monomorp~ and plcommpbism, there is being
born a new epoch in bacteriology, the
Umlts of the significance of which and
the poss1ole fu~ expansion of which no
one can yet surmise. "
Uke all scien~ revolutions the epoch
woU1d have to wait patiently for its time
to come. Rosenow was held by his adversaries to be 100 percent wrong in many of
~ hiS observations. His .&011,. Dr. Bdwatd c..
z· Rosenow Jr., Chief Administrative

n_

om-

of the American College of. Physicians, asserts that his father was all but
accused by RackefeUer Institute research
moguls of aperimenta1 dishonesty.

How was it that none of Kendall's or
Rosenow's atIacbrs bothered to use the
Rife mic:roscope? Rife himself admitted
that he was DDt confident that his experiments, rwea1iDg the BX form, could ever
be repeated without the use of his scope.
"We do not aped any laboratory,II he
wrote, '-m be.able to produce the BX em
account of the teclmique involved and
adequate optical equipment. This is why
we have Deta' publicly announced that
BX is the cause of cancer but we have
succeeded in producing from its inoculatiOD tumors with aD the true characteristics and pathology of neoplastic tissue
from which we have repeatedly recovered
the BX virus...
•
At the eud of his life Rosenow was
philosophic about lack of acceptance for
his findings amcmg his colleagues.
'There is DO way," he told his son, '-m
convince one's peer grog of something
new until their attitude of receptivity
changes. They simply won't listen." This
echoes the German Nobel laureate in
physics, Maz Planck, who stated that for
new ideas to be accepted. one had to wait
for a generation of scientists to die off
and a Dew ODe to replace it.

The

Search Continues

With respect to Rife's cancer observations, it may be that this process of replacement is DOW taking place.
Rife's WOJt has a Posstole connection
with researdl performed over the last
twenty years by several pioneers. One

pair of them are Dr. Irene DDler, a
former IODg-time associate of the institute for CaDcer Research in Philadelphia, and Dr. Florence B. Seibert, Pr0fessor Emeritus of Biocliemistry, University of PemIsJlvania.
One day ill the late 1950's DWer called
Se1oert, who won many awards and five
honorary doctorates for her more than
thirty-year lang work on tuberculosis,
and asked her to come and look at some
microbes on slides. On the slides Seibert
observed tiny round organisms. When
Seibert teamed that DWer' had isolated
them regulady from many other tumors,
as well as from the blood of leukemia
patients, she hastened to ask whether
DWer. could find them in a sarcoma
tumor she, Seibert. was studying.
After several weeks Diller showed Sei-
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bert a tube filled with a slightly grayish
and moist-looking culture filled. with
small round cocci. Injected into mice,
theyproduced cancerous tumors.
SelDert became coDvinced that DWer
might have found a link to cancer. Be·
cause so maDy scientists, believing DUler's DeW forms to be merely "ubiquitous
contaminAnts" in her cultures, were writing off her work as spurious, Seibert
decided to continue working OD the problem during her Florida retirement, first
at the Mound Park - today the Bay.
Front - Hospital in Saint Petersburg,
later at a Veterans Administration Hospital. .
Blood samples from cancer patients
with varying types of leukemia were obtained and from every ODe of them
Set"bert was able to isolate pleomorphic
microbes. These bacterial forms were
also isolated from tumors, and with an
homologous vaccine they decreased tumors in mice. Just like those of the
Rife-Kendall-Rosenow research, they
could change from round to rod-shaped
and even could become long thread-like
filaments, depending On. what medium
they were grown and how long. They
would pass a filter and lit this stllge in
their life cycle they were about the same
size as Rife's BX forms.
Today there is great stir about, and
much money devoted to, viruses in relation to the cancer problem. The most recent edition of the Encyclopedill BritamCII states that "sufficient evidence has
been acquired to indicate that one or
more viruses probably cause cancer in
man,·· and that carcinogens, or cancerproducing agents, "are suspected of producing cancers by activating viruses latent in the body.·'
But so far, little support is given to
those who ascribe bacteria and the forms
into which they transmute the ability for
close association with cancer. This legacy
of the non-filtrationist school persists in
the face of mounting evidence that the
filtrationists may have been right all
along.
These days, oecause various bactenal
forms have ~n noted to have anomalies
in their cellular waDs - how could they
deVelop into smaller forms if they :could
not leap beyond or through the walls
which imprison them? - they are known
as Cell Wall Deficient Forms. A revolutionary new book about them has been
written by the Wayne State University
microbiologist. Dr. Lida H. Mattman.
Her text ope~ with the statement:

--Clandestine. aimost unrecogiuzable, stated: "We have in DWlY instances pro- supposed to have been laid to n:st in
polymorphous bacterial.growth seems to duced aU the symptoms of a disease Reich's time, as it is in ours, aDd he was
occur as often as the stereotyped clamcal chemically in experimental animals with- accused by fellow scientists of confusing
bozcars of bacilli and pearls of cocci •••" out the inoclJlation of any virus or bac- Brownian mcnement of subc:e1lular parThe book's contents would seem to indi- teria into their tissues.'.
ticles or debris in his cultures with the
cate that the new era predicted in 1931
What, then, of Royal Raymond Rife new subcellular forms he claimed to have
for filtrationist microbiology is dawning and his microscope?
discovered.
though pn:seDtly its adherents are havIn cancerous patients Reich observed
ing 'great difficulty both in publishing
the bions to degenerate· into what he
their work and getting grants for further
. called T-baciDi (the T coming from the
research.
G,erman word, Tod, meaning death).
Sufficient data, writes Mattman, have
How is it that biologists and pbysi- When injected into mice, they caused
been amassed to warrant reinvestigation, c:iaDs, other than Kendall aDd Rosenow, cancer just lib RUe's BX forms.
and adds: "There is no subject generally did not lUSh to investigate it? Why
In Copenhagen, a biophysicist, Scott
viewed with greater skepticism thaD an haven't physicists looked into the effects PJl1, reports that a DeW book written in
association between bacteria and human Rife ac:hieved with electromagnetic waves Russian by two researchers at the !Cacancer. However, the medical profession of specific fre~c:ies upon disease, in- zakh State University in the USSR deals
may look back with irony at the stony re- ducting cancer?
with a whole new branch of medical
ception given by his home colleagues ~
Similar effects were observed by Dr. science in which ··healing" of various
Koch's paper elucidating the etiology of Georges Lakhovsky in Paris who de- disOrders is being accomplished by the
tuberculosis. Similarly, medical students 'moped a wave emitter called a multi- use of ultraftak., monocromatic laser
were once taught that whooping cough wave oscillator wiUl which he' cured can- tigbt. Shades of Rife!
vaccination was an unrealistic dream re- cer in plants and humans as well as other
The Lee Foundation for Nutritional
poned only by two women at the Michi- 'diseases. The multi-wave oscillator is to- Research in Milwaukee, WISCOnsin
gan Public Health Laboratories and by a day banned by the FDA as quackery. maintains that Rife, his microscope and
pediatrician named Sauer."
They have also been noted in Bordeaux his life work were tabooed by leaders in
Most importantly, she concludes: by another inventor, seU-taught as was the U.S. medical profession and that any
"One must always consider that most Rife, Antoine Priore,. whose apparatus medical doctor who· made Use of his
mallgnancies are accompanied by an im- combines the use of electroma~etic practical discoveries was stripped of his
muno-deficiency•.•• Therefore, we could radiation with a plasma of helium or privileges as a member of the local
,
be dealing with a microbe that finds such noble gases reminiscent of Rife's method medical society.
Rife himself died three· or four years
ahost merely CI mi,c:rble environment for used in detecting and devitalizing BX.
Are the strange blue, motile forms ago. Considerable digging has not estabIuIbitc:rti01L "
This is very close to Rife's own state- which Dr. Wilhelm Reich discovered in . lished what happened to his estate. The
ment that he had unequivocally demon- the late 1930's and for which he coined remarkable instrument he conceived and
strated that "it was the chemical consti~ the word bio1U related to the fore-going? developed and its photographic evidence
ments and chemical radicals of an organ- Reich observed the bions to spontaneous- may still be in existence. They are worth
ism which enacted upon the unbc:rlc:rnced ly proliferate from specially treated or- looking for. The assistanCe of NAl readers is solicell metClbolism of the human body to ganic matter and even from coal and·
produce disease." Before he died, Rife sand! Spontaneous ,generation of life was cited.

Lingering Questions

~
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·$i50,000 FIRE RAZES
MYSTERY WORKSHOP
•
Dr. J. C. Burnett Losei Records!
and Equipment.:-Wife'. Art
Treasures Destroyed'
HIS EXPERIMENTS SECRET,

New Type,of Therapy Believed
aoal in Huge'Laboratory
on Palisades Estate

------

specIal to Till NIW YOllE TDO'. Th

ALPI~E,' N. J .• March 12.- e
,
b
tol'V that Dr. John
'mysteriOUS la ora • J
,,()().
Clawson Burnett bullt on hi.
acre estato here fifteen years al~:
was destroyed by !Ire today; W
the probable los's of all the equ!i
ment and recorda of experl men I
thttt he had hop('d would make ~h~
world a better place to llve In. u
never revealed.
' i f the
The art treasures of hiS w e'f
B Tlmken of the am:former C~ra . lth the roller-bear- 'I
11y assoCiated w were burned in
ing industry, ~ISO d"intricate glass I
fiames that re uce
muse. and \
tubin g to d ~~l::~d a collecUon of
cracke d an
hi
paratus.
rare photograp c ap
G. E.:
Notifiod by a secretary, J
the I
'1
f Haworth, N. ., I '
id to be return ng ,
Danle s 0
Burnetts were savislt to California.
at once from h~d planned to stay
where they
he month. Mr.
until the end of t
estlmate the
Daniels deClln~~ ~nd fire officials
damage. but po. cl~um of $250,000.
set it at a mm
1
was conAt. the time the build n:et at that
structed th~ cO~u~~t said he was
flgu~e, and. r ihat much into "this
pulling tWice
I
experiment,"
t medicine. acCo rd- ,
, Not a doci~~8o Medical Directory,
ing to the
lified medical pracwhich lists' qua
ut the country.
tltioners t~rto~~~~ at the American
Dr. Burnet 5 u
and later
School of <?stc?path Y Newark~ He
m
opened a sanltarll.t a~eca.me inter:is 53, years old &:nd {ter attributested .in eleictron~~:d aan oscilloclast
~ng to a dev cefcam tuberc'ulosis of
his recovery· ro
the right shoulder.

I

N.Y. Times, March 15.

Wife Known as PhlIaDthropllt
His wife,' whom he married in "
1920, has alwa¥8 b,een Interested In ,
,. art and philanthropy. They dect4ed
to build a structUre on their wood-,
ed tract, between. the stony rim of ,
the Palisades opposite Hastings, ,
N. Y., and what is DOW Route 9W, :
In' which both could further their
spe'cialtles.
.,
. '
There ,ar"e eight .other : bulldlngs
on the land. including the m,ansion .
in which the owne~ live. Th,e archr~.
tectural pecu1hii'ltjel of tlie group ,
led to facetious comment at the
tlme the' units took shape; one 9b- ,
server d~scribed "em 'as across ,
between & cubist JPght mare and & ,
colony of, Chfnese pagodas. But the ,
Burnetts knew eXactly what tl;1ey·.
, wanted, and ainca they tDtel1de~
and efficiently JJianaged-to keep
off visitors wfth~ a barbed-wire
fence and admittecily. dangeroUs
dogs, they had no bne to. ~lease .but
themselves.
i" '
Tne studio-laboratory was eache~
in a grotto surrC?Unded by- fir and
I'ycamore trees. It was ~shaped,
'about 80 feet OD the longest BideB,
and roofed alloVer by & copper
dome. ,It gave tbe Impression qf
Intersecting alrplai1a hangars.
Because of DrJ Burnett'. projected experimentS ,there was not &
particle of magne~c substance-not
an iron nail-in the bulldlilg. The
outside· walls .wen. of a greel1wh
.:stucco, with atdlia, wood, brau,
, copper and bronze makh\l ~p the
. interior and fOuDuUona.\ Becau~e
" at an a\tersion of Mrs. IBurnplt s
• to houses placed ntmslly ,on' top of
11. the groltnd, ratheq. than set Into 1t,
',the structure w~rtuallY ,sunk
'Into the compacte of the' Pal: isl1des. :
.
,
.

1939~

I

a

.

.. Not
CommQidal Venture
.
'.
At the ouuet D~. Burnett named
,th~ place the BUJiDett-Tlmken 'R~
search' Laboratory and 'said the
commercial posslbDltlea ot his .work
did not concern 'him. But other
than deciare that he would deal en-'
tlrely with electronic energy in. itt. .
. relationship fo th .. huma.u body, ,be
disclosed nothing othts pr&D1l~ .Sl~~e
ed tract. between. tile stony' nw. VA.
the Palisades·, opposite KasUngs.
N. Y., and what is now Route 9W,
In' which both could further their
speCialties.
I
There 'are eight ·other buUdlngl
On the land, including the D\ansfon
iil whIch the owneJs live. The architectural pecuUatitles at tHe group
led to facetious comment at the,
tlme the'unlts took shape; one ob'server dAscribed them 'as a cross
bet~een a cubist q.ight mare and: a
colony bf Chlnesapagodas. But the
Burnetts ',kne~ exactly what they.

I .',

pg. 34. Burnett was

~onnected to Rife through his father-in-law who

was one of Rife's funders: Timkin, of Timkin Roller
Bearlng ~ompany. Apparently Burnett was in contact
with Rife and working on similar ideas.
Look what haepe!!ed_to_!tim.

wanted. and 8ince they intendedand efficiently managed-to keep:
oft visitors wi & barbed-wire
tence and admittedly. dangeroUs
, dog5. they ha.d no hne to pJease but
themselves.
I'!
'
Tne studlo-Iabor.tory
c&c:he4i
" In a grotto surrounded by- tlr and
I'ycamore trees. It was L-shaped,
about 80 teet on the longest 'sIdes,
and roofed all .over by & copper
dome. It gave the impression of I
In tersecUng airplane hangars. " I
Because of' Dr., Burnett'. pro- I
jected .experiments there was' not a
particle of magnetic substance-not
an Iron nail-in the building•. Th6
outside walls were of & greenish
,stucco, with stcmo. wood. braSil,
copper and bronze maktnsr up the
interior and' toundaUons.~Becauge
of an aversion ot Mrs. Burnett's
• to houses placed flimsily on, top ot
tho ground. rather, than set into ft,
,thestr'Jcture wB.? virtually sunk
Into the compact shale of the Paliaades.
'"
co Not a Commercial Venture
At the ouuet Dr. Burnett named
the place the Burnett-Tlmken Research' Labore-tory and said the
commercial possibilities of his. work
did not concern him. But other
than declare that he would deal en-·
tirely ,with electronic energy in Ita
relationship to the hum¥ body, he
disclosed notliing of his plans. Since
then the couple have figured in· the
news in connectIon with art sales at
New York QalletJes. and once when
hold-up meY got $200 on the estate.
But there has been no word from
the experimenter as to his progresa .
The tire was discovered by Motorcycle Patrolman WilHam EtteU of
tho Palisades Interstate Park pollce
at 3:30 A. M. Seventy-ttve men
from fire companies in Alpine.
Closter and Tenafly. crunched
through the an ow on tbe grounds
and poured water into the building
but were unable to check the bla.z~
until late this afternoon.
,They 'were handicapped by I~ck, ot
water; quickly exhausting the 100.O~)..gallon dstern supply on the
eHate, The water caused cboking
clouds of black smoke to spread
trom the scene and attract attention on the other side of the Hudson,
The great' copper roof sagged and
collapsed. There' were indications
that the floor. topping what was
beUeved to be an underground'vault
for t~e safekeeping ot the photo-'
graphiC apparatus, had caved In
Firemen said later that they' had
found aU sorts ot surgical equipment. inside.
'
Most ot the damaged art work
seemed to be Jltatuary. Mrs. Burnett dnce safd she I=~anned her own
museum In the building. She was
herself an amateur artist and .culptor."
"
,
'
, Preliminary 'l~vestJgat'lon utab. ,llsbed no cause for the ffre, which
started ~hUe ten len'ants ot the
B~rnetts were in their quarterl' on
a~other part ot the estate.
:
~elghbor8 were inclined to pl1t
the damage much higher than' the:
officials had-the figure Tan as
high as ,$3.000,OOO-:-but Mr. Daniels
said no Inventory would be possible tor severa! days. Chief WfUJam
Casey at the Alpine police said, the
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